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Abstract—As society is becoming more and more aware of the
negative environmental impact of our living environments
there is a need for interoperability of a full range of Building
Information Modelling (BIM) tools for renovation that will be
accommodated on an innovative BIM cloud platform. The use
of BIM will be the catalyst for a more intelligent and efficient
method of deep renovation for the residential building sector.
This paper is based on the deliverable report ‘Strategies for
user acceptance, collaboration support, and BIM data
maintenance’ of the BIM-SPEED project, an H2020 research
project. This report aimed to investigate and define the
conditions for improving the use of the BIM-SPEED platform
and fostering its adoption by the largest community of
stakeholders. The methodology is based on two complementary
aspects: i) feedback provided by the first end-users of the
BIM-SPEED cloud platform, the necessary functionalities
required to be implemented in the future versions of the
platform to support renovation projects that have been
collected and synthesized; and ii) by using end-user
expectations regarding BIM content and update during
Operation and Maintenance (O&M) of buildings. The result of
this paper provides general recommendations for improving
such an Integrated BIM Platform to guarantee its usability
over time by advancing future versions, such as the services
offered, user needs (user friendliness, user interface and ease of
use), performances, flexibility, and availability.

to improve the performance of building stock by developing
a combination of techniques and tools with one central
information source at its core: the use of BIM.
The BIM-SPEED platform is part of an ambitious work
package ‘Implementing BIM cloud platform and data
management’ whose objective is to develop and deploy an
operational cloud platform for collaboration and exchange of
BIM data and other project documentation between all
stakeholders in the whole cycle of European Environmental
Bureau renovation projects [2]. For this purpose, there are
several points that were analyzed:

The functionalities or services offered by the
platform and how they meet the needs of different
end-users’ profiles to support renovation projects.

The user-friendliness of the platform, in particular
the user interface and ease of use.

The robustness, reliability, performance (e.g.,
response time for certain actions), security of data
(e.g., in case of system failure).

The flexibility and evolution of the platform (its
capacity to adapt to the real needs of the end-users).

The availability of a user support service.

And finally, the data maintenance and update in the
long term during the building operation.

Keywords-BIM;
Renovation;
Agile
Development;
Collaboration; Platforms; Usability Testing, O&M.

In order to investigate the conditions of emerging
requirements of advanced technologies needed to improve
the BIM-SPEED platform, a study was conducted to select
the most viable components and what and how to update in
practice, explained in Section II of this paper. In Section III
is explained the first part of the methodology followed, and
the second part focused on the development of an agile
platform is explained in Section IV. Some BIM
recommendations are included in Section V, and the
conclusions and future exploitation of the BIM-SPEED
platform are explained in Section VI.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The current trend in the use of digitalization of built
assets to support in the deep renovation of buildings has led
to the development of many tools based on Building
Information Modelling (BIM), both desktop and
cloud-based. This paper aims to investigate and define the
conditions for improving the use of the BIM-SPEED
platform and fostering its adoption by the largest community
of stakeholders. This platform is part of the Horizon 2020
project BIM-SPEED (harmonized Building Information
Speedway for Energy-Efficient Renovation) [1], which aims

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2022.
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II.

EASE OF USE

The following section addresses the selecting of the
components for advancement and the use of a desktop
study.
A. Selecting the Components for Advancement
The first aspect was developed through an online survey
by the end-users of the 13 demonstration sites of the
BIM-SPEED project, complemented with some face-to-face
interviews. The main result of the survey was that the BIMSPEED platform, in its current version (i.e., the launch
version with mainly collaborative features had a limited set
of BIM-based renovation-oriented services) was mainly used
as a file repository and document sharing service. In this
initial version in which it was at the time of the first survey,
the platform did not show significant innovative features
compared to many other products available on the market,
according to user’s answers. However, very valuable
information on the expected developments had been
collected during the survey, amongst which the most
demanded ones were predefined folder structure specific to
renovation projects, workflow management, online Industry
Foundation Classes (IFC) viewer, and integration of BIM
services for renovation (scan to BIM, energy simulation,
checklist of BIM object properties at different stages of the
renovation process, connection with BIM objects libraries,
etc.). Specific feedback was provided on the level of
information needed for some BIM objects (e.g., Heating,
Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) system
components) during the building operation phase, which
allowed to make the link with the second part of this study.
B. The Integrity of the Desk Review
This second part of the study was about the update of
BIM during building operation and maintenance, and the
central role that BIM is called upon to play during the
operation of a building, in relation to traditional O&M tools
and emerging initiatives like Digital Building Logbooks or
BIM Passports. The study was informed by a desk review
combined with the contributors' own experience. It resulted
in a set of recommendations for updating BIM during
renovation operations, even for smaller changes.
III. METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH (PHASE I)
The methodology followed relied on a two-step approach
(Figure 1”). In a first step (1), conduct a survey among the
users of the platform to better know how they use the
platform in practice, and what are their expectations in terms
of data organization, work progress monitoring,
functionalities, and required BIM content for renovation
projects. The results of this survey were used, on the one
hand, to inform future developments of the platform, and on
the other hand, as input to the second step.
The second step (2) consists in setting up
recommendations for the BIM update and maintenance. This
work relied on a desk review of relevant techniques,
standards, and initiatives such as the building Logbook, the
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BIM Passport, IFC annotation
information acquisition, etc.

mechanisms,

on-site

Figure 1. Methodology followed

A. User Survey
An online questionnaire was set up in April 2020 (as the
project originally started in November of 2018 with a
duration of 48 months). The questionnaire was re-launched
in March 2021 for additional answers. The objectives were:
 To collect data on how end-users practically use the
BIM-SPEED cloud platform.
 To get some qualitative information on their level of
satisfaction.
 To identify current strengths and weaknesses.
 And to collect their expectations for future versions
of the platform.
Two main target groups were identified for the survey:
a) the BIM-SPEED partners who are the contacts for the 13
demo projects and b) the registered users of the platform
outside the BIM-SPEED consortium. In all, this represented
a sample of 41 people. This online questionnaire consisted
of some 30 questions organized in several sections such as:
identity (Table I), background in BIM, and expectations
(Table II).
B. Results
Only a small part of the 41 identified end-users (between
7 and 12, pending the question) of the project had provided
fully exploitable answers to the online survey. This is
mainly because at the time of the survey, some of the pilots
had only just started, so end-users did not have enough
insight into the use of the platform to provide informed
responses.
C. Main characteristics of the BIM-SPEED pilot project
and background in BIM
Including the 2021 re-launch, the respondents represent
12 (9 from the first questionnaire, 3 from the second) from
the 13 BIM-SPEED pilot projects in Italy, Romania (x2),
Poland (x2), The Netherlands, Bulgaria, Spain, Germany
(x2) and France (x2). All these projects included a
residential part (sometimes beside other activities like hotel
or commerce). These are mostly private projects, of very
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different sizes (from less than 1,000 m2 up to 20,000 m2).
Half of them have a renovation budget lower than 100,000 €
but one project has a budget higher than 10,000,000 €.
Three-quarters of respondents had already good experience
with BIM (through several projects), the others having
participated once to a BIM project. Except in one case, all
respondents’ organizations have plans to develop the use of
BIM internally.
TABLE I.

development stage, and in this phase no functionalities of
the software are tested, it is a previous stage of a BETA
version, something of which respondents were unaware. For
that reason, the stakeholder’s requirements were still
unclear. The survey and interviews were apart incremental
and iterative methods to represent a practical and useful
approach to promote initial capabilities that will be followed
by successive deliveries to reach the product development
phase.

YOUR IDENTITY

Structure

TABLE III.

Profile




















Company: 66,7%
Research and Technology Organization: 25%
Public Community: 8,3%
<10 (VSE): 8,3%
11<250 (SME): 41,7%
250><5,000: 25%
>5,000: 25%
Promoter: 8,3%
Building owner: 16,7%
Project manager: 33,3%
Architect: 25%
Engineering Office: 33,3%
Main contractor (builder): 8,3%
Subcontractor (crafts): 8,3%
Consultant (crafts): 8,3%
Surveyor: 0%
Real estate information manager: 8,3%
Yes: 66;7% (Dalux Box, BauApp, C&C, Bim
Server Center, BIM 360)
 No: 33,3%

Type

Size of
Organization

Business Area

Using another
platform

TABLE II.

BACKGROUND IN BIM

Structure

Participation in projects
using BIM

Organization BIM
expertise/experience

Training sessions to BIM
tools
Have you used the BIMSPEED platform yet?

Never: 16;7%
Only once: 25%
Several times: 58,3%
No experience: 8,3%
<1 year: 0%
1<2 years: 33,3%
2<5 yeas: 25%
>5 years: 33,3%
No yet: 25%
Yes, on need base: 41,7%
Yes periodically: 25%%
Yes, and every post has a BIM
training roadmap: 8,3%
 Yes: 75%
 No: 25%

D. Appreciation of the BIM-SPEED Platform
The BIM-SPEED platform questionnaire implemented
in this Phase I, used multiple methods or data sources to
develop a comprehensive understanding of the stakeholders
needs. The questionnaire, interviews and observation of the
usability testing sites provided the inductive reasoning
results, shown in TABLE III. Whereas Phase II outlined the
deductive reasoning ‘the act of backing up the BIM-SPEED
platform applications with specific scenarios – observations
learnt from existing case studies and analysis from inductive
reasoning, leading the product progression to BETA stage.’
The BIM-SPEED platform server was in an ALPHA
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BIM-SPEED
Satisfaction
BIM-SPEED Platform
meet your expectations?

Main teamwork features
used

Use the invitation
function to invite a
partner
Using of Basic Services
Using EveBim Viewer

Time using the BIMSPEED Platform

Results
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BIM APPRECIATION

Structure

BIM-SPEED Platform
Advice

Results













Satisfied: 11,1%
Partially satisfied: 55,6%
Not satisfied: 11,1%
Yes: 22,2%
No: 77,8%
Document sharing: 100%
Task scheduling: 33,3%
Calendar: 33,3%
Meeting scheduling: 33,3%
Chat: 11,1%
Videoconferencing: 0%

 Yes: 55,6%
 No: 44,4%













File naming convention: 80%
Model checking: 60%
Yes: 22,2%
No: 7,8%
Every day: 0%
1 to times a week: 22,2%
3 to 5 times a week: 0%
Once a month: 66,7%
Once a certain period: 0%
It speeds up the renovation process: 60%
It reduces the renovation costs: 20%
It improves the quality of the renovation:
80%

In summary, the following results provided in TABLE
IV. represent comments that contributed constructively to
identifying future requirements and deductive comments
that enabled the desired features and capabilities to be the
target focus of future development
TABLE IV.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Summary of future requirements

No predefined folder structure
specific to renovations projects.
No tool to manage the BIM
workflow.
Limited size of files that can be
uploaded (e.g., large cloud points).
Lack of business functions and
support tools integrated into the
platform (the platform is mainly
used as a file repository).
No online BIM viewer – eveBIM
is integrated into the platform but
it is a desktop application.

Summary of key deductive
comments

In response to what features
does the platform lack the
most: “energy calculations,
management of the document,
checklist, issue tracking, cost
analysis, time analysis, in fact
soon every employer’s
information requirement
specification will demand
Common Data Environment
platform”.
In response to what are the
main types of tool/services to
be integrated into the BIMSPEED platform: BIM
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Summary of future requirements

Summary of key deductive
comments

passport, model checker,
energy analysis/ simulation/
calculation was all mentioned
extensively in the survey.
And “file naming, scan to BIM
tools – that creates LOD 100200 model (also referred to as
a schematic design stage), and
renovation scenarios results.”

partners accumulate the results provided from each of the
site tests and incorporates them into an updated version of
the BIM-SPEED Platform.

The overall endgame (‘the final stage’) is to present a
platform that provides a streamlined process that overrides
existing challenges, faster exchanges, easier sharing of files
and managing of data. However, in order to reach this stage,
the summary of the results shown in TABLE IV. must be
taken into consideration to identify current obstacles.
IV.

AGILE PLATFORM DEVELOPMENT (PHASE II)

The generalized comparison of commercial versus
contract/task development domain is that the former requires
the anticipation, innovation, developing and applying new or
emerging technologies to create new products in a fast-paced
time to market environment before the competition seizes on
the opportunity spaces [3]. Whereas European H2020
projects recognize the importance of the commercial market
while heavily leaning towards contract/task development
domain (‘the latter’) which focuses on the dependency of the
customer (project officer) satisfaction concerning results of
performance-based outcomes (Key Performance Indicators KPIs, Measurement of Effectiveness (MOE), and
Measurement of Suitability (MOS)).
The Agile Platform Development Method had been
adapted from the traditional contract/task schedule that is
illustrated in a step sequence of events in Figure 2”. During
this stage of the development, the BIM-SPEED project had
been involved in the ALPHA design stage of the platform
which had partially incorporated the end-user anticipated
needs. However, to further evolve the platform step 2 User
defined needs required step 3 User Cases, to achieve step 4,
identify features & capabilities. In reference to this paper,
these stages are acknowledged by the questionnaire, and
face-to-face meetings that were organized with professionals
involved in some real-time usability testing (on specific user
sites). These meetings were conducted by the BIM-SPEED
partners defined as contact points for the user sites in
Germany, Italy, and Spain.
In Figure 2”, the importance of step 3 User Cases has
been defined by a two-way directional arrow. This indicates
that BIM-SPEED development process incorporated an
agile platform development method at this stage (shown by
the number 3 User tested sites on the right-hand side of the
diagram). The reason for implementing this technique was
to allow the platform developers to perform two incremental
tests. The first evaluation at step 3 and the second evaluation
at step 6. The results of the first evaluation helped to
advance the development of the architecture (requirements
& functional) referring to step 5 as outlined in Section IV.
Step 6 Rapid prototyping will be conducted after the project

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2022.
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Figure 2. Agile Platform Development Method

The identified incomplete requirements and constructive
comments will be revisited and tested on the existing sites
via performing rapid prototyping & Demos. The outcome of
these incremental (step by step process that loops back to
refine the platform - iteration) and incursion (where the
outputs at one level become the inputs for the next
successive level), will lead to step 7 ‘decision gate’. At this
stage the consortium will decide whether the platform has
advanced to BETA testing. The agile technique enables
short testing cycles rather than trying to implement one final
test. It allows the platform to grow/evolve in a heuristic
manner after two cycles. The process also assists in
achieving the technical measures; MOE – the acquirer’s key
indicators and the process of MOS – the most suitable
applications to be provided for the BIM-SPEED platform
A. Real-Time Usability Testing
In most cases usability testing requires four key areas to
be examined: i) what features need to be improved; ii) what
are the biggest obstacles to using the prototype; iii) what
goals do you require when you come to the platform; iv)
what did you learn from the usability test. However, as
previously identified, the platform was a part of an agile
development process, meaning that at this stage of the first
incremental test, learning material was created to
demonstrate the features available at that time, such as
naming conventions. The survey results had highlighted this
feature as necessary component of the platform and CSTB
had responded (Figure 2”). According to [4], specifying the
electronic data file format for information deliverables is
critical.
If the data models of the export/import applications
don’t match, some modification of exported BIM data may
be needed before it can be imported into the Computerized
Maintenance Management System (CMMS)/ Integrated
Workplace Management System (IWMS) software.
Analyzing and addressing these data format compatibility
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issues before creating any data in the BIM model can
greatly minimize these issues. If both applications support
Construction Operations Building Information Exchange
(COBie) format, as a non-proprietary data format, you can
specify that data from the BIM can be delivered in a COBiecompliant format.”
B. Summary of Sprint Iteration
A compilation of the three individual sprints (usability
testing) are listed below. These results are based on the
analysis of the problems and opportunities arising from the
usability test. The following step 5 of Figure 2, Develop
Architecture,” incorporates the patterns (systems thinking)
identified to advance the architecture of the BIM-SPEED
platform. The three user sites results are composed into two
sections: usability study experience summary and summary
of views on future changes/improvements. The results are
displayed in a manner to find the patterns and traceability
between the different tests user requirements and future
design requirements. Usability Study Experience Summary:
a) Germany: the layout of the platform offers useful
extensions through the versioning and chat
function; very beneficial to publish data (models,
reports, versions) which therefore can represent
official, trustworthy documents; and the platform is
only effectively usable for data storage so far.
b) Italy: the platform was mainly used as a platform
for file sharing; tools used and from different data
formats were also placed on the platform:
AutoCAD (Autodesk), Revit (Autodesk), Thermus
(ACCA Software), Primus (ACCA Software).
c) Spain: the main use of the platform has mostly
been like a repository to exchange information;
BIM model viewer has been implemented which
turned out to be helpful.
Evidently the user experience in all three sites
recognized at this stage the platform is an efficient
repository for exchanging files. The use of additional
extensions such as versioning and chat function for
communication is beneficial. The BIM model viewer option
and the semantic checker for elements etc., were also
recognized as positive applications. Integrating different
tools with different data formats streamlined the usability
experience. Again, the naming convention was highly
recommended.
C. Summary of Views on Future Changes/Improvements
The process of validating files, changing names, and
modifying several files simultaneously, structuring files into
folders and file checking for clearer workflows was
highlighted in both Germany and Italy usability tests as
areas for improvement. The SemChecker had been
previously acknowledged as a positive contribution,
however for future changes it was suggested that more
information be provided. Likewise, the model viewers were
viewed as positive contributor, however in the future an
online viewer is deemed essential. The site usability test in
Spain produced some constructive comments such as:
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missing a functionality to follow the site, like a logbook
which allows to register all the issues during the site through
the 3D model; linked annotations inside the model to
different parts of it; and missing the possibility to link
different documents like pdf or jpeg with different elements
of the model. Both Spain and Italy recommended higher
level of detail for objects. Next Steps: The information
obtained from the survey and usability testing formed the
basis of the key focus areas to advance the BIM-SPEED
platform. The following suggestions address the main future
services.
V.

BIM RECOMMENDATIONS

The Level of Development (LOD) had been defined as a
crucial process to initialize and update all information
during renovation operations. Indeed, a process that would
be too complicated can make this data structure unusable.
On another hand, when smaller changes have been made to
the building, they are often not integrated into the model.
This issue can be linked to the development and
management of the building Logbook which must list all
operations made on the building. In this context, the use of
BIM is often seen as a data sink for initializing CMMS
software. However, one also must think of the opposite way,
it means, how to update BIM following operations directly
managed in the CMMS software. Indeed, if we can use BIM
as an operational support of the Digital Building Logbook
(DBL) (two ways communication between BIM and
dedicated tools for maintenance), this will ensure the
transmission of information about building operation
including when the operator changes (using possibly
different asset management tools).
Alternatively, we also looked at how BIM can be used to
provide information to DBL or maintenance management
systems, or conversely, how BIM can be updated from
them. The challenges are to keep the BIM up to date during
maintenance/renovation operations, even for small changes,
and to ensure the transmission of information on building
operations, even when the building operator changes and
uses a different asset management tool.
A. Digital Building Logbook
The ‘Digital Building Logbook’ is defined as a digital
traceable container for all the data of a building, including
all the documents and information regarding design,
structure calculation, system implementation, materiality,
costs, maintenance, energy efficiency (including possible
certifications), Life Cycle Assessment (LCA), urban
conditions, property, etc. The DBL belongs to the building
owner and can be shared with public entities (e.g.,
municipalities), AECOM professionals, energy certifiers,
etc., to facilitate processes of review and management of the
building, as well as to carry out future renovations on it. In
more advanced scenarios it is also possible to use the DBL
as a container for energy measurement data from the
building, so that results that differ from the numbers in the
digital twin's energy analysis can be a symptom of a
breakdown in the air conditioning systems or a problem in
the thermal envelope. Due to the relevance of this topic,
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some European initiatives related with the Building
Logbook are already being developed in Germany
(Gëbaudepass), Portugal (CASA+), France (Carnet
numérique du logement) or Belgium (Woningpas), with the
aim of bringing building owners and stakeholders together.
The DBL is already starting to be implemented in countries
such as France, Germany, or Belgium, as detailed in the
European study BUILDING RENOVATION: Customized
roadmaps toward deep renovation and better homes [5].
B. BIM Passport
The automated evaluation of information contained in
the DBL holds great potential in supporting (future)
building owners and operators to assess the quality and
completeness of the given information to implement certain
use cases related to deep building renovation. There are
several (research) projects developing BIM-based Material
Passports (MP) to increase the efficiency and sustainability
in the construction sector, promoting circular solutions for
building design and operation, as proposed by the
HOUSEFUL project [6], which is supported by the
MADASTER platform, a cloud platform that allows the
generation of Material Passports for buildings [7].
The concept of the BIM Passport would be applicable to
any type of construction project, however, in BIM-SPEED
the focus lies on enabling (future) building owners and
service providers to make informed decisions based on the
information contained in the DBL regarding the
implementation of certain use cases presented (Baseline and
Use Cases for BIM-Based renovation projects and KPIs for
EEB renovation) [8].
C. BIM Collaboration Format (BCF – IFC Annotations)
BIM Collaboration Format (BCF) is a buildingSMART
International openBIM standard to communicate about the
‘issues’ of a BIM model during its live cycle. The
development of BCF started in 2009 and was originally
conceived by two members of the buildingSMART
International Implementation Support Group (ISG), Solibri
and Tekla, along with the Institute for Applied Building
Informatics at the Munich (Germany) University of Applied
Sciences. Their desire to leverage open communication
technology for IFC-based workflows led to prototyping and
eventually fully developing BCF with other ISG members
[9].
BCF allows software to activate interoperable
information workflows. The exchange of information in
construction projects already benefits from the ISO 29481
IDM (Information Delivery Manual) standard. BCF's
assessment of compliance with this ISO standard will help
to further expand its use when quality management involves
full adoption of ISO standards. Discussions within the
buildingSMART association are underway to define BCF as
a standard compliant with ISO 29481.
BCF was introduced to allow an intelligent
communication workflow between BIM tools and a
workflow communication capability connected to IFC
formats, where the purpose was to separate the virtual
communication from the model into a BCF format based on
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XML schemas. BCF process focuses on the support to
comments and status of issues across platforms instead of
focusing on a single discipline and its own product.
VI.

CONCLUSION

The survey conducted as part of the BIM-SPEED project,
whose methodology has been explained in this paper,
showed that construction stakeholders have a strong
expectation for user-friendly BIM platforms, where project
information can be collected and structured in a logical way
that corresponds to professional practices and project
progress. In these platforms, the ability to trace the history
of different changes with their various contributors can be
included. In addition, a set of basic services (e.g., to track
and control workflow, or check the completeness of the
BIM model at each stage of the process) can also be offered,
as well as business services dedicated to renovation projects.
At the time this survey was conducted, within the
BIM-SPEED project, the BIM platform made available to
the pilot sites was the launch version, mainly offering a
generic Common Data Environment (CDE) with still few
renovation-oriented BIM services (except for a model
checker). It is therefore not surprising that the survey
showed that early users of the platform used it mainly as a
file repository and document sharing tool. However, the
expectations gathered through this survey had been very
useful and helped guide future developments such as a
weather data service, a service to link IoT data with BIM, a
GIS data collector, a ‘Material’ service (to enrich IFC4 files
with material properties), and a LoDlifter service (to enrich
IFC files with object properties and values).
As a final recommendation, the integration into the BIM
of all the necessary information to be able to undertake a
renovation operation in a well-informed way (the so-called
BIM PASSPORT, which differs depending on the intended
use, for example an energy or structural renovation
operation), is essential.
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Abstract—As part of the Design Process Model that
includes systematic methods for the 'Developing
European Defence Strategy for Electromagnetic
Resilience Infrastructure Network' this paper focuses on
the analytical phase. In essence, the paper presents
inductive reasoning (develop a theory), while also
examining deductive reasoning (proposed solution) to
promote the need and resources of the creative phase
(development of such a strategy). The paper focuses on
Spectrum capabilities in defense and acknowledges that
the development of European Defense strategy for
Electromagnetic Resilience Infrastructure is necessary.
Issues such as interoperability, and ability to keep pace
with technological advances by potential adversaries will
require Europe to emulate recent developments by DoD
to advance the USA superiority in EM warfare. The
result of this paper will identify opportunities, risk and
challenges within the scope of the European Defence
Strategy for Electromagnetic Resilience Infrastructure
Network.

develop a strategy to control and enable these 6 principles in
order to advance the USA superiority in EM warfare.
TABLE I.

ELECTROMAGNETIC USES AND APPLICATIONS (EXTRACTED
FROM [2])

Directed-Energy
(DE) Weapons

Radio frequency
waves

Microwaves

Keywords—Electromagnetic Spectrum; Resilience; Strategy;
Infrastructure; Networks; Energy; Standards.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In physics, Electromagnetic Radiation (EM radiation or
EMR) refers to the waves (or their quanta, photons) of the
electromagnetic field, propagating (radiating) through space,
carrying electromagnetic radiant energy. It includes radio
waves, microwaves, infrared, (visible) light, ultraviolet, Xrays, and gamma rays. In applications across civil,
commercial, and government sectors, the characteristics of
the waves used often drive the use [1] . Table 1 is an
extraction from [2] and cross-referenced by the author to
identify the specific use of the spectrum in Space and
Defence. It highlights the theme of the paper’s magnitude for
reflection on Spectrum capabilities in defence.
In February 2021, the Congressional Research Service
Report outlined DoD use of the EMS (Electromagnetic
Spectrum) based on: (i) Interoperability, (ii) Ability to keep
pace with technological advances by potential adversaries,
(iii) The private sector’s increasing interest in using
frequencies traditionally reserved for the military (for
example the 5G spectrum), (iv) Spectrum Sharing, (v) The
interagency process for spectrum allocation – such as the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) authorisation
of the Ligado 5G network, which could affect the global
positioning system’s radio signals, and (vi) Anticipating
future spectrum needs for both commercial and military
users. These principles have called the DoD to action and
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Infrared
radiation (IR)

Concentrated EM energy rather than kinetic
energy to incapacitate, damage, disable, or
destroy enemy equipment, facilities, and/or
personnel examples include ground forces in
Counter Rocket, Artillery, and Mortar (C-RAM),
Counter-Unmanned Aircraft (C-UAS), or ShortRange Air Defense (SHORAD) missions.
Can be used to transmit messages between
electronic devices. Low frequency radio waves
can travel long distances, and can penetrate
seawater, but cannot support high data rates.
These waves are useful for communications with
submarines. long distance waves can pass
through solid objects, like buildings and trees,
making them useful for mobile communications.
Microwaves are used in radars—systems that
send out pulses of high frequency waves that
reflect off an object and back to the source.
Microwaves are also used in satellite
communications, which experience few obstacles
in their transmission path.
Receives and converts light signals to electrical
signals that instruct microprocessors to carry out
commands, similarly infrared lasers can be used
for point-to-point communications over short
distances to provide high-speed, reliable
connections.

The paper comprises of 7 main sections: i) introduction observation and addressing the problem; ii) scope &
objectives - what is required and measured; iii) project
analysis - evaluation 'why it is needed'; iv) methodology development of EMC standards and specification; v)
proposed solution - how it will be achieved; vi) impact,
opportunities & risks - the added value gained from such a
strategy and risks associated with trying to achieve it; and
vii) way ahead - funding. Overall results of the paper present
a summary, synthesize, critique, and use of information as
"background" for a research proposal.
II.

SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES

This section will address the overall scope of the
projects contribution and outline the objectives.
A. Scope
This project is a contribution to the development of the
European Defence Strategy for Electromagnetic Resilience
Infrastructure and raises the profile of its activities in
particular by working on the following: i) support the
operation of the European Defence Agency (EDA)
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governance structure; ii) conduct national and regional based
process for preparing a Research and Innovation investment
Roadmap and priorities by involving research and industry
stakeholders, and engaging in wide dissemination of the
Electromagnetic Resilience Infrastructure results; iii)
organise outreach events and engage in structured
discussions with the general public, including on the social
implications and ethics of Electromagnetic technology
development and innovation, particularly with regard to
privacy and security, public trust and acceptance; iv) provide
research dissemination services to projects; v) identify
relevant training, education and infrastructure needs. The
results should be compared with best practices of
international cooperation partners of similar governance
(e.g., USA and Canada), and shared based on mutual
exchange.

current that produces them. In reference to the incredible
evolution of communicating systems; “the deployment of
Internet and mobile networks, connected objects and
sensors, has brought about the emergence of silicon
photonics to meet these new major challenges” [3].

B. Objectives

Why is this important? The need for high speed, more
capacity and longer distances has made Dense Wavelength
Division Multiplexing (DWDM - is an optical multiplexing
technology used to increase bandwidth over existing fiber
networks) the technology of choice for greenfield
installations, for upgrading existing networks, and is
compulsory for transmission of 100G and above. In fact, the
DWDM C-band 1525nm – 1610nm spectrum supports up to
96 wavelengths spaced at the standard ITU grid of 50GHz
[5]. At higher data rates, including 400G and 1T, the signals
will be transmitted over multiple subcarrier channels [6].
From a 5G commercial aspect, Intel acknowledged the
benefits of their 100G silicon photonics transceivers that are
optimised to meet the bandwidth requirements of nextgeneration
communications
infrastructure
while
withstanding harsh environmental conditions. Furthermore,
their market opportunity projection for its connectivity
business, which includes silicon photonics, is to grow from
$4 billion today to an estimated $11 billion total addressable
market by 2022 [7].

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Investigate and map best practice activities in
European and international spheres - where
Electromagnetic technologies will play a major role
in the near future and where resilience in such
fields can enhance existing capabilities, protection
and offer a competitive advantage to Europe.
Increase the adoption of standards and regulations
in Electromagnetic Warfare - either in existing
standardisation activities and bodies and where
relevant, by contributing to creating and testing
new standardisation activities in existing groups
and/or creation of new groups.
Open Innovation Days – mobilise the whole value
chain (research, standardisation and the industry
sectors, and defence sectors) at innovation days and
advance the discussions at European level to
achieve impactful results promoting the European
interests in Electromagnetic standardisation.
Perform an extensive mapping of current and
future resilient requirements for Electronic Warfare
education and training; define standards for
implementing appropriate educational strategies;
host existing and newly developed teaching
materials and resources within a European Defence
repository.
Develop strategies for scaling up training
programmes across Europe in the use cases of
advanced Electromagnetic Spectrum Management;
and establish a network between science, civil
society, and industry to exchange ideas, needs, and
human resources.
Develop the European Defence Strategy for
Electromagnetic Resilience Infrastructure Network
- involve and be driven by representatives of the
relevant actors of the field (e.g., academia, RTOs,
and industry, including SMEs, and intermediaries).
III.

PROJECT ANALYSIS

The project focuses on the capabilities of
electromagnetic waves and how the infrastructure for
supporting such emissions is protected such as Data
Centers and 5G Networks. EM waves in basic principle
carry energy, momentum, and angular momentum away
from the source particle and radiates without the need for
continuing charges. EMR is sometimes referred to as far
field because it achieves sufficient distance from such
charges whereas near field are close to charges and the
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In essence, fiber optical communications have
revolutionized the telecommunications industry as well as
the data networking community. Fiber optic cables have
enabled telecommunications links to be made over greater
distances, with lower levels of transmission losses and
enabled higher data rates. “As a result, fiber optic
communication systems are widely employed for
applications ranging from major telecommunications
backbone infrastructure to Ethernet systems, broadband
distribution, and general data networking [4].

However, Spectrum Sharing is an issue with emerging
technologies and policies are demonstrating commercial
systems can use the same frequencies without degrading
defense capabilities. Such policies, best practices, standards,
and regulations must be referenced within the European
Defence Agency context. Integrated quantum, Photonic
Devices, 5G security Networks (such as QKD and system
lockout chip) are not only a part of defence resilience
strategies, but also of the cities of the future. Data centers
bandwidth for communication and the use of silicon such as
Insulated-Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT) and Metal–
Oxide–Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistor (MOSFET)
by STMicroelectronics to discharge batteries in electric and
hybrid vehicles indicate the dependency on the
Electromagnetic spectrum and thus the need for
protection from advanced Electronic Warfare Systems
and Electromagnetic Interference in urban areas such
as:




Electronic Support, Networking & Cyber Enabling
– i) networks with Tactical Radios, ii) electronic
support (detect, direction finding and geo-location,
iii) cyber-enabling platform.
Counter Unmanned Aerial Systems (CUAS) – i)
integrates with radars, sensors, and fire control
solutions, ii) stationary and on-the-move capable,
iii) configurable for dismounted, mounted, fixed
site and airborne platforms.
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IV.

METHODOLOGY

In practice Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) is the
engineering discipline concerned with the behavior of a
system in an Electromagnetic Environment (EM).
According to INCOSE [8]: “A system is considered to be
electromagnetically compatible when it can operate without
malfunction in an EM environment together with other
systems or system elements and when it does not add to that
environment as to cause malfunction to other systems.” The
term electromagnetic interference (EMI) is recognised when
a system causes interference, and in EMC the EM
environment includes all effects classically attributed to
electromagnetics (such as radiation) and electrical effects
(conduction).

Fig 1. Process for achieving EMC (Arnold de Beer, cited by [8]: INCOSE
page 219)

Arnold de Beer developed the Business Process Map
(BPM) in Fig 2 which outlines how EMC will be
successfully achieved during system development. It has 5
main areas: i) electrical and electromagnetic environmental
effects (E4) - this analysis describes all the threats (natural
and man-made) that a system may encounter during its life
cycle, furthermore MIL-STD-46C [9] is still been used to
determine requirements of a system such as installation; ii)
EMC requirements (Standards and Specifications) – are
used to regulate the EM environment in which a system is
operating, however the process acknowledges that existing
standards and specifications (whether commercial, military,
avionic, automotive, or medical) can be used as EMC
requirement based on its class or category according to the
outcome of the E4 analysis; iii) EMC Design and
Implementation – overall EMC requirements are inputs for
the concept and development stages of design that includes
both mechanical and electrical/electronic hardware
implementations, the use of zoning for system elements with
similar emissions or sensitive circuits require a control of
interface and the EMI control plan includes EMC
requirements, zoning strategy, filtering and shielding,
mechanical and electrical design to EMC; iv) EMC
Engineering Test – prequalification testing is done on a
system element level and even as low as the single circuit
board assembly level during the development stage; v) EMC
qualification – EMC qualification tests verify the EMC
design of a system against its requirements, the first part of
such tests is to compile an EMC test plan and map each
requirement to a test and a test set up.
Given the severity of EMI and the urban dependency on
the Electromagnetic spectrum, the overall methodology is
based on re-engineering the process for achieving EMC for
urban interoperable design. For instance, challenges exist
when testing for EMC qualification as the process must be
in operational mode during emission testing to predict
malfunctions during susceptibility. Just like EMC standards
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and specifications when it is impractical to test a large
system such as ship, aircraft, or complete industrial plant,
the qualification tests are based on the systems elements. In
the opinion of this author, there needs to be an updated
review EMS based on a similar international structured
principle; (i) Interoperability, (ii) Ability to keep pace with
technological advances, (iii) The private sector’s increasing
interest in using frequencies, (iv) Spectrum Sharing, (v) The
Interagency process for spectrum allocation and (vi)
Anticipating future spectrum needs for both commercial and
military users.
V.

PROPOSE SOLUTION

As part of a trains protection system, Delft University
have been testing ERTMS/ETCS Hybrid Level 3 and ATO:
A simulation-based capacity impact study for the Dutch
railway network [10]. A EEIG ERTMS Users Group has
been focusing on the implementation of ERTMS/ETCS
Level 3, the Hybrid Level 3 concept. “The main
characteristic of the concept is that it uses fixed virtual
blocks for the separation of trains which are fitted with a
Train Integrity Monitoring System (TIMS), while a limited
installation of trackside train detection is used for the
separation of trains without TIMS, as well as for the
handling of degraded situations” [11] (EEIG ERTMS Users
Group, page 5).
The common theme here for testing EM designs in
reference to requirements is the creation of user’s groups,
the analysis of best practices (case studies) and the use of
personas. In order to ‘Develop European Defense Strategy
for Electromagnetic Resilience Infrastructure Network’, the
project must build upon existing networks and create similar
Special Interest Groups (SIGs).

Fig 2. IEEE Standard Association ICAP (Adaption of this Authors,
Interpretation)

Figure 2 is a graphical mind map representation of IEEE
Conformity Assessment Programs based on the following
10 main points of their ICAP working group Extensive
Program Support [12]:







ICAP is a facilitator and administrator of
certification programs.
Full oversight for testing and certification
activities.
Certificate issuance.
Development and management of test plans, test
suites and certification schemes.
Maintenance of certified products registry.
Test laboratory assessment and authorisation.
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Technical and logistical support services to
industry groups executing interoperability
demonstrations of specific technologies related to
IEEE standards.
 Educating IEEE Working Groups on conformity
assessment to ensure conformity assessment is
injected early in the standards development
process.
 The development of customised conformity
assessment programs that meet industry needs.
 Defining and designing conformity assessment best
practices.
The concept for the Developing European Defence
Strategy for Electromagnetic Resilience Infrastructure
Network is to build similar SIG groups to the IEEE
Standard Association ICAP (IEEE Conformity Assessment
Programs) but concentrate on attributes of the DoD 6 pillars.
VI.

IMPACT, OPPORTUNITIES & RISKS

The following section will outline the impact of
advancements associated to the Electromagnetic Spectrum,
the opportunities relating to technologies and infrastructure,
and the current known risks and challenges.
A. Impact
Advancements in Electromagnetic Spectrum have
revolutionised how we manage, control, use and distribute
data that affects our digitally operated devices in order to
advance our health and well-being on a daily basis.
Optronics (the combination of optical and electronics) such
as fiber optic communication and in particular fiber optical
receivers have presented opportunities through wide band
width devices. With the inclusion of WDM multiplexing
technology the capacity to enable bidirectional
communication over one strand fiber exists. This is just one
example; other added advantages include:
 Security – quantum communications such as
WDM have been operating through the protection
of Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) can offer
communication with unconditional security).
 Speed – multiplexing enables high speed capacity
and high-speed telecommunications.
 Energy – i) charge pumps circuits are capable of
high efficiencies, sometimes as high as 90–95%,
while being electrically simple circuits; ii)
MOSFETs and IGBTs are powered by Charge
pumps in H bridges in high-side drivers for gatedriving high-side n-channel power [13] ; The
Silicon Micro-Ring Resonator (MRR) has gained
significant attention for use in an energy-efficient
and high-bandwidth photonic system and is ideally
suited for both inter- and intra- data center
communication [14].
 Cost – the use of DWDM (referring to optical
signals multiplexed within 1550Nm) leverages cost
and capabilities of Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifiers
(EDFAs) for wavelengths between C-Band and LBand, 1525nm – 1565nm and 1570nm – 1610nm.
B. Opportunities
According to RADIO WAVES [15], “Massive MultiInput Multi-Output (MIMO) antennas provide access to wide
frequency bands for very high-speed connections. Their
‘agile’ technology gives them the ability to direct their beams
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to countless moving devices thanks to their multifocal
technology. As a result, they enhance a better direct signal to
the user, by following them as they move. Furthermore, they
provide:
 reduced energy consumption.
 the handling of a larger number of users, and
increased speeds.
 a significant improvement in signal quality to the
user while also reducing superfluous surrounding
emissions.
There have been many studies on the role that photonics,
particularly microwave photonics, can have in implementing
5G networks. Currently, there are several general disruptive
technologies needed for 5G cellular networks, such as
small-cell architectures, the utilisation of the millimeterwave (mmWave) spectrum, and the implementation of
MIMO systems at mobile base stations [16]. Other benefits
of fiber include the fact that “the mmWave frequency band
is a “sweet spot” for Radio Frequency over fiber and
mmWave signal with broadband data can be easily
transported over large distances with minimal loss [17].
However, interoperability will always be the main issue
when exchanging information and standards are the key
mechanism to achieving interoperable solutions when
developing systems and providing ICD (Interface Control
Document). The U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) has been working on “developing 100
Gb/s RF Backbone (100G) program whose goal is to design,
build, and test an airborne Millimeter based RF
communications link with fiber-optic equivalent capacity
and long reach capable of propagating through clouds and
providing high availability.” DARPA’s focus is to provide a
system comprising 100 Gb/s capacity at ranges of 200 km
for air-to-air links and 100 km for air-to-ground links when
installed in a high-altitude (e.g., 60,000 ft) aerial platform
[18]. And these types of systems will adhere to DoD
military specifications, therefore if commercial interests are
also using frequencies traditionally reserved for the military
there needs to be the inducement of technologies such as AIenabled dynamic spectrum sharing. Such technologies will
require best practices regulation and standards to achieve the
end game.
C. Risks & Challenges
 The main risks are related to not being able to build
upon existing networks and create similar Special
Interest Groups (SIGs).
 Another risk is the fact that typical military
specifications and commercial specifications would
need to be reviewed in order to proceed with a joint
strategy for developing European Defense Strategy
for Electromagnetic Resilience Infrastructure
Network.
 This ambitious project will require collaboration
between the Energy Consultation Forum’s Working
Groups (CF SEDSS), the largest defence energy
community in Europe, and support from Institutes
such as the European Telecommunication Standard
Institute
(ETSI)
and
the
International
Telecommunication Union (ITU). While the CF
SEDSS working groups do not implement projects,
they can address conceptual design and, through
the Forum, EU and Member States funding could
be mobilized to produce tangible results.
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Many of the disruptive technologies already exist
for implementing the key systems but there is a
significant lack of training and open collaboration
that can involve all major players that will utilise
the EMS with particular reference to resilience
system engineering. For instance, the defence and
private sectors may not wish to share information.
To appreciate the challenges, all of the supply
chain actors (Large enterprises, Mid-Caps, SMEs)
must be included in the discussions at the
innovation days.
There will be challenges and risks associated with
tests, particularly the new development of
European Defense Electromagnetic Compatibility
documents.
VII. WAY AHEAD

This section will focus on the core theme ‘a possible
project’, case study, and funding mechanisms.
A. Theme
A possible project would be to develop a framework for
assessing EMS resilience in power plants in the context of
hybrid threats that can be offered to Member States, along
with a toolkit of best practices, guidelines and technical
solutions to ameliorate the risks. The project could have a
practical implementation at the level of 1 or 2 power plants
volunteered by one of the participating Member States. It
can also propose to deliver a network of stakeholders,
including developers, beneficiaries, expert groups and
research labs, to serve as a resource for supporting future
efforts.

Fig 3. Resilience System Developmental Configuration Architecture,
Legend: Common Data Exchange (CDE); Extract, Transform, Load (ETL);
Machine Learning (ML); Application Performance Interface (APIs);
Industry Foundation Classes (IFC); Intentional ElectroMagnetic
Interference (IEMI); Nuclear ElectroMagentic Pluse (NEMP); High
Altitude Electromagnetic Pluse (HEMP); High Power ElectroMagnetic
Pulse (HPEM)
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B. Case Study
According to [19] a case study is a strategy used to
research an experimental theory or topic using set
procedures. The authors are of the opinion that testing a case
study starting at TRL2 (technology concept formulated) and
finishing at TRL 4 (technology validated in lab) will add
significant value to any potential funding key performance.
Figure 3 below shows how pre-existing components
(databases, platforms) and concepts of EMC for BIM model
structure topology can be configured to developed
‘Resilience System for Electromagnetic Resilience
Infrastructure’.
The following points identify the requirements:
 According to [20] the starting point is to identify what we
are looking for! Example: unauthorised, unlicensed
wireless devices, new wireless services turning on in an
area of interest, keeping up with changes in the spectral
landscapes. Furthermore, a signal development
environment is required to; a) enable rapid development,
test, and optimisation of signal (or device) detection and
isolation capabilities; b) utilise commercial tools and
software; c) can be setup in a secure or open environment;
d) can be configured as portable, rugged, or transportable
system. In essence for EMC the basic question to answer
is there a frequency plan and should frequency plan be
statutory for cities with buildings of interest (civilian
infrastructures etc.).
 [21] Created a European project based on two phases:
phase 1 consisted of assessment scenarios concerning
IEMI - intentional malicious generation of electromagnetic

energy introducing noise or signal into electric and
electronic systems, NEMP – an electronic pulse produced
mainly from gamma rays from a nuclear explosion, HEMP
– a series of electromagnetic waveforms generated from a
nuclear detonation at altitudes above 30km and the
propagate to the earth surface, and HPEM which
produces intense electromagnetic radiated fields or
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conducted voltages and currents with the capabilities
to damage or upset a city infrastructures. Phase 2
investigated IEMI risks and introduced protection
strategies based on sensor design, characteristics of
susceptible devices and simulation tests.
 Figure 3 illustrates such requirements under the EMC
column. Investigating such requirements can be enacted
and enhanced via Digital twins, while interoperability as
previous identified will be provided through Common
Data Exchange (CDE) using IFC (BIM open data
exchange files), under point 2 Autodesk in the diagram it
shows how collaborative workstations are implemented in
modeling design and this type of collaboration allows
various actors/stakeholders to review the model sections
referring to their needs and any changes can be
synchronised to a central sever, or unsynchronised and
shared as an independent file.
 The French National Database (BDNB) is a database built
by joining multiple building-stock databases, including
energy
performances
diagnostics,
and
energy
consumption. BDNB concentrates on the Extraction,
Transformation, and Loading (ETL) that refers to
collecting raw data from disparate sources, transmitting it
to a staging database for conversion, and loading prepared
data into a unified destination system. This allows all the
previous disjointed databases to be consolidated into a
centralised system where analytics and calculations can be
performed [22].
 The concept is to build upon [21] and create at national
(French) and European level a centralised database that
monitors HEPMs for civilian infrastructures.
C. Funding
To take the project forward will require a partnership
built on trust and mutual respect. Securing funding for such
research will be an onerous task. However, there are
existing funding mechanisms such as HORIZON EUROPE
– Work Programme 2021-2022 Digital, Industry and Space.
Other funding mechanisms include the European Defence
Fund – EDF (information superiority and disruptive
technologies) and the European Defence Industrial
Development Programme (EDIDP) which has five
priorities:
 Facilitating operations, protection, and mobility of
military forces.
 Information,
secure
communications,
and
cyberspace.
 Ability to conduct peak operations.
 Innovative defence technologies and SMEs.
 Innovation in defence research in materials
Actions of finance:
 Development of CBRN threat detection capabilities
or anti-drone systems.
 Development of the next generation of precision
ground strike capabilities, ground combat
capabilities, aerial warfare capabilities and future
naval systems.
 Solutions in the field of artificial intelligence,
virtual reality and cybertechnologies.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The papers’ main objective was to illustrate a process
model based on Developing European Defense Strategy for
Electromagnetic Resilience Infrastructure Network. The
paper highlighted the need/background for such a strategy
by examining existing international strategies of reasoning
such as the DoD Congressional Research Service Report
that outlined the use of EMS. The capabilities of
electromagnetic waves and how the infrastructure for
supporting such emissions is protected such as Data
Centres and 5G Networks is the background of the paper.
The paper has also addressed KETs such as photonics in
particular reference to Si photonics with CMOS electronics
and bandwidth challenges. However, advancements in how
we use standards to design a process that will achieve EMC
taking into consideration EMI, needs to be addressed and
function as part of an overall EMS strategy. The paper has
outlined potential solutions such as the project must build
upon existing networks and create similar Special Interest
Groups (SIGs). The paper identified opportunities, risk and
challenges and presented opportunities and the added value
associated with utilising EMS, security, speed, energy and
cost. In essence, the paper is a medium for identifying
research opportunities within the scope European Defense
Strategy for Electromagnetic Resilience Infrastructure
Network.
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Abstract— How can we ensure that we do not overload the
power grid as we use more renewable energy sources, charging
more electric vehicles and using more home electronics? In this
paper we will investigate the limitations in the power grid, the
consequence of using more renewable energy and charging
more electric vehicles. We will also look into ways that smart
home technology can make the grid more efficient, and reduce
the need for infrastructure upgrades.

production. The power system (illustrated in Figure 1) needs
to keep production at the same level as consumption at all
times. To be able to do this, flexibility is required. This can be
used to change the input or output for balancing purposes.
Irregular renewable production is a main driver to increase the
flexibility compared to today. Flexibility can be achieved
through utilizing transmission capacity more efficient, utilize
information from Automatic Metering System (AMS) to
further develop demand response and new technology. As the
world shifts for more renewable energy production, a new
problem emerges. With some green energy, comes more
unreliable production and with the increasingly bi-directional
flow of power, there is a need to update the infrastructure.
With the emerging number of prosumers (households and
Electric Vehicles (EV) that consume power from the grid, but
also produce electricity from their rooftop solar panels or wind
turbine) installation of smart technology will be required to
ensure flexibility [3].

Keywords- Systems Thinking; Systemigram; Power Grid;
Smart Electricity; Sustainability; Renewable Energy; Electric
Vehicle; Smart Charging; Smart Home Technology

I.
INTRODUCTION
The Nordic Transmission System Operators (TSOs)
Svenska kraftnät, Statnett, Fingrid and Energinet.dk has
identified the following challenges for the Nordic power
system: climate change, development of more Renewable
Energy Sources (RES), technological development, and a
common European framework for markets, operation and
planning [1].
Before we continue, renewable energy is according to U.S.
Energy Information Administration [2]: energy from sources
that are naturally replenishing but flow-limited: renewable
resources are virtually inexhaustible in duration, but limited in
the amount of energy that is available per unit of time. The
major types of renewable energy sources are:
• Biomass
o Wood and wood waste
o Municipal solid waste
o Landfill gas and biomass
o Ethanol
o Biodiesel
• Hydropower
• Geothermal
• Wind
• Solar
The Nordic power system have experienced trouble during
cold winter days with high consumption and limited
generation and transmission capacity. It is easy to predict
when these conditions will occur, and to implement corrective
actions. In addition to days with high consumption, the power
grid may also have hours with low load and high wind
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Figure 1. Example of electrical grid [15]

In this paper we will investigate the limitations in the
power grid, the consequence of using more renewable energy
and charging more electric vehicles.
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The reminder of this paper is organized as follows, Section
II investigates the current limitations in the power grid.
Section III investigates the consequences of using more
renewable energy. Section IV investigates how agents can be
applied. Section V investigates in to how we can achieve a
holistic view of challenges. Section VI looks into how smart
technology can be used for grid efficiency.
II.

CURRENT LIMITATIONS IN THE POWER GRID

Most of the Norwegian transmission grid is built from
1950 – 1980 and the last part of the transmission grid
connecting northern Norway with southern Norway was
finished in 1994 (see Figure 2). Large parts of the power
production happens in western Norway and in norther
Norway, but eastern Norway has the highest consumption
with limited local production. This is reflected in the
transmission grid, where the flow of power basically flows
from west to east and north to south (Figure 3). The
government sees a need to modernize, restructure and expand
the capacity in the transmission grid. This is to increase the
security of supply in some areas, more RES, higher
consumption in industry and rural areas with population
growth [4].

III.

CONSEQUENCE OF USING MORE RENEWABLE ENERGY

To be able to reduce initial infrastructure cost its
recommended to exploit the current transmission grid in
relation to available transmission capacity, so that renewable
energy production is localized in areas with low capacity or
areas in need of more capacity. This may mean a more
geographical distributed development.
Renewable energy draw power from natural sources;
solar, wind, ocean, hydroelectric and geothermal. This means
that it is affected by environmental, seasonal and daily cycles
that can limit their efficiency. This means that production will
vary during all hours of the day and be less predictable.
Because of this there is a need to store the energy, grid energy
storage. There are multiple ways to store energy depending on
the source; dammed hydroelectricity, batteries, thermal
energy storage and mechanical energy storage. Dammed
hydroelectricity is the largest way to store energy, using both
conventional hydroelectricity generation and pumped storage
hydroelectricity. Recent years the research and development
of battery storage technology has enabled commercially
viable projects to store energy during periods with low
consumption and high production. Thermal energy storage is
another way to store renewable energy using liquids or solid
materials to store and release thermal energy. Water tanks in
buildings are a simple example of thermal energy storage
systems. Storage of energy may give the TSOs and grid
operators the flexibility and ability to maintain security of
supply.
As a consequence of high electricity bills, lower cost for
solar panels and the security of supply more and more
consumers become prosumers. Not only do they consume
power, they also generate their own (Figure 4).

Figure 2. Development of the Norwegian transmission grid.

Figure 4. Consumer vs. Prosumer [3].

The increase in electrical appliances and charging of EVs
is making some cities experiencing higher peak loads.
Increasing peak loads will lead to grid enhancements and
increased cost. Some of this cost may be reduced if local
generation, batteries or other demand flexibility resources
reduce the required capacity during peak load hour.
Figure 3. Overview of the Norwegian transmission grid [4].
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IV.

APPLICATION OF AGENTS

The problem domain can be viewed as a system containing
various agents. The agents and their characteristics can
change based on the area that’s being researched or analyzed.
The Energy Hub [20] has made some good examples of this,
they present all consumers and producers of electricity are
represented by an agent, connected to a power matching
auctioneer agent (Figure 5).

parts in its environment [5]. We want to use this approach, and
to get a holistic view, we model the problem domain and its
relationship in a Systemigram. The Systemigram can be seen
in Figure 7 below, and the full-scale Systemigram can be seen
in Figure 8 at the end of this paper. From the Systemigram,
we can see that there are many complex and complicated
relationships and not individual problems. The Systemigram
contains many stories, and every story has an unique color,
and the reading direction is appointed by the arrow. By the
help of the Systemigram, we get a holistic view of the problem
domain. This is helpful because, as stated earlier, new
solutions bring new challenges to the table, but with the
Systemigram one can get an idea of how the other
relationships are affected, so one can take precautions and
make a more robust solution. From the Systemigram we can
see that there is more than one system in action.

Figure 5. Agents representing devices operating in a market with an
auctioneer agent [20].

The report “NIST Framework and Roadmap for Smart
Grid Interoperability Standards” written by The National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [16] has useful
illustrations showing the agents and domains that could exist
in the problem domain. This is a good basis to understand the
different stakeholders (Figure 6).
Figure 7. Systemigram of the problem domain.

VI.

USING SMART TECHNOLOGY FOR GRID EFFICIENCY

In recent years, there has been multiple research projects
focusing on utilizing smart technology for grid efficiency. The
focus has been to give TSOs and grid operators the flexibility
needed to maintain security of supply and minimizing the
impact on the customers. These research projects have been
cooperation between different technology companies, grid
owners and TSO.

Figure 6. NIST domains and agents for a Smart Grid [17].

V.

ACHIEVING A HOLISTIC VIEW OF THE CHALLENGES

A central approach in Systems Thinking is the holistic
approach, which looks at the interrelationship between the
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A. NorFLex
Cooperation between Agder Energi, Statnett, Glitre
Energi, Mørenett and NODES to develop new technological
solutions to get a more flexible power consumption [6]. The
solutions shall contribute to avoid overload in the power grid.
The goal of the project is to find the smart technological
solutions for the power grid that smooths out the peak loads
over the hole day. One of the technologies used in this project
is smart adapters for panel heaters and smart EV chargers
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connected to Tibber. Tibber then pooled together the
flexibility from these two device types in multiple homes and
offered this aggregated flexibility to the local grid owner
Agder Energi in an automated process.
B. Electric vehicles and buildings keep the power grid in
balance
This is a cooperation project between Tibber, Entelios and
Statnett to use electric vehicles and large buildings to maintain
balance between the production and consumption of electric
power [7]. Entelios and Tibber are working to deliver
flexibility from a wide range of technologies. Tibber has now
contributed flexible power consumption from EVs in Greater
Oslo, while Enelios has tested automated flexibility from
electric central heating boilers in industrial, commercial and
public buildings in the eastern part on Norway, according to
Statnett. Both research projects conclude that to be able to
safeguard the supply of power in the future, there is a need for
smart technological solutions.
Tibber is currently using smart chargers for electric
vehicles as load balancer in the real power grid in large scale
in Sweden as they have moved into the Swedish balancing
market for frequency containment reserve (FCR), using the
capacity offered by electric vehicles [8] [18].
The U.S. Department of Energy´s Office of Electricity
states that [9]: “The Smart Grid is not just about utilities and
technologies; it is about giving you the information and tools
you need to make choices about your energy use. If you
already manage activities such as personal banking from your
home computer, imagine managing your electricity in a
similar way. A smarter grid will enable an unprecedented level
of consumer participation. For example, you will no longer
have to wait for your monthly statement to know how much
electricity you use. With a smarter grid, you can have a clear
and timely picture of it. "Smart meters," and other
mechanisms, will allow you to see how much electricity you
use, when you use it, and its cost. Combined with real-time
pricing, this will allow you to save money by using less power
when electricity is most expensive. While the potential
benefits of the Smart Grid are usually discussed in terms of
economics, national security, and renewable energy goals, the
Smart Grid has the potential to help you save money by
helping you to manage your electricity use and choose the best
times to purchase electricity. And you can save even more by
generating your own power.”

from 2010 to 2025 the total capacity of wind power is
quadrupled to 24.000 megawatt, or 22% in the Nordic. The
most important challenges for the TSO and grid operators is
to secure a stable power grid. One of the means to ensure this
is flexibility; the possibility to get industry or households to
reduce their consumption during peak load hours [12].
The Nordic TSOs has published a report “The Way
forward – Solutions for a changing Nordic power system”
where they summarize the key solutions that are needed to
meet the challenges affecting the Nordic power system in the
period leading up to 2025. One of the key areas is balancing
the power system, with a new Nordic balancing concept
called the Modernized Area Control Error (MACE) [13].
Compared to ACE control, MACE control utilizes modern IT
solutions and optimization algorithm, automatic reserves and
available transmission capacities in order to exchange
reserves between zones [14].
There are multiple research projects underway or finished
related to the topic we have investigated in this paper. All
projects conclude that smart technology, used right, gives the
flexibility needed to help balance the power grid as more RES
are integrated. Tibber is doing this in Sweden using only
smart charges for electric vehicles, this can be expanded to
utilize other smart technology to balance the power and to
postpone the need for infrastructure updates. The
implementation Tibber is doing in the Swedish power grid
can easily be expanded to Norway and Germany where
Tibber also has established their business [19].
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Figure 8. Systemigram of the problem domain.
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Abstract—Case study research and industry-as-laboratory
research are well-known research methods in industry–
academia collaboration research projects. Defining a case study
well in the early phase of an industry–academia complex
sociotechnical and data-oriented research project is crucial for
success. This success can be measured by the Company’s active
participation and sharing of all data needed for the research
project. In this paper, we apply systems thinking and its tools to
validate the Company’s need in an early phase to define the case
study in the research project. We use systemigrams for early
validation. The foundation for the systemigram is system
thinking tools. These tools include stakeholder analysis, context
diagram, and Customers, Actors, Transformation, Worldview,
Owner, and Environment (CATWOE) analysis. Systems
thinking and its tools aid in communicating and sharing a
common understanding of the Company’s case study and
support further exploration of the value proposition for the
Company’s actual needs.
Keywords—early validation; systems thinking; CATWOE
analysis; systemigram; company’s need; visualization.

I.

INTRODUCTION

A lack of available land and a need for more parking
places, especially in urban cities, triggers the need for an
Automated Parking System (APS) [1]. However, the APS fails
mostly for two main reasons: when the system is used at a high
rate and when the end-user is unfamiliar with it. In addition,
the APS fails due to some mechanical failures[2][3]. The
failure rate of an APS is higher than that of the traditional
system. Thus, there is a need to increase the reliability of APSs
[4].
In this paper, we investigate the application of systems
thinking to validate the Company’s need in an early phase as
part of defining the case study within the harvesting value
from big data and digitalization through the Human SystemsEngineering Innovation Framework (H-SEIF 2) research
project. Defining a case study well during the early phase of a
complex sociotechnical research project is crucial for the
success of a research project. This success can be measured by
the Company’s participation and data sharing. Data sharing is
an essential factor in this research project. We systematically
analyze the needs and investigate how external forces affect
the project’s development [5].
1) The case. The H-SEIF 2 project is a research project
aiming to enable data-supported early decisions in the early
design phase of the New Product Development (NPD)
process. Today, an enormous amount of data is available.
With the right approach, suitable algorithms, and structure,
Norwegian companies can use big data to provide a decisive
competitive advantage in the international market. This
research project is an ongoing project that investigates how
companies that deliver complex systems can streamline their
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innovation and NPD processes by using big data and
digitalization more effectively [5].
2) The Company. The Company is small and mediumsized enterprise that delivers APSs, including maintenance,
primarily for land developers and building owners. The APSs
include fully and semi-automated car parking systems. The
Company is transitioning from selling to developing,
producing, and marketing. Their systems are not designed
with enough sensors to achieve proper condition monitoring,
and they require proper data management. Company
management believes that other parking systems are far
behind this solution.
The Company has stored data, also called big data. Big
data refer to datasets whose size or complexity exceeds the
capability of current or conventional methods within the
Company. However, the challenge for companies is to explore
value from their stored big data [6]. The application of big data
will increase the reliability of APSs by making more datadriven decisions for the early design phase within the NPD
and maintenance processes [7]. The paper reminder is as
follows: Section II illustrate the study’s research method.
Section III shows systems thinking application in a case study.
Section IV provides a thorough discussion, and ultimately
Section V wraps up the study with a conclusion.
II.

RESEARCH METHOD

A. Case Study Research
We use case study research, as we use industry-aslaboratory research during the research project [8][9]. Case
study research includes the following three steps: defining the
case study well, selecting the design, and using theory in
design work [9]. In this paper, we focus on the first step
through applying systems thinking. A case study usually
includes multiple units of analysis. We collected mainly
qualitative data. The qualitative data include direct
observations,
participant
observations,
open-ended
(nonstructured) interviews, and physical artifacts.
The direct and participant observations resulted from the
authors as researchers involved in a real-life context by
participating in events and meetings within the Company-ofInterest. We also conducted open-ended interviews as part of
the observation and part of the workshops we performed with
the Company. Moreover, we identified and collected stored
data within the Company as physical artifacts. These data
were downloaded by the Company’s employees and provided
to the main author of this paper.
Having different sources of evidence permits us, as
researchers, to investigate and reinvestigate the consistency of
the findings from various sources of evidence. Furthermore,
we can converge these pieces of evidence, also called data
triangulation, to increase the robustness of the results [10].
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B. Checkland’s Soft Systems Methodology
Applying systems thinking in a case study within the
industry-as-laboratory enables soft systems methodology
(SSM) and supports systems engineering. Boardman et al.
(2009) [11] argue that systems thinking is the foundation of
systems engineering, SSM, and applied complexity science.
Figure 1 depicts Checkland’s SSM. We modified the
methodology to be iterative, excluding the phases between the
steps and emphasizing that there was no one right path.
Further, we use the systemigram as a conceptual model,
structured text as the root definition of relevant systems, and
dramatization and dialogue as a comparison of steps 2 and 4.
This modification was inspired by Sauser et al. (2011) [12],
who called the SSM that includes those modifications
Boardman’s SSM (BSSM).
SSM allows for individuals’ different perspectives and
different desirable outcomes of the case study. In addition,
SSM bridges the real world and systems thinking [12]–[14].
The SSM consists of the seven steps visualized in Figure 1.
Steps 1 to 7 are repeated until consensus is reached among the
individuals involved in the in the case study. In other words,
the process including the steps is repeated until the Company’s
need as part of the case study definition is verified and
validated.
III.

APPLYING SYSTEMS THINKING METHODOLOGY
IN A CASE STUDY

There are several definitions of systems thinking.
However, Barry Richmond, one of the leaders of systems
thinking, emphasizes that systems thinkers look at the tree and
the forest simultaneously [15]. In this context, the tree is the
Company, and the forest is the H-SEIF2 research project as
the project includes other companies. We investigate the
similarities and synergies between those companies further
during a co-creation process. In this paper, we adopt Arnold
and Wade’s definition of systems thinking: “Systems thinking
is a set of synergistic analytic skills used to improve the
capability of identifying and understanding systems,
predicting their behaviors, and devising modifications to them
in order to produce desired effects. These skills work together
as a system” [16].
To get a better understanding of the context, we describe
the system. Furthermore, we define system boundaries with a
context diagram. We then identify the stakeholders and their
interests in a stakeholder interests map. We use systems
thinking tools: CATWOE analysis and systemigram.

Figure 1. Checkland’s soft systems methodology (SSM) based on [12]–
[14].
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Figure 2. The SOI: the semi-automated parking
system.

A. Description of the APS
The APS is a complex system due to its multiplex
hardware and people’s interactions with the system [4].
Problems that occur include not retrieving the right car or no
a car at all. Figure 2 shows the System-of-Interest (SOI): a
semi-automated car parking system (garage). Figure 2 also
depicts a drive-in indication. The car entrance can be a
straightforward or inclined plane. The SOI has different
configurations. These configurations include different
heights, breadths, and depths. The car entrance and the SOI’s
configurations depend on the building and its architecture. In
addition, the SOI includes many parts, such as the gate, control
unit, platform, wedges, and so forth.
B. System Boundaries
We can understand systems in the context within their
environment [17]. The system context helps us to understand
the openness of the system. Figure 3 depicts a context diagram
for the SOI.
The context diagram illustrates three variables:
1) Controllable variables are variables in which we
identified the SOI. Having the SOI within the
innermost circle means that it is necessary to act
sufficiently to achieve the needed outcome.
2) Influencing variables are uncontrollable variables
that we can influence. We identified the critical
stakeholders within the influencing variables. The
critical stakeholders are Company management, land
developers, building owners, suppliers, local
authorities (communes), maintenance personnel,
development team, and car owners. We discuss the
stakeholders more in the following subsection.

Figure 3. Context diagram of the SOI.
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3) Appreciating variables are uncontrollable variables
that we cannot influence; thus, we need to appreciate them.
The appreciating variables include the following:
a)

Existing competitors. To date, there has been
only one competitor in the Norwegian market.

b) New competitors. Any new competitor can
emerge and enter the market. We included new
competitors, although the barrier to entry makes
that problematic.
c)

Norwegian urban cities plan. Norwegian cities
have their own development plans, including
construction of new buildings and the
architecture of old and new buildings [18].

d) Market situation. The market situation is
crucial, as many Norwegian cities (including
Oslo) aim to have car-free downtowns [19]. In
addition, the Norwegian market is part of the
global market and is highly affected by it.
e)

f)

Norwegian government. The Norwegian
government is responsible for existing and
future regulations and standards. The
regulations include which level of authorities
have the local authorities, also called
communes.
Social skepticism toward automated systems.
These automated systems include fully and
semi-automated parking systems. Social
skepticism is one of the challenges facing the
SOI. Car owners may get the wrong car or no
vehicle. Thus, increasing the system’s reliability
is necessary to improve social acceptance. Using
big data analytics, including two different data
sources to monitor and maintain the SOI, is
crucial.

C. Stakeholders and Their Interests
Figure 4 shows the critical stakeholders for the SOI. The
SOI in the middle of the figure. Furthermore, we connected
the essential stakeholders with the SOI with two types of
arrows.
The first type is a solid line and arrow, indicating an
intense connection and a strong influence or interest in the

SOI. The dashed arrows and lines indicate a weak association
between the SOI and the stakeholders(s) and a weak influence
on or interest in the SOI. For instance, we identified a weak
connection between the government and the SOI, which has
regulations, safety, and rules as their interest in the SOI. The
government makes the regulations and standards for the
systems, including the SOI. However, the government is not
involved and does not strongly influence the development
process. Thus, we chose to identify this relationship as a weak
connection. Furthermore, we identified an intense relationship
between the SOI and the following stakeholders: Company
management, the development team, maintenance personnel,
land developers, building owners, and car owners. This strong
connection results from high involvement or influence in the
SOI and its development process.
We also identified relationships or connections among the
stakeholders. For instance, there is a strong connection
between car owners and Company management, as car owners
are the end-users of the SOI. We present an intense
relationship with a solid line between building owners, land
developers, and Company management. The Company sells
its SOI primarily to land developers. However, the Company
also sells its SOI directly to building owners or land
developers. Table I lists the stakeholders and their interests.
TABLE I.
Stakeholder

Government

Company
management
Land
developers
Building
owners
Car owners
Suppliers
Maintenance
personnel
Development
team

STAKEHOLDERS AND THEIR INTERESTS

Interests (why)
Urban city development, including building new
buildings and car-free downtowns. The government
has the authority for regulation and standards for the
SOI and includes the Norwegian Competition
Authority
A reliable SOI as the traditional parking system,
customer satisfaction, profit maximation
Operating Expense (OPEX) and Capital Expenditure
(CAPEX)
Operating Expense (OPEX) and Capital Expenditure
(CAPEX)
Availability of parking spots and reliability of the SOI
(getting the right car without any damage at the right
time)
Maximize profit by winning contracts and satisfying
the Company, which is the supplier’s customer
Accessibility and usability of the SOI to conduct
maintenance
Accessibility and usability of the SOI for car owners
and maintenance personnel or anyone who uses the
SOI

D. CATWOE Analysis
Customers, Actors, Transformation, Worldview, Owner,
and Environment are called CATWOE. CATWOE analysis is
an essential tool for understanding the different stakeholder
perspectives. This understanding is the foundation of the
systemigram that we present in the following section.
The CATWEO analysis tool aids in constructing the root
definition of the proposed system [20]. This tool also provides
an understanding of what the Company wants to achieve with
the stored data, alongside their need as a case study. In
addition, the CATWEO analysis identifies the problem areas
and suggests how the proposed solution could impact the
Company and its critical stakeholders.
Figure 4. Stakeholder interests map.
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We apply CATWEO analysis to the two main critical
stakeholders in the case study: Company management and
maintenance personnel. The results are shown in Table II and
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Table III, respectively. The CATWOE illustrates the different
aspects of the two main critical stakeholders. These different
aspects show the different abstraction levels of the Company’s
need as part of the case study in the H-SEIF2 research project.
Thus, we use the CATWOE analysis as a foundation of the
following systems thinking tool: a systemigram.
TABLE II.

CATWOE: COMPANY MANAGEMENT

Aspect

Description

Customers

Company management

Actors

Partners, suppliers, maintenance personnel

Transformation

Increase the reliability of the SOI

Worldview

H-SEIF2 research project: value from big data
(provide data to the project)
Maximize profit

Owner

Company management

Environment

Urban cities

TABLE III.

CATWOE: MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL

Aspect

Description

Customers

Maintenance personnel

Actors

Suppliers, Company management, car owners

Transformation

Maintenance process and method

Worldview

Increase reliability and availability of the SOI

Owner

Department heads of service and maintenance

Environment

The Automated Parking System (APS), building,
cars, traffic density, weather, city infrastructure

E. Systemigram
A systemigram, also called a systemic diagram, is a graphical
visualization of the Company’s need in terms of storytelling
[13]. Using a systemigram aids in communicating
understanding of the Company’s need. The Company’s need
represents the surface of the problem definition, as well as the
Company’s case study in the H-SEIF2 research project. We
developed a systemigram based on the analysis and discussion
in the previous subsections. The systemigram represents the
Company management’s and maintenance personnel’s
perspectives, focusing on the SOI and Condition-Based
Maintenance (CBM) system, CBM also seen as the SystemOf-System (SOS).
The systemigram, showing the case study based on the
Company’s need, is visualized in Figure 5. The flow for the
systemigram is from the top left to the bottom right. In the
upper left is the Company management who presents the SOI
for the systemigram, where the primary goal is at the bottom
right, which is to maximize business viability. The
systemigram is sorted into two main categories with two
colors. The first category is the mainstay in dark gray blue.
The other main category is big data, in light blue. We aim to
have an overview of available stored data and possible needed
data for the Company’s proposed system (request) within the
Company’s case study: the CBM system (SOS).
The mainstay is diagonal and presents the central message
of the systemigram. The mainstay can be read as follows:
“Company management owns the SOI that comprises the
NPD process that constitute sensor(s) that allow CBM system
implementation, which permits observation of anomalies that
aids mechanical failure detection and prediction in real-time
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which allows continuous monitoring of the SOI through a
dashboard that maximizes business viability.” Business
viability includes many other nodes: increase in the reliability
of the SOI, increase in availability in the SOI, and increase in
customer satisfaction.
The SOI consists of parts and data. Data include servicelog data (maintenance records data) that constitute internal
data, which are part of big data that can be provided to data
analysts. Service-log data can be analyzed to identify
measurable critical parameters and the most critical parts that
can be used to decide which sensors to install. Data analysts
include mainly researchers, in addition to the Company and
partners. Sensor(s) (already installed sensors and planned to
install) generate sensor data that constitute internal data.
Maintenance personnel who maintain the SOI have tacit
knowledge, and researchers can transform part of it into
explicit knowledge in terms of visualization (information) and
data that also constitute internal data.
Researchers conduct data analysis. Researchers including
the main author are in process of the data analysis as part of
the Company’s case study. Data analysis enhances decisionmaking regarding the maintenance process of the SOI. Data
analysis includes the following steps (nodes): data storage and
retrieval, data pre-processing, data analysis, and data
visualization. Decision-making regarding the maintenance
process includes implementing the CBM system for the SOI
(Company’s request as part of the case study).
CBM implementation permits observation of anomalies
that aids in detecting mechanical failure events. However,
CBM passes over electronic failure events. Failure event
detection and prediction allow continuous monitoring of the
SOI through a dashboard using a traffic light color code.
Researchers also identify the external data needed to verify the
analysis results from internal data. External data is a third part
data that the Company is not storing internally at their
databases. Internal data is the data that the Company owns and
is available to be downloaded. Implementing the CBM system
requires external data. CBM generates sensor and stream data.
External data and internal data constitute big data. Big data
can be provided, as mentioned, to data analysts who conduct
data analysis. Data analysis investigates patterns and trends. It
also supports the decision-making of the SOI maintenance
process, including CBM implementation.
A CBM system can have system failures. These failures
include data anomalies and downtime (CBM downtime).
CBM can also give a false positive and a false negative.
System failures and false alarms decrease business viability.
F. Possible Leverage Points
Applying systems thinking and its analysis tools aids in
communicating and sharing understanding of the case study
definition. This communication occurs through visualization
of the systemigram. We developed the systemigram through
several iterations after applying other systems thinking tools.
These tools are the foundation of the systemigram
development and include stakeholder analysis, a context
diagram, and CATWEO analysis.
The systemigram visualizes the case study, including its
multiple-unit analysis. This visualization aids in defining the
case study well and sharing mutual understanding of the
Company’s need as part of the case study definition. The
systemigram also helps communicate the case study definition
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to the Company, scholars, and other partners in the complex
sociotechnical research project. The Company and the
researchers used the systemigram to prioritize the most
significant unit analysis in the case study. For instance, we
agreed that CBM system is a long-term vision to increase the
SOI’s reliability. The second short-term vision is data analysis
to investigate the use case for developing the CBM system.
This communication aided in early validation of the
Company’s need as part of the case study during the early
phase of the research project.
Early validation contributed to the project’s success. This
observation results from the Company’s active participation
in the research project. In addition, the Company shared all the
stored and needed data with the main author of this paper.
Moreover, the systemigram helped explore the problem
domain that define the case study and not only touching the
surface of the problem. In other words, systemigram helped at
dig deeper into Company’s actual (real) needs, which
continues this an ongoing case study.
IV. DISCUSSION
We developed the systemigram through several iterations.
These iterations resulted in several versions of the
systemigram. Some of the iterations were conducted with
other researchers in the H-SEIF2 research project. The
researchers were also involved in some of the workshops and
interviews conducted with the Company. However, we
struggled to visualize the systemigram so that is readable, as
it included many nodes and explanatory links. We had to
perform several iterations and use various tools. The iterations

include feedback as part of the validation process with the
Company. This visualization represents how researchers’
knowledge is chaotic and disordered, while the systemigram
aims to visualize this knowledge in a nice storytelling way.
Moreover, the systemigram aids in explaining all the aspects
and key stakeholders’ perspectives and communicating and
sharing understanding of the case study definition, including
its multiple-unit analysis.
One of the essential perspectives to evaluate is the
profitability aspect of the Company’s request (the proposed
system): the CBM system from an economic perspective. This
profitability includes a business plan, including the capital
expenditure (CAPEX), operating expense (OPEX), and return
on investment (ROI) of the proposed system. However, we
made a quick iteration to develop a rough business plan. This
plan is not included in this paper, as we focus on using
conceptual modeling, mainly systems thinking and its tools, to
validate the Company’s need in an early phase as part of the
case study definition. We could also evaluate it by using other
conceptual models and could include the economic
perspective, such as cost optimization and performance in the
systemigram(s). However, including this perspective could
make the systemigram unreadable.
The Company’s key personnel, including Company
management and department heads of service and
maintenance, validated the systemigrams. The Company’s
feedback indicated that the systemigram aids in
communicating a common understanding and includes all the
aspects and perspectives of the Company’s case study.

Figure 5. The systemigram visualizes the value proposition of the Company’s need.
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The main author tested the systemigram as a
communication tool for the Company’s case study with other
companies in the H-SEIF2 research project. Company
management also tested systemigrams as a communication
tool for external stakeholders. The feedback indicated that the
systemigram works as a communication tool. However, we
may need to investigate further the need of other conceptual
models that can be used as a supportive tool for
systemigram(s). This support can be towards more concrete
and specific solutions and technologies.
We could also apply other systems thinking tools to
explore and increase understanding of the problem and
solution domains from all perspectives and at different
abstraction levels. These tools could include casual loop
diagrams and conceptagon(s). We could use these tools to
increase understanding of system behavior and dynamics and
to organize system information and definitions. However, we
believe that the systems thinking methodology and tools we
applied in this paper achieved the goal of its application: early
validation of the Company’s case study definition.
V.

FUTURE WORK

We aim to develop a financial model for the SOI. The
model will investigate the profitability of implementing CBM
in the short and long term. This model also aims to include the
cost of the optimization and performance of adapting the
Company’s proposed system or request (the CBM system) as
an option to increase the SOI’s reliability.
Another option we plan to investigate is data analysis. We
aim to analyze service-log data (maintenance record data) to
increase the SOI’s reliability. We believe that these data can
support reliability engineering activities during the early
design phase of the NPD process. In addition, we believe in
using data analysis aids as input to discover the Company’s
actual needs. In other words, exploring the problem definition
for the case study and not only touching the problem
definition’s surface by going forward for the Company’s
actual needs.
VI.

CONCLUSION

Defining a case study well within the early phase of a
complex sociotechnical research project is crucial for its
success. This success can be measured by the Company’s
active participation and trust by sharing all needed data. We
applied systems thinking and its tools to a real-industry case
study. The tools include stakeholders’ analysis, context
diagram, CATWEO analysis, and systemigram. This
application aims to validate the Company’s need early as part
of defining the case study well, including its several unit
analyses. Feedback on the application of systems thinking
methodology and its tools indicates that systems thinking aids
in communicating and sharing understanding of all aspects
and critical stakeholders’ perspectives within the case study.
This early validation helps researchers (academia) and
Company (industry) investigate the Company’s need and what
triggers such a need to further explore the actual needs of the
Company’s case study.
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Abstract— In complex sociotechnical research, organizations
tend to plan to implement new technologies or solutions which
may not fully address the actual need. This study demonstrates
the use of conceptual modeling to explore an industry's "actual
need" through a case study for a medium-sized company that
delivers Automated Parking System (APS). Company plans the
introduction of Condition-Based Maintenance (CBM).
Conceptual modeling facilitated the exploration of the
Company's actual need behind the plan, which is increasing
APS reliability. We collected failure data to understand APS
reliability in this context. We find that the combination of
conceptual modeling and data analysis facilitates exploring and
understanding the Company's actual need. The conceptual
modeling supports communication and understanding, while
the data analysis guides the modeling. This study concludes with
suggestions regarding using a combination of data analysis and
conceptual modeling as a short-term vision to increase the
system’s reliability. On the other hand, this short-term vision
may support the CBM as a long-term vision.
Keywords— Conceptual modeling; failure data analysis; case
study; actual need; value proposition.

I. INTRODUCTION
This paper investigates an Automated Parking System
(APS) as our System-Of-Interest (SOI). APSs operate mainly
in urban centers. There is a need for APSs, especially in
metropolitan areas, due to land scarcity, increasing numbers
of vehicles, and urban mobility [1]. Shoup [2] states that
between 1927 and 2001, studies show that finding a parking
lot in a metropolitan city consumed between 3.5 and 14
minutes. The paper further mentions that research indicates
that 8%–74% of traffic in urban areas was due to finding a
parking for the car. Thus, APSs are needed to ease urban
mobility. Internationally, there is a significantly increasing
demand for semi-automated parking systems (garages). The
value of APSs globally was 1.23 billion USD in 2019 and is
expected to increase at a compound annual growth rate of
almost 11% from 2020 to 2027 [3].
However, the SOI suffers from a variety of problems.
These problems include end-user (car owner) mistakes, such
as pushing or forgetting to push a button, which causes
freezing of the SOI. In other words, end-users who are
unfamiliar with the SOI can cause SOI failures. Furthermore,
the SOI sometimes retrieves the wrong car, takes a long time
to retrieve the vehicle, or does not retrieve the vehicle,
especially during high-volume usage. In addition, there are
mechanical failures related to the design of the SOI. These
failures decrease the SOI's availability and increase downtime.
Downtime increases costs. These costs include, but are not
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limited to, repair parts, and the fee for alternative conventional
parking [4][5].
A. Introduction to the Case Study
The Company we use as a case study in this paper is a
medium-sized enterprise that delivers APSs, including
maintenance. The Company delivers fully and semiautomated parking systems. The Company starts its
involvement before building. Nowadays, the Company is
transitioning from only selling to developing, producing, and
marketing APSs. The main customers for the Company are
building owners and land developers. The main stakeholders
to the case study are Company management, maintenance
personnel, and car owners (end-users). The Company
participates in a sociotechnical research project called H-SEIF
2. H-SEIF stands for "Harvesting value from Big data and
Digitalization through a Human Systems-Engineering
Innovation Framework." This project aims at enabling datadriven decision-making within the early design phase of the
new product development (NPD) process. There are nine
companies and two university partners within the research
project. The company of interest in this case study came with
a Condition-Based Maintenance (CBM) proposal as a case
within the research project.
B. Conceptual Modeling
We use conceptual modeling to assist with the complexity
of analyzing the Company's proposed CBM as a case study.
Conceptual models are simple enough to share and
communicate the understanding of needs, concepts,
technologies, etc. These models are sufficiently detailed and
realistic to guide system development. Conceptual modeling
plays a vital role within various disciplines, such as
simulations in the computer science domain, soft systems
methodology (SSM), and systems engineering. Various types
of conceptual modeling are in use, such as visualization and
graphing of mathematical models (formulas), simulation
models, and systems architecting models [6].
This study illustrates the use of conceptual modeling to
explore CBM. Conceptual modeling is a way to find not
obvious or "hidden" need of the Company; that is the actual
problem that triggered the CBM. In other words, the employed
conceptual modeling aids in communicating and sharing a
common understanding of the Company's "actual need" and
provides an overview of the case study. In addition, we
support the conceptual model's discoveries with failure data
analysis. Conceptual modeling, failure data analysis, and
research data collected from interviews, observations, and
workshops permit data triangulation in case study and thus
increase the robustness of the results [7]. The research process
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aided in exploring how increasing the SOI's reliability is the
actual need, while the CBM is an envisioned solution to
address this need. The company sees CBM as the first step
toward a digital twin for the SOI. The data analysis results can
be used as feedback into the early design phase of the NPD
process.
The research questions that the paper addresses are the
following:
RQ1: How can conceptual models help the different
stakeholders within a sociotechnical research project to
formulate a shared understating of the Company's request and
its consequences?
RQ2: How can shared understanding support reasoning
and decision-making about options for solving the actual
problem?
RQ3: How can data support common understanding,
reasoning, communicating, and decision-making for the actual
problem?
The reminder of the paper is as follows: Section II
provides an informal literature review regarding conceptual
modeling and reliability engineering. It continues with Section
III that illustrates the case study. The case study section
includes a description of the SOI and conceptual models from
the case study. After the discussion in Section IV, the paper
ends with a conclusion and suggestions for future work in
Section V.
II. LITERATURE
This section discusses literature regarding conceptual
models and reliability engineering.
A. Conceptual Models
Conceptual models have several definitions and origins.
These origins include physics, simulations, tools for cocreation or collaborative sessions, and tools that aid
conceptual design in systems engineering. The common
aspect among these origins is that conceptual models aid in
sharing and communicating common understanding and ways
of thinking.
Co-creation sessions use conceptual models in several
areas, such as design thinking, by focusing on human
interactions [8]. Gigamapping, from system-oriented design,
enhances communication and relates strongly to design
thinking in its style [9]. Neely et al. [10] suggest a workshop
for co-creation sessions for interdisciplinary teams; the
workshop is similar to gigamapping.
The scientific simulation field includes several definitions
of conceptual models. Sargent [11] defines conceptual models
as follows: "the mathematical/logical/graphical representation
(mimic) of the problem entity developed for a particular
study." Many other authors link the use of conceptual models
to simulation, such as [12]–[14]. Robinson states that
conceptual models are an essential aspect of simulation
projects and mentions that conceptual models are more art
than science [12][15].
Systems engineering uses various types of conceptual
models. This variety results from interdisciplinary
engineering wherein each engineering field uses its domainspecific conceptual models [6]. For instance, Blanchard [16]
uses several variations of conceptual models. Tomita et al.
[17] consider conceptual system design and suggest using a
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systems thinking application to raise the consideration from
the data and information level to the knowledge and wisdom
level. Montevechi and Friend [14] put forward the use of an
SSM to develop conceptual models. Using the SSM in this
case study, part of a complex sociotechnical research project,
makes sense; this research project aims to bridge soft aspects
(including knowledge and wisdom) with hard aspects (data
and information). Systems thinking plays a vital role in the
development of conceptual models. For instance, Jackson [18]
connects systems thinking to label complex problems. In
another example, Sauser et al. [19] apply systems thinking to
define a complex problem within a case study.
Muller's work illustrates bridging conceptual models with
first principal and empirical models [20]. Empirical models
aid in expressing what we measure and observe without the
necessity of understanding what we observe. First principal
models use theoretical science principles. These models are
often mathematical formulas and equations. Conceptual
models use a selection of first principles that explain
measurements and observations. Conceptual models are a
combination of empirical and first-principle models. This
paper emphasizes that conceptual models need to be simple
enough to reason and understand the case study.
Simultaneously, conceptual models need to be realistic
enough to make sense. This latter description of conceptual
models emphasizes the need to balance between the simple,
making sense, and the practical aspect when developing
conceptual models.
B. Reliability Engineering
Reliability engineering is essential in systems engineering
and quality management [21]. The main objective of
reliability engineering is to prevent system failure. O'Connor
and Kleyner [22] define reliability as "The probability that an
item will perform a required function without failure under
stated conditions for a stated period of time." This
conventional definition of reliability emphasizes two aspects
(scientific topics): statistics and engineering. The word
"probability" emphasizes the mathematics and statistics
aspects, whereas the phrase "required function, stated
conditions, and period of time" emphasizes the engineering
aspect.
One of the statistical methods within reliability
engineering is determining the Mean Time Between Failures
(MTBF). MTBF is the inverse of the failure rate: MTBF =
(total system(s) operation time) / (total number of failures).
MTBF can be used to measure a system's reliability by
showing how long the system operates before it needs
maintenance [23][24].
Developing a reliability program plan is a crucial within
engineering aspect. This plan includes activities for reliability
engineering and aids in determining which activities to
perform. These activities depend on factors such as system
complexity, life cycle stage, failure impact, etc. The Systems
Engineering Handbook includes guidelines for developing a
reliability program plan [25]. There are also reliability
program standards, such as ANSI/GEIA-STD-0009. This
latter standard supports the system lifecycle for reliability
engineering. It includes three crucial elements: (1)
understanding system-level operation and environmental and
resulting loads, and understanding the stresses throughout the
structure of the system; (2) identification of the failure modes
and mechanisms; and (3) mitigation of surfaced failure modes
[26].
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There are also two types of reliability engineering:
proactive and reactive. Proactive reliability engineering
occurs during design and development, emphasizing failure
prevention. In contrast, reactive reliability engineering
happens during production, especially during maintenance
and operations, emphasizing failure management [27][28].
Figure 1 visualizes these two types of reliability engineering:
proactive and reactive reliability engineering. Figure 1 also
depicts the development process. This process is an iterative
one. It indicates that reliability engineering is also iterative in
its nature. Systems engineering integrates reliability within the
processes. Verification occurs before production proceeds and
consists mainly of analysis, testing, inspection, and
demonstration [27].

4.

aids data-driven decision-making through design
reviews;

5.

determining systems' maintenance needs and their
parts; and

6.

conducting reliability and life cycle cost trade-off
studies.

In this study, we focus on closing the feedback loop from
back-end data, represented by failure data, into the early
design phase of the NPD process. Thus, it is also crucial to
properly report and document the data, including failure data.
III. APPLYING CONCEPTUAL MODELING AND DATA
ANALYSIS
This section starts by describing the SOI to give a
contextual understanding for the case study. Further, the
section illustrates the conceptual model application through
the case study before it ends by analyzing failure data.

Figure 1. Proactive and reactive reliability engineering within the product
lifecycle, including the new product development (NPD) process, redrawn
from [27].

Shortly after reliability engineering was founded in 1957,
Hollis stated a need for conventional statistical reliability.
However, Hollis also emphasized that the statistical aspect is
insufficient. There is also a need for other reliability activities
or techniques to improve the feasibility and robustness of the
designed system(s). In other words, statistical and engineering
aspects complement each other [29][30]. Reliability
influences other dependability attributes of the system, such
as maintainability and availability. Thus, reliability affects
return on investment, market share, and competitiveness. In
other words, a reliable system provides a competitive
advantage and increases market share by having a proven field
design (good system reputation).
Reliability engineering includes different data sources
[31]. These sources include the following:
1.

data from the design synthesis,

2.

testing and analysis from the verification process,

3.

published information (literature),

4.

expert opinion,

5.

system operation data, and

6.

failure data.

Failure data may come from maintenance record data or
service-log data. Failure data analysis plays a vital role in
increasing the system's reliability, due to the following
reasons [31]:
1.

increases knowledge regarding the system's design
and manufacturing deficiencies;

2.

estimates the reliability, availability, MTBF, and
system failure rate;

3.

improves reliability
recommendations;
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A. Description of the System
Figure 2 portrays the SOI: the semi-automated parking
system and its configuration. Figure 2 visualizes a drive-in
indication. The figure also visualizes a variety of SOI
configurations. These configurations vary from 11 × 2 × 3 to
4 × 2 × 2 and 9 × 1 × 3. The first number is the width, the
second is the depth, and the third is the height. Depending on
the building architecture, the car entrance can be a
straightforward or inclined plane, as with the SOI's
configurations.

Figure 2. The System-Of-Interest (SOI): semi-automated parking system
(left) and its configurations (right).

The SOI consists of numerous hardware parts. We
mention here some of the main parts to give a better
understanding of the SOI. We visualize these parts in Figure
3, which contains the following:
•

The gate is the entrance and exit before and after
parking.

•

The control unit is a touch screen with operating
instructions, including a key switch and emergency
stop. The control is connected to the power unit
through cables and fixed on a wall.

•

The platform carries the car to the correct position.

•

The wedge helps the driver position the car at the
correct position.

Figure 4 and Figure 5 visualize the workflow from the user
perspective for car entry and retrieval for the SOI,
respectively.

change
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Figure 3. System-Of-Interest’s main parts.

Figure 4. Workflow for car entry to the SOI.
Figure 5. Workflow for car retrieval from the SOI.
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B. Applying Conceptual Models Through Case Study
We applied conceptual modeling using multiple views on
the SOI, the requested CBM, and its context to understand,
reason, make decisions on, and communicate the system's
specification and design [32]. This application ensures the
Company's need fulfillment through eliciting customer value
and business value propositions. These propositions drive the
system's requirements, which further drive the system design.
On the other hand, design and system requirements enable
customer and business value propositions [33].
We used core principles, objectives, and recommendations
in applying conceptual modeling. The main principles we
applied are using feedback and being explicit. Using feedback
indicated whether we moved in the right direction by moving
back and forth from the problem domain and solution domain,
as well as indicated whether our solution solved the problem.
These principles facilitated reaching our objectives. In turn,
the objectives were to establish understanding, insight, and
overview, support communication and decision-making, as
well as facilitate reasoning [34]. The main principles and
objectives translate into ten main recommendations:
1.

Timeboxing: We used timeboxing for developing
several models. The timeboxing varies from 1 hour
to days.

2.

Iteration: We iterated using feedback from expert
input. The experts included domain scholars and
industry practitioners.

3.

Early quantification: We translated the principle of
being explicit into quantifying early. This
quantification aids at being explicit and sharpening
discussions through numbers. However, these
numbers can evolve, as we conducted quantification

at an early phase, and more confidence through
validation may be needed.
4.

Measurement and validation: We calculated and
measured numbers for the proposed system: CBM
and SOI, for the early quantification. We validated
these numbers through evidence and arguments from
the literature and the Company.

5.

Applying multiple levels of abstraction: We
considered the size and complexity within these
levels of abstraction. We aimed at connecting a high
level of abstraction to a lower level to achieve
concrete guidance.

6.

Using simple mathematical models: We used simple
models to be explicit and understand the problem and
solution domain. These models aimed at capturing
the relation between the parts and components for the
Company's proposed system, to be able to reason
these relations.

7.

Analysis of credibility and accuracy: We made
ourselves and the Company aware of the numbers in
such a way that these numbers were an early
quantification that needed to be further verified and
validated within more extended iterations.

8.

Conducting multi-view: We applied six main
(different) views. These views are customer
objectives ("what" for the customer), application
("how" for the customer), functional view ("what" of
the Company's proposed systems: black-box view
the CBM), conceptual view, and realization view.
The conceptual and realization views describe the
"how" of the Company's proposed system (CBM).

Figure 6. A3A0 shows the most significant results from applying conceptual modeling through the case study.
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These six views include more relevant views. Muller
[20] describes these views accompanied by a
collection of sub-methods. We iterated over these
views by using different abstraction levels.
9.

Understanding the system in its context: We
conducted several research data collection methods,
including workshops, participant observation, and
interviews, to understand the SOI context. We also
conducted a literature review to understand the
Company's proposed system (CBM) context. We
needed to understand the SOI, CBM context for
reasoning.

10. Visualizing: We used visualization to develop all the
figures (models) conducting the multi-view. The
visualization facilitated communicating common
understanding, reasoning, decision-making, and
stimulating discussions among the domain experts:
scholars and the Company [35]–[38].
A3 Architecture Overview (A3AO) is an effective tool for
communication [39]–[41]. Figure 6 visualizes the most
significant results from applying conceptual modeling through
the case study within an A3A0. The A3A0 (figure) content
includes seven parts marked with a red numbered cycle in the
figure. These parts are the following: 1) SOI; 2) functional
model for the CBM system; 3) concepts for different
maintenance systems, with a description. These systems
include predictive maintenance, CBM, planned maintenance,
and condition-based with planned maintenance; 4) CBM
system context; 5) a prototype dashboard visualizing the CBM
system functionality. This visualization includes traffic light
color code indicating the condition for the different parts of
the SOI; 6) key performance parameters for the CBM system;
and ultimately 7) conclusion and recommendations. The
conclusion and recommendations include the customer value
proposition, business proposition, system requirements, and
system design and technology for the Company's proposed
system (CBM system). The lines between these parts illustrate
the enables and drives among them.
C. Failure Data Analysis
This subsection illustrates the failure data analysis and its
results. The failure data (also called maintenance record data)
are unstructured. The maintenance personnel manually log
failure events, using excel. In the excel file, there are several
sheets. Each sheet belongs to a specific semi-automated car
parking garage system. Each sheet's content includes the
following columns, also called parameters: date (for a
maintenance event), time, telephone number (for the
maintenance personnel who investigated the failure event),
place number (for which parking lot the failure event
occurred), reason (possible reasons for the failure event), and
reinvoiced yes/no (if the failure event is reinvoiced as it is not
included within the maintenance agreement with the
Company, or not). The main parameter within the failure data
is the description of the failure event. The description includes
data about what part of the SOI failed, possible reasons, and
maintenance actions to fix the failure event.
The excel file contains several sheets. Most of the sheets
belong to private semi-automated car parking systems,
whereas others belong to a public car parking system. The
main difference between the private and the public is that in
the public parking system the users get different parking plot
in the system each time they use the system, while in the
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private the users have their permeant parking lot each time.
However, for both the private and public parking, the users are
permanent users. The raw dataset for the public parking
system is larger than that for the private ones. The period for
the failure events varies from one parking garage to another.
Most of the sheets contain data for the previous 6 years (20162021). Since the failure data are manually logged and include
descriptions, especially the failure events, we employed an
introductory natural language processing (NLP) method to
analyze them.
NLP is a well-known method for analyzing text entry
fields, such as the description field within the Company's
failure data [42]. Manual pre-processing is necessary for data
analysis and data quality. Here, pre-processing consumed
approximately 80% of the data analysis. Figure 7 visualizes
the data analysis results for the public parking system as a use
case for the analysis results. (The most-repeated words are
translated from Norwegian to English.) Figure 7 shows the
frequency of the most-repeated words for failure events.
"Gate" constituted approximately 50% of the failure events.
We dug deeper into the most frequently mentioned part:
the gate. Figure 8 depicts the MTBF for the gate which is the
inverse of the failure rate. We calculated MTBF per year for 6
years. The MTBF average is approximately 80 hours for the
gate. Moreover, we analyzed and visualized the gate with
other field data or parameters. The parameters included both
date and time. However, we show here only the time bar chart
as it makes most sense. It indicates that most failure events
involving the gate occur at 07:00 and 15 to 18:00 h, which are
the rush hours (see Figure 9). The other parameters need more
investigation, and other data source integration.
We used Python for a customized code to analyze the
failure data. We started by finding the most repetitive word in

Figure 7. Percentages for most-repeated words for failure events.

the description text entry field. Further, we compared and
linked the "most failed" part of the SOI with the other
parameters (columns) and conducted some analysis and
calculations such as failure rate and MTBF. Then, we
discussed the results with the Company to determine whether
the data analysis and results made sense.
IV. DISCUSSION
Applying conceptual modeling through a case study
facilitates communication, understanding, and decisionmaking for a real industry problem within an early design
phase of an industry–academia research project. A
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increase the system's reliability, and the CBM was a solution
to solve the Company's problem. The failure data analysis
showed that the APS fails mostly during rush hours and due
to the users' lack of familiarity with the system. This data
analysis exploration concurs with state-of-the-art [4][5].
Failure data are one type of feedback data from the operation
for the early design phase of the NPD process. We aim to
investigate other data, such as the system's operation data,
weather data, and so forth. This investigation aims to find a
correlation to understand the data and their analysis in a way
that makes sense.

Figure 8. Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) for 6 years period for the
gate.

Industry members tend to jump to the solution they believe
can solve the problem, whereas academia tends to explore and
understand the problem more in-depth. Conceptual modeling
facilitates balancing between these two perspectives by
jumping to the solution, back to the problem through several
iterations, zooming in and out, and using different timeboxing
and multiple levels of abstraction. However, the case study's
(research) context plays a vital role in both the number of the
conceptual models needed and time to develop and conduct
them. Thus, domain (context) knowledge facilitates
conceptual modeling implementation. In this context, being an
employee in the Company aided conceptual model
implementation. However, the main author used several data
collection methods, including participant observation,
interviewing, and workshops. This data collection helped
implement conceptual models and collect the failure data. The
collected research data supported the conceptual models and
failure data analysis results. This support allows for data
triangulation and increases the robustness of the results and
evidence validity [7].
V. CONCLUSION

Figure 9. Gate failure events versus time of day (hour).

collaborative industry–academia project includes different
stakeholders from industry and academia. Industry is more
oriented toward "how" and developing their projects and
systems. By contrast, academia is more oriented toward
"what" and "why" with academic rigor, to understand,
explore, and realize the problem.
Conceptual models aid in explaining the value proposition
for the Company's proposed system (solution) that touch the
surface of the problem for the case study and further explore
the actual problem. However, there are several conceptual
models that can be applied using multi-views and different
levels of abstraction. The challenge is to develop the optimal
number of conceptual models that gives a full and sufficiently
realistic picture for the case study but does not overwhelm the
researchers implementing the conceptual models. In this
context, we found that following the principles, objectives,
and recommendations mentioned in subsection B (under
section III) aid early validation [34].
In addition, communicating the most critical results for the
Company, including Company management, delivered
effectively the full and detailed picture for the proposed
system as part of a feasibility study. The company
management gave feedback that they could see all the aspects
for their proposed system as a case study (CBM) by using the
A3A0 [39]–[41].
Collecting and analyzing failure data supported the
conceptual model discoveries regarding the actual need that
triggered the proposed system. The actual need was to
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The combination of conceptual modeling and failure data
analysis facilitated exploring and understanding the
Company's actual need as a case study within an industry–
academia, sociotechnical, systems engineering–focused, dataoriented research project. The conceptual modeling lifts
customer value and business value on the one hand. On the
other hand, conceptual modeling implementation encourages
concrete, specific solutions and technologies. Here,
conceptual modeling aided in communicating and sharing
understanding of analysis of the value proposition of the
Company's proposed system, CBM, which is formulated as a
need. The Company's feedback indicated that they were able
to see all aspects within feasibility study of implementing the
CBM as a system for their SOI—also CBM as a system-ofsystem (SOS).
We also discovered that the Company's "actual need"
(actual or real problem) relates to the inferior reliability of the
SOI. This actual need is the key driver beyond the CBM, as is
increasing market share and scaling up the operation 24/7.
Applying conceptual modeling triggered this actual need
discovery, alongside data collection including participant and
direct observation, interviews, and workshops. In addition, we
collected and analyzed failure data. The data analysis
supported our discovery. We proceed with a feasibility study
of the CBM as a long-term vision for the Company, using the
most critical part (gate) as a use case. In addition, we
supported the Company by enabling data-driven decisions
through data analysis as a primary short-term vision. These
decisions aid the early design phase in NPD and maintenance
processes. For further work, we plan to include external data
such as environmental data, mainly weather data to investigate
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any correlation between the failure events and environmental
parameters such as humidity. We believe such further
investigation would aid at facilitating decision making within
the early phase in NPD and maintenance process, as well as,
conducting new iterations with the conceptual modeling.
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Abstract—The purpose of this study is to propose the use of
system thinking methods in E-Government systems and system of
systems to drive greater efficiencies in the deployment of public
cloud services. Qualitative methods such as a systemigram, causal
loop analysis, as well as a novel cloud cost reduction model is
used to map complexity, display the multidimensional nature of
the system, as well as formulate an ontology. The ”tragedy of
the commons” economic concept is used to orient our research
towards the sustainable consumption of digital resources for
government agencies. Business and system dynamics concepts are
used to both discover as well as propose solutions for the research
problem, which is identified as E-Government cloud services
efficiency and cost optimization. We conclude with additional
ideas to further this research through the use of triangulation
and additional quantitative research methods.
Keywords—E-Government, E-Governance, Systems thinking,
Systems Dynamics, Public cloud.

I. I NTRODUCTION
State and local governments continue to embrace digital
transformation initiatives that provide services and accessibility for both citizens as well as business in their respective jurisdictions. The emergence of E-Government, which is defined
as the use of information and communications technology
(ICT) to provide public services for government to government
(G2G), government to citizen (G2C), and government to
business (G2B) has become a shaping force for the use of
cloud services [1] [2] [3]. Cloud computing, defined by NIST
is ”a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand
network access to a shared pool of configurable computing
resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and
services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with
minimal management effort or service provider interaction”.
This new technical consumption model operates similar to a
public utility where resources are charged based on the amount
of resources used by the agent. As E-governments continue
to expand, so does their requirement for cloud computing
services to host infrastructure platforms, applications, data
repositories, as well as network interfaces [4] [5] [6]. This
resource need, however creates a challenge as programs and
projects for E-services grow so does the respective budget
and spending. Government agencies now see value in digital
services and choose to leverage them to deliver positive
outcomes for constituents and businesses. This situation of
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competing priorities as well as consumption can create a
modern-day ”tragedy of the commons”, which is the potential
rapid deterioration or complete elimination of a resource due
to overly aggressive demand without limitations or constraints
[7] [8].
A. Research Questions
Research questions we aspire to answer are, firstly how do
we represent the complexity and boundary of the system, its
stakeholder interests, as well as multiple interconnections and
dimensions? Secondly, how do we define causal relationships
of the system to understand both virtuous, vicious, as well
as balancing cycles and the effect of time delay. Finally, how
can a cloud efficiency model applied to these public cloud
resources limit the potential for budgetary overruns and ensure
a resilient and sustainable E-Government service?
B. Methods
We leverage a qualitative system thinking method known as
a systemigram to represent complexity and system boundaries
as well as a causal loop analysis to display the effect system
elements have on each other, both reinforcing as well as
balancing [9] [10]. Finally, we address governance and the
important role it will play in system dynamics to set thresholds
and limits by using a novel cost reduction model.
C. Structure
A foundational conceptual understanding of cloud computing is provided in the primer section, followed by a view
of the complex E-Government system of interest using a
systemigram. Economics of cloud describes how this new
computing utility is financially structured, and the unique ways
that stakeholders and consumers can interact and consume the
vast amount of technical resources. A new model developed
for E-Government, provides high-level guidance in the form
of capabilities, solutions, and respective outcomes, which we
call the ”cloud efficiency model” [11]. A Causal loop analysis
is an instrument out of system dynamics and is used to display
reinforcing behaviors, such as cloud spend and vendor revenue
generation as well as balancing factors, such as budgetary
constraints. The conclusion discusses ideas to enhance and
extend this research effort.
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II. C LOUD C OMPUTING P RIMER
Today there are multiple large public cloud technology
providers and services used extensively by both private as
well as public sector customers [12] [13]. We list three
major cloud providers, also known as ”hyperscalers”, as
well as some of the most widely used services they host.
Public Cloud providers
• Amazon Web Services (AWS)
• Microsoft Azure Cloud (Azure)
• Google Cloud Platform (GCP)
Public Cloud Prominent Services
• AWS Services
1) Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2)
2) Relational Database Service (RDS)
3) Elastic Container Service (ECS)
• Microsoft Azure Services
1) Azure Active Directory (AD)
2) Azure Content Delivery Network (CDN)
3) Azure Data Factory
• Google Cloud Platform Services
1) Database Services
2) Big Data Services
3) Machine Learning Services
III. E-G OVERNMENT S YSTEM C OMPLEXITY
Using a systemigram, we can see in Figure 1 how the
mainstay represented in yellow displays primary system nodes,
which include government services, operations, employees,
and citizens, which are both important and relevant to our
narrative. Branching off in red are public cloud services that
connect to elements, such as third-party vendors, as well as the
information system (IS) budget, which has multiple outflows
and only a single inflow.

Fig. 1. Systemigram.
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In the blue-colored section, we show the interconnections
of the federal government, revenue, as well as digital security
which in this environment is paramount to the success of the
system. As we can see from Figure 1, E-government’s use of
cloud computing has an inherent complexity in its mission to
provide secure, scalable, and resilient E-services to its citizens
[14] [15].
IV. E CONOMICS OF C LOUD
The concept of cloud computing is to provide a simplified
and consolidated platform hosted off-site that removes much
of the operational overhead of traditional private cloud data
center technologies. Many private and public sector IS teams
are adopting this cloud-hosted model as it allows them to
focus on the higher layer applications and remove the need
to spend resource cycles with physical equipment maintenance
and upgrade processes. This shifting of data center operations,
in many cases, removes the need for dedicated operational
staff; therefore operational expenditure budgets can be reappropriated towards greater consumption of compute resources [16].
There are two ways to consume cloud-based services, the
first is direct from the cloud provider, and the second is
indirect via a third-party integrator. Entities that consume
cloud services do so via a subscription that involves a legal
contract or ”terms of service” (TOS) that stipulates the rules
and guidelines for the consumer. Vendors have multiple ways
of selling cloud services, and one of the most popular is
under a consumption plan agreement that define how much
of a resource will be consumed over a certain period of time.
An example is a government organization that signs a threeyear multi-million dollar contract with a cloud vendor to use
services such as email for their staff. The government agency
benefits from the use of this highly scalable email system for
its employees, and the cloud vendor receives revenue which
is assumed to be allocated to fund ongoing research and
development operations, finance, HR, as well as enhancing
shareholder value due to its favorable earnings projections.
While this cloud-hosted IS strategy seems to be an advantageous relationship for all parties, there are some caveats to
consider. One of the issues with the cloud is its seemingly
endless supply of resources for end users of its services. The
reality is that physical data centers with compute, network, and
storage equipment are still required to host the infrastructure
required to deliver cloud services. This means that there is
a finite amount of resources from any cloud vendor, some
customers have experienced hitting these limits when provisioning additional capacity. This was recently experienced due
to pandemic-related supply chain shortages in microprocessors
and hardware needed to expand hosted environments [4]. In
addition to the constraints possible by cloud providers, government agencies have fixed budgets, and these can shift based on
a multitude of factors such as government revenue or alternate
priorities. A possible scenario could be the case where a
government entity wants to expand its cloud services but
cannot due to the hosting costs being greater than the allocated
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budget. The entity could request a budget enhancement or onetime over allocation however, this may take time to obtain
requisite approvals or authorization, causing a potential delay
[17].
As we have seen in the research, this issue of cloud economics, such as the panacea of cloud, requires careful planning
and proper allocation of funds and resources to ensure the
long-term effective use of the resources. Shaping forces are all
around to turn a well-run environment into a security breach or
system down emergency, negatively impacting mission-critical
systems [18].

reinforcing loop. The balancing portion of this analysis comes
via the finite E-Government budget that constrains both what
is consumed as well as what is offered.

V. C LOUD E FFICIENCY M ODEL
With the goal of ensuring the prolonged efficient use of
cloud computing resources in E-Government, a novel model is
created in Figure 2, which addresses the technical capabilities
desired, solutions which can be employed, as well as positive
outcomes which help in the conservation of budget. Based on
the E-Government service being delivered, one or many of
these solutions can be adopted, leading to outcomes that are
oriented towards sustainability [19]. The technical capabilities
are broad, high level domains spanning the most commonly
requested infrastructure components and services. The solution for each respective capability provides more conceptual
guidance as opposed to specific solutions. This is due to a
rapidly changing landscape of technical solutions constantly
entering and leaving the market.

Technical
Capability

Solution

Outcome

Data Storage

Local and alternate
repositories

Reduce cost by leveraging
several landing zones

Compute

Hyper Converged
Infrastructure (HCI)

Move workloads to costeffective compute platform

Cloud Services

Multi-Cloud Architecture

Use multi-cloud services to
avoid vendor lock-in

Platform Operations

Technical Enablement

Maintain in-house technical
expertise

Fig. 2. Cloud Efficiency Model.

The outcome maps to business value and is intended to
validate the goal of adopting the solution. Each outcome is directed towards cost efficiency, sustainability, and preservation
of resources which can be technological, human, or monetary.
VI. C AUSAL L OOP A NALYSIS
To obtain a graphical representation of how E-government
spending on cloud computing affects other elements such as
cloud vendor revenue, a causal loop diagram is developed
[20] [21]. As we see in Figure 3, a reinforcing loop is
established by E-government consumption of cloud resources
which increases their digital service catalog and offerings.
Similarly, as the cloud vendor providing services continues
to grow, their offerings and revenue increases in another
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Fig. 3. Causal Loop Analysis.

There is a delay factor which in some cases could prove
problematic if the consumption exceeds the budget or if the
budget gets cut without timely notice to the operations team,
which is provisioning new services. This situation could prove
harmful if a sustainable resource management system was not
planned for and executed. Also, having proper visibility to the
cost of cloud services and discounted rates can help ensure
continuity [22] [23].
VII. C ONCLUSION
System thinking methods were employed in this study to
analyze how cloud computing impacts E-Government services.
First, we utilized the systemigram to map the complex relationship between E-Government agents, vendors, citizens,
and the federal government [24]. This revealed different
stakeholder interactions and provided insight into possible
shaping forces that may impact how these digital services
are fulfilled, operated, and delivered. Next, a novel model for
E-Government cloud cost reduction was proposed to provide
technical leadership with solutions and respective outcomes
based on the capability being considered. Leveraged properly
and given due consideration, these solutions may have a
lasting impact on future costs associated with consumption of
cloud services. Finally a causal loop analysis was developed
to show the interconnections between E-Government use of
cloud, reinforcing vendor revenue streams, as well as how
budget constraints become balancing factors in this flow of
resource and funds. This study lacks a complete quantitative
analysis component with data that would have enhanced our
models, specifically our causal loop. An idea for further study
and enhancement of the contribution would be to gather data
related to government spending on cloud computing platforms
and use mathematical models as a triangulation technique
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to complement the qualitative components. Cloud technology
will continue to grow in government, therefore, being able to
find sustainable and responsible ways to ensure its prolonged
use would provide value to those who are tasked with its
operation [3].
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Abstract—Organizations working on complex engineering
projects have data scattered across many different systems. The
data is often disconnected, and its potential remain largely
untapped. Enterprises large and small find it difficult to explore
the information cluttered around different systems. A major
factor in this difficulty is a lack of the user perspective in complex
engineering environments. The presented research focused on a
case study of information exploration needs of engineers testing
sub-sea equipment. The case study observed that enterprise
software tools in complex systems engineering environment are
often designed for the content producer and not the consumer.
Which makes these tools difficult, and time consuming to use
and discourage their adoption. By utilizing user-centered design
and co-creation, the experience and needs of users is identified
to design, a data driven approach for enhance information
exploration. The proposed design has the potential to make
modifications to existing information systems, that would create
a large impact in information exploration, data utilization and
would provide a better experience for engineers, management
and other stakeholders and enhance the productivity of teams,
equipment testing and design.
Index Terms—User-centred Design; Participatory Design; Big
data; Early Phase Decisions;

I. I NTRODUCTION
Most organizations working on complex engineering
projects, generate a large amount of document centred data
during the project’s life cycle [1] [2]. The data is usually scattered around many different often disconnected systems where
it is not easily explorable [1] [3]. Organizations understand
the need of getting more value out of their data to improve
their routine operations. However, its potential remains largely
untapped [4].
There are many factors identified by researchers, which
limits the utilization of available data in a complex systems engineering environment to enhance operations. These includes
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among others, a lack of common language among engineers
and interdisciplinary teams, ineffective knowledge sharing,
finding system information and ineffective communication
among stakeholders [1] [5]–[8].
The presented work focuses on the issue of data dispersed
around different systems and is not easily searchable by users.
As a case study, we focused on test engineers testing sub-sea
oil drilling equipment at our partner organization, which is a
multinational corporation that provides complete project life
cycle services for the energy industry.
The problem is not exclusive for our case study. Organization such as enterprises large and small find it difficult
to explore the information cluttered around different system
which may or may not be connected to each other [4] [7] [9].
One solution to this problem is to use a model base system
engineering approaches and store data in central repository [2],
[10]. However, it is not very likely as complex engineering
projects involve different companies such as vendors, other
contractors, separate subsidiaries, and different departments
geographically dispersed with their own workflows and Standard Operating Procedures (SOP). Therefore, the data is bound
to end up in silos and would require exploration through
multiple systems.
A major factor in this difficulty is a lack of the user
perspective in complex systems engineering environments [1]
[3] [11]. In a recent survey, Qlik and Accenture [4] found that
only 21% engineers reported to have access to dashboard style
exploration system suitable for their job roles while 18% said
that the systems were appropriate for their skill level.
Researchers have found that while employees are regarded
as crucial in utilizing big data systems, they are very often
neglected in the design process [12]. The needs of user control
is important in the data exploration process [13] [14] and also
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there is a need to take in multiple perspectives in a soft systems
context [11].
Building upon previous work [3], It is our contention that
designing a data driven methodology to enable end users
to explore the content in an efficient manner in a complex
systems engineering environment would help users in utilizing
the available data in efficient manner to enhance operations
and make data driven early phase decisions.
The remainder of the paper is as follows: Section II
describes the related work. The case study and proposed
approach is described in Section III. Which is followed by
a discussion in Section IV and finally Section V contains the
concluding remarks and some plans for the future.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Dashboard style systems are used extensively to explore
data [15]. They often use semantic and video data [16]–[18].
Dashboard style systems often follow a familiar pattern of
providing detail on demand access to multimodal information
based on an issued query. Research is also done on novel
visualization to give quick insights for further exploration [19]
[20], and on new ways of querying large data sets [21].
In their recent survey regarding the utilization of big data
in enterprise environments, Qlik and Accenture [4] found
that about 21% of engineers have access to dashboard style
exploration systems which are designed to be suitable for
their needs and 18% believe that the tools are designed in
accordance to their skill level. Disparate data silos across
multiple systems and technical capabilities are regarded as
major obstacles [9].
Researchers have long identified the need for more user
control in exploration of data [13] and need for taking multiple
perspective when designing data exploration in a soft systems
context [11]. General purpose commercially available data
exploration and document retrieval tools have limitations [2]
[7] [22].
Co-creation [23] and user centred design (UCD) [24]–[26]
are often utilized to understand the user techniques to design
systems which are suitable for evolving user needs. Haesen
et al. use a user centred design approach and semi-structured
interviews to perform a qualitative analysis of the information
exploration needs of professional video searchers [25]. Similar
approach is utilized by Gravier et al. [24] in which authors
utilized mockups and non-functional prototypes to understand
the information exploration needs of different users to come up
with design solutions. Their analysis concluded that different
users may have different needs in terms of desired features in
exploration systems. Salim et al. [26] extend this approach
and use semi-functional prototypes, screen capturing, think
out loud and questionnaires to understand the user journeys
in engaging exploration of content. Similar techniques with
additional semi-structured interviews is used by Koesten et
al. [27] to understand users sense making with data-sets for
recommending design of tools and documentation practices to
allow data reuse.
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To allow engineers to explore content beyond simple document retrieval, researchers have proposed solutions like social
network systems specifically designed for engineering design
communication and project management [22] model based
system engineering (MBSE) approaches to model central
repositories to allow engineers and other stakeholders access
to relevant information [2].
Currently, there is a lack of taking in the user perspective
in designing exploration systems [12]. There exist a need
for considering the multiple user perspectives and user needs
while designing exploration systems [3] [11] [28].
III. C ASE S TUDY AND P ROPOSED D ESIGN
The presented research is utilizing Industry as a Laboratory
[29] , user-centered design [28] and Human Media Interaction
[14] [26] methodologies to focus on the issue of data dispersed
around different systems and is not easily searchable by users.
As a case study we focused on test engineers at our partner organization. The partner organization is a multinational
corporation that provides life cycle services for the energy
industry. We conducted multiple workshops, observation sessions and semi-structure interviews to understand the reallife context of the company(team) of interest in a complex
engineering project. While the sessions overall focused on
the holistic view of the early phase activities of company of
interest in acquiring and developing/executing projects (subject
of future publications). The current paper is focused on the
information needs of test engineers.
A. Information Needs of Test Engineers
Test engineers need to access information during their
routine operations. The current case study focuses on test engineers running different test on sub-sea oil drilling equipment
at their workshop. They require access to information about
the equipment they are testing. The information they require
about different parts may include:
• The project specification.
• The design specification of parts.
• The provider or designer of the part (i.e., the supplier).
• Product responsible department or person at that department or supplier organization.
• The maintenance history of the part.
• The information about any modification done to the part
and its history.
During the different tests they run, e.g., System Integration
Test (SIT) where a combination of different part is tested to
see if the parts are performing as per the specifications. In
case of an unexpected event such as equipment not performing
as expected or has a fault or have a part missing or have
any other problem. It is logged in an event log. The event
contains information such as data about the equipment and its
serial number, etc. along with the description of the problem.
The log also contains information about the project such as
work package and product responsible department or supplier
and other project specific information. Currently those logs
are kept in excel sheets files which are project specific, and
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the company does not do any analysis on the logs. They have
logs going back more than 10 years.
The test engineers at SIT, do know the value of data analysis
in terms adding value to their operations. They require the
following:
• Ability to log information centrally and follow up (can
be achieved by any online system).
• Traceability (of the equipment and reports):
– Keep track of reported errors.
– Keep track of equipment and its maintenance history.
• Trends: see what patterns or lack of them appears in the
event logs. Natural Language Processing (NLP) analysis
of the event logs shared with us has similarities with other
partners case studies [5]).
B. Proposed Approach Design
Figure 1 shows the component diagrams of the current
environment with our proposed components. In the first step a
prototype system is developed for them to log the unexpected
events and related data in a convenient manner i.e., enhance
their ability to log information centrally.
In terms of trends, basic NLP analysis of the event logs is
performed, and the functionality is added to the prototype.
In terms of traceability, the testing engineers need to be
able to keep track of the progress on the reported problems
by product responsible departments or suppliers. For this,
the researchers suggest a semantic ontology driven equipment
register based on the Digital Design Basis initiative to quickly
search the product related information and to update the event
log with relevant data, instead of current manual look up at
different systems, which is time consuming and cumbersome.
Testing engineers and other departments require traceability
of their equipment. The problem is that the equipment may be
at different departments or at different subsidiaries which are
dispersed all over the globe. Apart from that, the equipment
may have gone through maintenance-based changes and may
have alter in specification as the years have gone by. The
ontology base register has the potential to streamline the
process of crawling through different systems and find a match
of equipment based on the ontology properties [30]–[32]. Connected to the event log system it could also help test engineers
in quickly finding the specification and functionality of the
different equipment and see product relevant information in
a dynamic manner, i.e., due to the machine-readable nature
of the data it can be used to transform the information to
be curated in any UI design, e.g., an excel style sheet or a
graphical representation of the equipment with overlapping
information i.e. (digital twins of various fidelities).
C. Description of prototype and interviews with test engineers
To facilitate the understanding of the information needs
of maintenance engineers. We developed a semi-functional
prototype and use this to conduct interviews with SIT test
engineering team. During our sessions we identified three basic
requirements of SIT engineers namely logging, traceability and
identifying trends (see Section III-A for details).
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For event logging we propose an online system which shows
the event logs in a grid (see Figure 2). The reason behind is
that it is similar to an excel file so that, the engineers are
comfortable using it as they are very used to, using excel
files. In addition to centrally log all the events the users have
functionalities like sorting and filtering. They can also have
additional controls on updating the values of certain fields so,
for example, only a test manager could edit certain values (see
Figure 2).
For identifying trends, the prototype allows users to perform
analytics on the event logs, e.g., identify what equipment
or tag number is appearing most in the logs indicating a
trend of equipment which causes errors. Additionally, it also
lets user do NLP analysis of the event logs, e.g., to identify
repeatedly appearing phrases such as “need to be calibrated”
to identify trends and to communicate them with product
designers and other responsible parties (see Figure 3). Details
of the NLP analysis of the event logs are the subject of another
publication.
For traceability, the test engineers require information from
different systems. The information they usually require are
product specification, and equipment maintenance history and
location etc. currently engineers have to search for this information in several different systems and it is a very time
consuming and a tedious task. In the prototype we suggested
connections with those systems and to allow the engineers to
get that information from within the prototype.
The prototype also showed some alternative ways of representing information to engineers, e.g., graphical representation of the equipment with equipment specific information
overlayed in a detailed-on demand manner. The idea is that
user could switch between excel like list and other representations to better suite their exploration and communication
needs. E.g., communicating an error with equipment image
and overlayed information to provide a richer experience
when communicating events with different departments and
stakeholders (see Figure 4).
The prototype was well received. Participants really liked
the concept. During our sessions and discussions, users wanted
to centrally view the events and the required information.
They really liked the simplicity of the concept. Interview
participants also liked the analytics features and saw a lot
of potential in the NLP analysis of the logs and the ability
to identify the trends and patterns occurring during different
equipment testing.
Participants reiterated our observations from our co-creation
sessions and observation of the team meetings, that looking
for information in different systems is indeed a very timeconsuming task and a drag to their productivity and user
experience. They really liked the idea of linking the different
information and presenting it in one interface. They also saw
the potential of using digital twin representation of different
fidelity and product specific information overlayed, instead of
simply linking to the product documentation.
When asked about what is missing in the prototype and what
functionality would further enhance their experience: the reply
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Figure. 1: Components Diagram overall approach (proposed).

Figure. 2: Viewing and updating event logs prototype.
Figure. 3: Trend identification by NLP analysis.
was that they would prefer to have the information in different
layers i.e., they wanted better control on the amount of detail
they get about the equipment. It was also mentioned that
different stakeholder may need access to different information
and the need to control who can edit and view the information.
Finally, the need to have easy to use system was reiterated
and a need to standardized way to enter and edit the logs
consistently across different teams and projects.
IV. D ISCUSSION
The co-creation sessions and interviews demonstrated the
need for considering the user perspective to allow users to easily explore the information in a complex systems engineering
environments. The case study shows that in large organizations
despite having most of the infrastructure in place, users in
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Figure. 4: alternative representation of equipment information.
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certain functions still end up using sub-optimal exploration
tools during their routine operations. This creates a big drag
on their productivity. It is the sentiment expressed by the test
engineers during our sessions.
Test engineers require a central place to search for the
required information and the ability to make changes in a userfriendly manner. They also desire more control in viewing and
editing of certain data and the amount of detail they get when
looking at information i.e., detail on demand representation.
Linking information from different systems and representing
to them in easy to view manner is helpful for them. They
also require standardized way to log information that can be
achieve by implementing controlled vocabularies in the input
interfaces.
The key takeaway from our sessions is that in complex
systems engineering environments; the software tools are often
designed for the content producers and not for the different
users (consumers) of that information. There are also not easy
to user for non-daily users to explore the available information.
It makes it difficult for them to use, as it becomes time
consuming for them to perform their routine tasks. It leads
users to stick to old tools like excel files and not being able
to utilize the benefits of technological developments.
V. C ONCLUSION
The presented case study demonstrated that while large
enterprises have many different systems to collect information
and generate documentation and they may also have the
necessary infrastructure to allow efficient use of the data. Users
still end up not having a good experience with such tools and
it creates hurdles in accessing the required information in an
efficient manner. It discourages the adaptation of new systems
and causes lost opportunities in terms of learning insights from
the available information which could enhance daily operation
or allow design decisions to avoid problems occurring in the
future.
The case study demonstrates that by understanding the
user needs, minor modifications to existing infrastructure can
create a large impact in information exploration and utilization
and a better experience for engineers, management and other
stakeholders and enhance the productivity of teams, equipment
testing and design.
In the future, we aim to extend the study to other teams
at the partner organization to understand the similarities in
information needs of different users in a complex systems
engineering environment. We also aim to extend this to other
partner organizations of the H-SEIF21 . consortium to come up
with a design specification which could help in creating better
interactive systems for enterprise users.
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Abstract—The primary goal of this ongoing questionnaire
is understanding the state of affairs in terms of big data
utilization in Norwegian high-tech enterprises. Employees at
partner organizations were asked 24 questions. The questions
comprised of categories such as Data Availability, Usability,
Integrity, Competency and Organizational behavior. The survey
attempted to get a nuanced understanding of the current processes at partner organizations of the H-SEIF2 [1] consortium,
or lack thereof to systematically utilize big data in their projects
from the perspective of employee’s perception. For example, the
survey found that the Project Managers have a more optimistic
perception of their usage of big data while upper management
has a more modest opinion of their current state. In addition to
providing insights, the results will act as a baseline for making
recommendations and propose adaptive digitalization solutions
for each partner organization.
Index Terms—Questionnaire; Big data; Early Phase Decisions;

I. I NTRODUCTION
The benefits of using big data in enhancing operations
in general and in project life cycle management are well
understood by organizations of all types and sizes [2]–[5].
However, how to do so effectively is still an open questions for
most organizations [3] [6] [7]. For example, a study conducted
by Qlik and Accenture states that over 74% of employees
feel anxiety with working with data [8], while a recent
study by Rackspace Technology [2] reported that organizations
perceived a rise in difficulty in terms of utilizing Big Data
Analytics (BDA) and specifically Artificial Intelligence (AI)
and Machine Learning (ML).
Researchers have identified multiple challenges which limits organizations ability for enhance utilization of big data.
This includes, a lack of common language among engineers,
ineffective knowledge sharing and difficulty in finding system
information to name of few [9]–[12]. The presented paper will
focus on the users of big data, specifically the internal users
such as employees working on projects.
The primary goal of the ongoing survey is to understand
the current state of affairs in terms of big data utilization
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at the partner organizations in the H-SEIF2 [1] project. The
H-SEIF 2 project aims to harvest the value of big-data to
enhance the experience of stakeholders during complex system
engineering project by collaborating with industry partners to
improve their digitalization efforts. The goal is to design data
driven frameworks and methodologies to allow the industry
partners in data supported early phase decisions.
Employees at partner organizations were asked 24 questions. The questions were comprised of categories such as
Data Availability, Usability, Integrity, Competency and Organizational behavior. In doing so, the survey attempted to get
a nuanced understanding of the current processes at partner
organizations or lack thereof, to systematically utilize big data
in their projects from the perspective of employee’s perception.
It aims to provide deeper insights at gaps and differences
at different organizations or at different department within
a large organization. This will act as a baseline for making
recommendations and propose adaptive digitalization solutions
for each partner organization.
There are few other surveys which analyse the state of
affairs at organizations [2] [6] [8]. They have only focused
on Chief Information Officers (CIOs) or high level decision
makers. The presented paper takes a deeper dive and took the
perspective of a cross section of employees to get a better
understanding of the current state at each company.
The remainder of the paper is as follows: Section II describes the related work. Details about the questionnaire are
described in Section III. Which is followed by a discussion
in Section IV and finally Section V contains the concluding
remarks and some plans for the future.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Questionnaires and surveys are widely used for different
purposes e.g., comparing two products and/or services [7] [13].
They are often used to understand the needs of perspective
users of future products and services or as part of user-centric
design [14] [15], or to collect data on customer, employee
and/or student satisfaction, [16]–[18].
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Figure. 1: Respondents Profile: information about respondents

Regarding the utilization of big data in operations of organizations, Qlik and Accenture [8] conducted a survey to
have an understanding of big data utilization in enterprises .
They found that 60 to 70% of the collected data in enterprise
is never used and a vast majority of about 74% of employees
feel overwhelmed or simply unhappy working with data. They
also found that only 37% of employees trust their decisions
more when they are based on data while 48% preferred gut
feeling over data driven decision making [8].
Focusing on high level decision makers, a survey by
Rackspace Technology [2] found that employees perceived
difficulty with ML and big data has actually been increasing.
The survey [2] also found that employees considered data
dispersed across many different systems to be one of the
biggest barrier in drawing insights from it. Lack of skillset
and talented employees is perceived as a great concern and
limitation in fully utilizing big data in enterprise decision
making [2] [8] [19].

found that investments in technologies like machine learning
software tools are influenced by the size of the organization
and the author did not find any statistical differences across
different industries.
While employees appear often in the discourse and considered a crucial element in utilizing big data systems, they
are often the ones most neglected [20]. Moreover, majority of
the above mentioned research focused on high level decision
makers and not a cross-section of employees, departments and
job roles.
The presented survey is part of the H-SEIF2 [1] research
project that aims to develop human centered framework for
the utilization of big data during early phase decision making.
The presented work, by focusing on Norwegian industry
partners extends the related work by focusing on a crosssection of employees to get a more nuance understanding
of any differences among different departments, employee
profiles and across different industries.

Raguseo [6] focused on the CIOs of French medium and
large enterprises to understand differences if any, across industry and the size of organizations. Analysis of the questionnaire

III. S URVEY Q UESTIONNAIRE
The survey questionnaire consists of 24 questions in 5
categories. The categories were selected by a combination of
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TABLE I: THE QUESTIONNAIRE.
Information About You
Organization / Company Job title Department Job Description
Educational Background Gender Age group
In what Life-cycle phase(s) is your current work activities?
Idea Generation and Analysis, Concept Development, Detailed Engineering,
Fabrication Testing and Integration, Operations, Maintenance and Modification
Data Availability
1. In my current project, team spent a significant effort to gather relevant data for decision making.
2. In my current project we gather data of high relevance to end-user values.
3. When I do my work, I have easy access to all relevant data that I need to do my work.
4. I am familiar with tools and methods that can help me to better explore and analyze data that include AI and ML?
5. In my work, I have easy access to useful data-analysis tools and methodologies that help to better understand the task at hand.
6. I have available all the data-analysis tools and methods that I need to do my work effectively.
7. Pertinent data and information that is being held back from me in due to confidentiality.
Data Usability
8. Getting access to and analyzing big amount of data is an important part of the early-phase development-process in my company.
9. In my organization, we have a history of bashing out new ideas and products on data and information rather than on “gut-feeling”.
10. In My company, we make disruptive innovations rather than incremental product improvements.
11. In my company we use data from previous systems/projects to improve the performance of the current system/project.
12. In my company we have a consistent and effective procedure for storing/sharing data.
13. The procedure for storing/sharing data in my company is sufficient for our purposes?
14. I always use the existing stored data from old projects as “lessons learned” in new projects.
Data Integrity
15. In my work, I fully trust the data presented and developed by others.
Competency
16. I am fully confident about how to best use data to improve products, services and/or systems.
17. In early-phases of product-development, I am fully confident that my team has sufficient knowledge to effectively use all available data.
18. My managers always understand the data and simulations I present to him/her.
19. I always have enough context when I use data in my work.
20. My company encourage competency-development digital skills such as big data and digitalization.
Organizational Behavior
21. My company fully take advantage of operational data as feedback in the early development.
22. We spend sufficient time to collect and analyze all available data in the early phase.
23. My company has a process that helps us make use of big-data for early validation of system solutions.
24. Decisions in my company are made based on reliable data rather than gut feeling

literature review [2] [3] [6] [8] [20] and our initial co-creation
sessions with industry partners, in order to understand the
issues faced by the H-SEIF2 [1] industry partners in fully
utilizing big data in early phase decision making in their
projects.
Table I lists the questions asked in the questionnaire. The
participants were asked to rate the extent to which they agree
or disagree with the statements on a 7-point Likert scale. In the
initial phase, we have collected 40 responses from employees
at partner organizations. Figure 1 shows the basic information
about the survey respondents. Most respondents are from
the Tech and Engineering Consultancy firm that works on a
diverse range of innovative projects for their clients, followed
by an industrial conglomerate with division in shipping and
digital technology and startup incubation. More than half of
the respondents are engineers i.e., 23, while 7 are project
managers and 6 belong to top management positions.
In terms of educational background, 22 of the respondents
reported having a Masters degree. Engineering was the most
common reported educational background, while Finance and
Management the other. The age distribution of the respondents
is quite balanced as well (see Figure 1(f)), however our current
data have a gender imbalance, as 34 out of the 40 respondents
are male. We will make efforts to address that in future
versions.
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IV. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
The questionnaire results (see Figure 2) show that internal
stakeholders (employees) feel dissatisfied by the utilization of
big data in their projects, especially in early phase decision
making as the Net Promoter Score (NPS) is negative across
the board. It is not surprising, as it is not only the finding
of our initial conversations with industry partners but other
surveys reached the same conclusion [2] [8].
One notable surprise however is question# 7 which asks
the respondents if data is being held back from them for
confidentiality reasons; to which the respondents disagreed.
In this case it is a positive outcome and runs counter to our
earlier assumptions [21]. However, it may change when in
the next phase we collect data from additional respondents
belonging to industry partners involved with defense and
aerospace industries.
Another interesting outcome is that engineers and personnel
involved with technical aspect of projects gave lower scores
than project managers and upper management. Project managers seem to have a rosier perception compared to others
(see Figure 3). There is a need for greater communication
among project managers and other non-technical stakeholder,
engineers and technical personnel. While the more positive
responses are somewhat in line with [8], there are notable
differences compared to [8]. For example, in our survey the
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Figure. 2: Overall responses

Figure. 4: Average responses per age group.
Figure. 3: Average responses per job roles.

upper management seems less optimistic compared to the
project managers.
Another notable exception is the “Competency” section
of the questionnaire. For example, the report [8] stated that
business leaders overestimate the capabilities of their workforce, while our survey showed that both engineers and
project managers gave higher responses compared to the upper
management (see Figure 3).
In terms of age groups, employees in younger and older age
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groups overall gave higher scores compared to middle (3544) age group, while the middle age group reported the most
confidence in their competency compared to the others (see
Figure 4). Also, in terms of the organization behavior category,
younger and senior employees express greater optimism compared to the 35-44 age group. Question# 21 was an exception,
which asks about taking full advantage of operational data in
early phase decision making, to which the 35-44 age group
gave higher score compared to the others.
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V. C ONCLUSION
The current version of the survey gave us a deeper understanding of the state of affairs as perceived by the internal
stakeholder at some of the industry partners. It provided a
glimpse at the disparity of different stakeholders in terms
of their perception of their utilization of big data in their
operations and decision-making process. Overall, the survey
concluded that employees at the H-SEIF2 industry partners
understand the need of using big data in their project to
enhance their operations as the NPS is negative across the
board. Another conclusion that can be drawn is that the project
managers need more communication with engineers and other
technical personnel to get a better calibration of their big data
needs.
In the future, we plan to extend the survey by gathering
responses from all the industry partners in the H-SEIF 2
consortium to allow us an even deeper understanding of the
perception of employees and the state of affairs. For future
versions, we will target different departments within larger
organizations to get a more balanced dataset for our analysis
and we also plan to conduct semi-structure interviews with
some employees to get further insights.
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Abstract— This paper describes the engineering solution of a
system control technology for drones with the goal of
autonomous drone flight on or over machine trails, skid trails,
forest roads and similar line-like path in forest stands. The
overall non-functional requirement here is for non-satellite
positioning of the drone in real time based on a radio sensor
network. The available open space above the line structures
under the canopy of trees is used as the flight envelope. The
problems of inaccurate satellite-based positioning inside the
forestry environment are compensated primarily by the use of
Wireless Sensor Networks for positioning. The goal is a valid
recording of tree parameters and the creation of a digital map
within the tree population. The control system of the drone is
based on fused data from Wireless Sensor Networks, intertial
sensors, satellite-based systems and visual position estimation.
Our drone is thus able to automatically fly over freely
selectable areas within the path without satellite-based
positioning and thus fulfills the prerequisite for recording the
tree parameters using suitable sensors. The practical
application of this approach in the forest is presented and
discussed.
Keywords-Forest Inventory Monitoring; Wireless Sensor
Network; Ultrawideband; GNSS Independent Localization;
Drone

I.

INTRODUCTION

For sustainable forest management, a solid data basis on
the current stocking is absolutely necessary. In today's
standard sampling method, trees in defined sampling circles
are measured by terrestrial walking on the basis of a
homogeneous, usually permanently established sampling
grid. These data are stratified according to statistical
procedures, aggregated and further processed for the
calculation of forestry-relevant indicators. The current work
process is becoming increasingly difficult for the following
reasons:
 In the course of ecological forest conversion, mixed
forests are aimed at that are rich in structure. This is
associated with a highly developed vegetation layer
near the ground, which makes accessibility and
visibility extremely difficult for terrestrial methods.
 The sampling method used today is based on a
personnel-intensive, time-consuming work process
with a high cost burden for the forest enterprises.
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Although it is possible to reduce the costs associated
with the surveys by means of the grids of the survey
network, this is at the expense of the validity or
statistical reliability of the results.
 With regard to accuracy, it must also be taken into
account that manual measurement methods have a,
high measurement error. Here, the error rate and
measurement inaccuracies can be significantly
reduced with the help of modern recording
technologies.
 The process chains in forest management are for the
most part still very extensive and decoupled.
Automated data acquisition and subsequent
automated data preparation allow the personnel and
technical focus to be placed on data analysis and
evaluations in the subsequent processing steps. Thus,
the expertise is directed to the central tasks of
silvicultural and forestry planning for the forest
enterprise.
Against this background, the approach realized the use of
an autonomously moving drone technology in forest
inventory and operational planning is to be the basis for a
later practicable, technologically mature procedure for the
automated recording of individual tree parameters and the
generation of population parameters relevant to planning and
management. The focus of the work is on the technological
innovation and implementation, the development of a control
technology for drones with the goal of autonomous drone
flight on or above machine trails, skid trails, forest roads and
similar line structures within forest stands. Thereby, the
available free space profile above the line structures is used
as flight space. An appropriate flight altitude neglects the
edges of the paths near the ground, which are covered by
structures and which prevent a valid recording of the tree
parameters inside the stand due to the obstructed view in
terrestrial methods. The control system of the drone is based
on fused data from radio sensor networks, inertial sensors,
satellite-based systems and visual position estimation. A
Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) sensor performs
object avoidance. Our Drone is thus able to automatically fly
over freely selectable areas within the path without global
satellite-based (GNSS) positioning and thus fulfills the
prerequisite for recording the tree parameters using suitable
sensors. The specific tasks for this implementation were:
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Compensation of weak or non-existent GNSS
signals in a forest environment through the use of
range-capable Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN).
Automatic flight stabilization with respect to altitude
and required lateral positioning over the forest floor
Multisensor data fusion and position filtering
algorithms for autonomous flight primarily based on
a WSN and secondarily based on an imaging
(visioning) position module
Application of a Wireless Sensor System for
communication, localization and environment
detection of drones
Adaptation / further development of visioning
position modules for the forest environment with
regard to obstacle detection of trees, branches,
bushes and segmentation of the forest floor as well
as a constant flight altitude
Implementation of a Simultaneous Localization And
Mapping (SLAM) algorithm for autonomous flight
within a geofender of the back alley

Figure 1 shows the system approach in this respect.

Figure 1. System approach for the use of drones in a forest environment.

The paper is structured as follows. After this introduction to
the topic, which describes the problems and the boundary
conditions for the use of autonomous drones in a forest
environment, the state of the art in science and technology
regarding drones and position technologies described in
Section II. Section III gives an overview about the
technological process flow for realizing a GNSS independent
drone flight on the back alley in the forest. The test of the
whole system setup and first flights on a test field are shown
in Section IV. Section V addresses the evaluation of recorded
measurement results of the performed test flights in a forest
environment. In this regard, the results and resulting
problems are discussed. The paper ends with a summary and
an outlook on further work to solve the problems presented
before.
II.

STATE OF THE ART

Smaller drones or multicopters are relevant for the
intended use in the forest on skid trails under the leaf canopy
at a height of about 2 to 3 meters. This is due to the intended
area of application of the drones, which are to fly
autonomously under the treetops up to three meters above
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the forest floor, specifically in the area of skid trails. This
eliminates large and heavy devices from the selection.
Nowadays, drones can be used for very many disciplines in
science and research due to their small design, improved
control technology and falling prices. They open up entirely
new perspectives for ecological research and environmental
protection. For example, drones are already being used to
map landscapes that are difficult to access or to take stock of
endangered animal species. Today, drones already offer an
efficient way to collect, aggregate and store or transmit data
for scientific purposes using appropriately equipped sensor
technology.
A. Overview of relevant Drone Technologies
A special focus is navigation in visual flight or with
difficult or no GNSS reception. In principle, GNSS-based
systems (mostly GPS and GLONASS) can currently achieve
resolutions of barely more than three meters [1], which is
sufficient for uninhabited landscapes - but not for urban
areas or use inside buildings or in the forest on skid trails. In
this regard, heavily attenuated or scattered GNSS signals
under the treetops make autonomous drone flight
enormously difficult to the point of impossible feasibility.
Furthermore, they have to permanently avoid smaller and
larger tree trunks, branches, smaller trees from the tree
regeneration and shrubs. This requires a complex camera
system, gyroscopes, accelerometers and ultrasonic sensors.
This is the only way the aircraft can find out where it is and
if there are any obstacles in its way. The state of the art is far
advanced in this respect. Using so-called intelligent flight
modes, the visual, inertial, ultrasonic and GNSS data are
combined in a multi-sensor data fusion. This enables an
assisted flight depending on the environment.
B. Introduction of Wireless Sensor Networks for Drone
Positioning and Navigation in a Forestry Environment
In order to ensure autonomous flight in the forest
environment, a WSN is adapted for positioning and applied
to drones. Technical basis for this was the recent increased
miniaturization as well as the advancing development of
microsystem technology for the design of highly complex
sensor nodes, which are combined as individual systems in
an infrastructure-free and self-configuring WSN. In contrast
to wired configurations, particular importance is attached to
the radio-based transmission of information within the WSN
and to a central coordination unit. The main task of these
networks is the monitoring of extensive and usually difficult
to access areas or extensive process chains, which can only
be
monitored
by
conventional
systems
with
disproportionately high and uneconomical effort. The totality
of all sensor nodes thus forms an information source with
significant spatial extent, high flexibility and an almost
unrestricted scaling behavior. Sensor nodes are generally
highly complex individual systems consisting of a
microcontroller, sensors or actuators, a memory, the
communication unit and a power source. Thus, sensor nodes
are basically capable of describing relationships with the
environment, such as topological and geometrical
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information. The measured distance of sensor nodes to each
other is, besides angular or simple presence information, the
most commonly used form of neighborhood information and
forms the data basis required for positioning and
environment recognition methods. Broadband radio systems
are used, which provide the required distance relations in the
form of distance and angle measurements in corresponding
real-time performance on the basis of the licensed UltraWideband Spectrum (UWB). Within a WSN with a
minimum of four fixed anchor nodes, a suitably equipped
drone can fly autonomously along path on a forestry skid
trail. The anchor nodes are static fixed in pairs on the trees.
In principle, the anchor nodes can be attached to forestry
vehicles, trees and other "static" points. The mobile nodes
can be integrated, for example, in the clothing of forest
workers or directly on mobile devices such as drones,
chainsaws. Operationally and algorithmically, static and
mobile nodes can switch properties [2].
III. OVERVIEW OF THE TECHNOLOGICAL PROCESS FLOW
OF THE RADIO SENSOR NETWORK BASED DRONE FLIGHT IN
THE FOREST ENVIRONMENT

A. Technologies Used on the Drone
The corresponding wireless sensor for positioning
determination is additionally attached and integrated as a socalled node on the drone control unit. In this regard, the
connection was realized via different interfaces like
Universal Asynchronous Receiver / Transmitter (UART) and
Controller Area Network (CAN). By calibrating the initial
anchor into a geodetic reference system, especially a World
Geodetic System 1984 (WGS84) coordinate and determining
the angular offset to the north, the coordinate transformation
into global coordinates then takes place. The novelty now is
that the drone's determined relative position within the WSN
is converted to a global coordinate and provided to the drone
controller as a fake National Marine Electronics Association
standardized position data exchange (NMEA) message.
Missing NMEA parameters are simulated or replaced. The
drone does not recognize any difference between converted
or simulated and real GNSS environment. In this context, the
interconnection of the system components required for this
purpose is shown in the following Figure 4.

First of all, the realized process flow is described. At
least four anchor nodes are placed in the forest along the skid
alley for Wireless Sensor Network-based tracking by a
forestry employee. The anchor nodes are attached to trees at
a height of 1 to 2 m with the antenna pointing towards the
skid alley (see Figure 2)

Figure 4. Interconnection between system components regarding the
WSN and the drone, especially the flight controller and the integrated
mobile node.

Figure 2. Pinned anchor node on a tree [3].

This focuses the radio channel on the area of interest for
the positioning within the skid alley (see red marked area in
Figure 3).

Figure 3. Skidding trail for wood harvesting (a), area of interest for
autonomous drone flight marked in red (b).
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In the left part of the figure, the possibilities for drone
control are shown. The control unit with the Mission Planner
is a software for planning flight missions. It is used to plan
the flight trajectory on the skid trail in prior, which the drone
will then fly autonomously with the help of the WSN.
Physically, the control unit is part of the so-called Ground
Station (GS) and is equipped with a 433 MHz transceiver
and connected to a computer running the planning software
(see Figure 5). The trajectory planned on the computer is
finally transferred via the telemetry channel to the drone and
saved as a flight mission. Until now, the GS software used
has been Mission Planner (MP) and QGroundControl
(QGC).

Figure 5. Ground Station system architecture.
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The other remote control shown in Figure 4 serves as a
fallback level to switch from autonomous flight to manual
control. This is a commercially available programmable
remote control (FrSky Taranis / Herelink Transceiver),
which is connected to the drone with 2.4 GHz for pure flight
control. This is only used in an emergency if problems are
detected in autonomous flight.
The heart of the drone is the flight controller. This is
where all sensor data ultimately converge. From this, the
flight parameters are calculated and the corresponding rotors
are controlled, for example, to execute the uploaded mission
plan. The flight controller in this case is based on ArduPilot,
an open source software for unmanned vehicles and the de
facto standard for autonomous control of multicopters, fixed
wing/Vertical Take Off and Landing (VTOL) gliders,
helicopters, submarines and land vehicles. The FW variant
for multicopters is called ArduCopter and is customizable.
The configuration of the Firmware to the respective
properties of the copter as well as its sensors is done via
parameters. If changes to the FW are necessary, or if new
modules not previously available, but have to be added such
as positioning by using an extended Kalman filter (version 2
or 3), this can be implemented using the corresponding
environment dependencies. To clarify this, the system
architecture of the FW shown in Figure 6 is used with
examples of the connection of further components. Via a
companion computer (e.g., Arduino or Raspberry Pi on the
drone) with the ground station, data of the copter can be
retrieved, configured or changed. MAVLink (Micro Air
Vehicle Link) is the protocol for communication between the
components. The actual ArduPilot firmware is described in
the Flight Code part. In this regard the flight controller, is a
Cube Orange. It works according to the open Pixhawk
standard, which defines guidelines for the implementation of
the hardware (e.g., interfaces, voltage levels, etc.). The
superordinate operating system is the RTOS (Real Time
Operating System) ChibiOS. In normal operation, access to a
large part of these components is not possible or not
necessary, since the entire configuration of the system is
done via the parameters [4].

Figure 6. ArduPilot system architecture [4].
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Finally, this section will look at the drone as itself. The
drone is an PM Q685 Quadcopter and has the following
technologies relevant to this particular system approach:






Real Time Kinematic GNSS Positioning Modul
Cube Orange Flight Controller
HereLink Transceiver
ArduPilot flight stack
Ultrawideband sensor node (Pozyx) with
Arduino Uno

The following Figure 7 illustrates the connection of the
UWB sensor to the flight control of the drone. The Arduino
Uno is responsible for the calculation of the positions to the
individual anchors (PA1...PA4) as well as for the coordinate
transformation.

Figure 7. Integration of the UWB-based sensor node into the flight
controller [4].

Finally, Figure 8 shows the operational drone modified
for the goal of autonomous flight over a skid trail under the
leaf canopy of trees in a forest environment. This fulfills the
requirements for GNSS independent and sufficiently precise
positioning with the use of a WSN distributed within the
forest.

Figure 8. Operational ready drone at the launch point in the forestry
environment at the skid trail.
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B. Flight Mission Procedure
The preparation of the flight mission, i.e., the trajectory
to be flying on the skid trails follows the sequence diagram
below (Figure 9). As a result, the flight trajectory is
transferred to the drone as a flight mission. At this point, in
principle the drone is ready itself for fly.

drone. All process sequences were optimized and an artificial
return path created on the test field was successfully flown
autonomously in the end. For this purpose, a best-case
scenario was designed and implemented. This included no
sources of interference from the real environment such as
trees, i.e., no or hardly any signal attenuation and multipath.
The following figure 11 shows the test field and the flight
area equipped with a WSN (marked in red).

Figure 9. Sequence diagram for flight mission preparing.

In order for the drone to fly the trajectory autonomously
in the forest environment, the following preparations must be
fulfilled on site (see sequence diagram Figure 10).

Figure 11. Overview about the test field as a surveyed map (a) and a
satellite based view (b). The WSN area for flights is marked in red in each
case.

The first interesting measurements are related to the
distances between the anchors and the mobile node on the
drone (see Figure 12). The symmetrical overlap of the
distance measurements of all anchors at two points
(outbound and return flight to the starting point) can be seen.
There are minimal deviations in the 10 cm range of the
distances during the entire flight. In summary, the distances
are not very noisy and without detected outliers for this case.
A comparison with the flight behavior confirmed this
measurement.

Figure 10. Sequence diagram for flight mission on site.

After this sequence diagram is completed, GNSS is
deactivated and the drone flies the programmed route from
the start and back again. During the flight all sensor data
arriving at the flight controller are logged.
IV.

TEST OF THE WHOLE SYSTEM SETUP AND FIRST
FLIGHTS ON A TEST FIELD

The first flight tests and measurements were carried out
on a test field. Here, the pilot still retained control of the
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Figure 12. Anchor-Tag distance measurements during a flight in a radio
sense optimal environment on a testfield.
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Another important aspect of the investigation relates to
the in-flight altitude measurement in the radio sensor
network (see Figure 13). An optimization in terms of height
measurement is the use of an ultrasonic sensor instead of the
WSN. This type of sensor currently works more accurately
due to the technical structure.

It can be clearly seen that the positioning based on the raw
data measurement of the distances varies with a deviation in
the decimeter range. Thus, theoretically, no continuous
smooth flight trajectory is possible on the sole basis of
positioning in a WSN. Only by using the other onboard
drone sensors, a smooth continuous flight trajectory becomes
possible through a multi-sensor data fusion in the used
Extended Kalman Filter (see Figure 15).

Figure 13. Flight altitude measurements during an autonomous flight on
the test field.

The maximum height measurement ends at 7 meters, which
is more than sufficient for our application. In the diagram
you can see some outliers, which should not have been there
due to a flight observation. A sudden drift of the drone in
altitude could not be observed with the deviating altitude
measurements (deviations at 15 s and 26 s). Since these
deviations were short-lived, the Extended Kalman filter used
compensated for them.
V.

EVALUATION OF RECORDED MEASUREMENT RESULTS
OF THE PERFORMED TEST FLIGHTS IN A FOREST
ENVIRONMENT

The extensive test flights carried out in the forest
confirmed the measurements on the test field. As results its
presented here two interesting figures. Figure 14 shows the
positioning of the drone with the mobile node/tag during the
flight along the back road in the forest based only on the
distance measurements of the WSN.

Figure 15. Data fused global positioning of the drone in the forestry
environment.

VI.

CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK

In this paper we have shown, that a GNSS-based
positioning of a drone can be substituted by a local WSN for
positioning. In this context, an already implemented
solution of an autonomous drone flight within a skid trail
was presented and discussed regarding its results (e.g.,
position accuracy, measurement setup). Further work relates
to the objectives described in the introduction with respect
to individual tree-to-tree mapping and radar-based tree
condition detection.
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Abstract — Modeling complex systems has become a common
tool in many fields, especially in engineering, mathematics,
military, and transport sciences. It provides a relatively
inexpensive way to gather information for comprehensive and
decision-making purposes. Since the size and complexity of real
systems in these areas rarely allow analytical solutions to
provide the information, simulation has become the method of
choice. One difficulty in the engineering design processes of the
designed system is to introduce this powerful tool in presence of
all the design uncertainties that arise due to the early stage of
the design knowing the fact that it will be useful for verification
purposes and is to today widely used for that. This paper aims
at given issues in order to introduce combined intention to use
simulation tool for allocation purposed during the architecting
process in order to help to perform decomposition and
architecture tradeoffs during early stages of the design. Further,
it illustrates the benefits of using simulation through an
implementation of the aspects of Reliability, Availability, and
Maintainability (RAM) into a Discrete Event Simulation (DES)
tool in order to perform architecture tradeoffs and
performances allocation based on both physical behavior and
RAM considerations in the early design phase of a complex
storage plant.
Keywords - RAMS analyses, Discrete event simulation,
Allocation process, System Engineering

additional costs and delays of the projects [4]. Although, there
exist attempts to implement the simulation in the decisionmaking stage [6], several challenges are faced including
constant evolution of the system’s design or input data
uncertainties. Very often, especially in the French nuclear
environment, these obstacles overweight the potential
outcome the simulation at the large scale of a system can
provide. The aim of this paper to provide an example of the
implementation of a simulation method at the very beginning
of the design-phase of an industrial process to support the
decision-making at the highest architect level.
The paper is structured as follows. Firstly, an introduction
to modeling from a system engineering point of view,
particularly in the design phase, supplemented by the
principles of discrete event modeling is provided with the
emphasis on the SimEvents tool. The body of the paper is then
devoted to the description of the implementation of the RAM
elements into a case study model applied to a highperformance process installation. Finally, the study is put in
context with the implementation of the RAM analysis in early
stages of a project as a decision-making support at the overall
architect level to aim to improve the system design, to perform
RAM requirements allocation based on the sensitivity of the
subsystems, in order to put the efforts on important
subsystems and then minimizing the design and operational
costs over the system’s life cycle.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recent studies have shown that engineers continue to
spend an enormous amount of time researching information
and assembling reports. This trend has only grown with the
increase of scale and complexity of systems, resulting in a
dramatic increase in system requirements. Thus, managing
requirements using simplistic methods is no longer enough.
With increasing system complexity, document-centric
approaches have become increasingly difficult to manage due
to the increased risk of overlooking critical information and
key interfaces. This has given rise of the Model Based System
Engineering (MBSE) in order to replace the document
centered management by a management centered around the
models all along the life cycle of a system starting early in the
design phase up the verification and validation phases ([1]).
Although the modelling of complex system has recently
become a common practice in many industrial projects, the
simulation methods are used primary in the later phases of the
projects as a verification tool (Figure 1) [2][3]. The absence of
the application of the simulations methods from the very
beginning of a system life leads often to unpredicted
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II. MODELLING OF A COMPLEX SYSTEM
As mentioned above, there are simulation methods, tools
implementing these methods, but they are generally not
applied correctly. Many system engineers start modeling with
the goal of modeling, overdoing it, going too deep (with the
focus more on using simulation to verify or validate
performance) or simply to model the bad things. Model-based
systems engineering is essential in the efforts to design
increasingly complicated and complex systems in an era of
unprecedented change. However, it is a tool and a technique
in many systems engineering toolbox. Nevertheless, the focus
should be on applying systems engineering to deliver the
required value to the customer and stakeholders effectively
and efficiently.
Detailed models are not always desirable, especially in the
early phases of the life cycle (the pre-study phase and the
descending phase of the V-cycle). At this stage, the systems
are not yet fully defined. The contribution of the models
should provide a broader insight into the behavior of the
system, giving directions and insights. The interest is not to
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chase the precise values as the result of the model (which is
already quite difficult given the complexity of the systems). In
many cases, orders of magnitude are enough to understand it.
At the same time, the models must be able to provide the
flexibility to model various scenarios and possibilities of the
system configuration.
The objective of this paper is to demonstrate whether it is
possible to build a recursive development of modeling as it is
done elsewhere in system engineering on design in general by
building à Simulation Breakdown Structure (SBS) and a
corresponding Simulation Architecture in such way
• From the most general (system performance) to the
specific (component performance) while changing
the paradigm on precision. To favor the
approximately right at the general level in the
upstream phase to the detriment of the precisely
wrong.
• Use this approximative modeling to develop and
enrich the system engineering requirements model.

Figure 1. Example of a V cycle. Very often there is a lack of simulation
methods in the decision-making phase.

In order to verify the above objectives, a simple test case
is used consisting of a storage plant system which will be
modeled as a discrete event system. The main principles of
discrete event modeling are summarized in the following
section.
III. DESCRETE EVENT SIMULATION
Discrete-event simulation is a method that allows to
simulate the behavior and to quantify the performance of a
process consisting of a series of ordered sequences. Unlike
continuous systems whose state variable(s) change
continuously over time, the state variable(s) of a discrete
system varies only at a discrete set of points in time. A discrete
system can be imagined as a set of entities that are connected
and communicate when an event or activity occurs. Each
entity is characterized by a set of properties (attributes) that
describe their current state and affect their behavior. Entities
representing components of the system under investigation
must be explicitly modeled in order to capture the behavior of
the system in relation to the simulation study. As the
simulation time evolves, entities can change their state in
consequence of activities that happened during a given
simulation period. The time in the simulation at which such a
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state change occurs is called an event. The relationship
between events and activities are defined by user and are
based on the objectives of the studied system [5]-[9]. This
includes in particular the specification of activity durations,
which can be modeled as deterministic and based on
stochastically influenced parameters (simulation of failures of
the system’s elements).
Discrete event simulation methods can be used in different
fields of application. In this paper, the focus area is related a
logistics process. The history of discrete event simulations
goes back into the early 1960’s, but it was only towards the
end of the last century the DES application has spread widely
as the information technologies boomed [12]. Currently, there
exist many discrete event simulation tools [10][11].
IV. MATLAB SIMEVENTS TOOL
For the case study presented in this paper, it was decided
to use the SimEvents software of the MathWorks company,
because the SimEvents provides a wide range of predefined
tools for the DES and in combination with Matlab Simulink
allows the user to develop and customize the model according
to his needs.
From a practical point of view, while the SimEvents
library contains all the crucial types of blocks needed for basic
simulations, it is obvious that the development of add-on
blocks might be unavoidable if the system becomes more
complicated, for example, by adding the possibility of
machinery breakdowns in a manufacturing/processing line.
Matlab Simulink can be a tool for reliability calculations [14],
but objective here was to model a process line, for which the
SimEvents module is adopted to.
However, in addition to the SimEvents library, Matlab
contains a few exemplary models that users can test. The
Matlab 2019a release provides an example of a Machine block
that attempts to incorporate principles of failures, reliability,
and maintainability into SimEvents simulations.
The main downside to the native form of the Machine
block is that it simply does not model properly the case of a
failure. Firstly, the random failures are characterized by an
exponential law rather than a gaussian law. Another problem
was related to the management of the resources needed to
maintain a failed block that were not use at all causing serious
consequences for the optimization studies of the installation
resources. The last limitation of the default version of the
machine block was related to the preventive maintenance. The
theory of dependability studies considers the components
undertaken a maintenance task as new which translates in
simulation by resetting the internal component clock to zero.
The default block configuration omitted this fact yielding the
maintenance as it has never happened. One by one, all these
issues have been treated by authors and the associated
problems eliminated as well as some additional features were
added allowing to switch properly between the block’s
internal states.
V. ILLUSTRATION CASE STUDY
This section is devoted to a demonstration of how a real
system (which is in the design phase) can be modeled using
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SimEvents. The case study concerns the modeling of the flow
of storage / removal of items of a future installation in order
to be stored. For the policy reason, some details cannot be
shared. However, the aim is to focus on the benefits of the
simulation method as a decision-making support at the overall
architect level in order to improve the design and minimize
the operational costs over the system’s life cycle.
The items storage process can be viewed as a
manufacturing process that transforms an object into another
object. To take this into account, and due to certain Matlab
limitations (existing pre-programmed objects), a single type
of entity is used to represent the different objects appearing in
the process (convoys with full or empty items, wagons, the
secondary elements to be stored, or waste products. The
entities themselves have no graphical representation. Their
flow is represented by arrows connecting the blocks. On the
other hand, entities can transport data in the form of attributes.
The installation is composed of several systems (that are
denoted for simplicity as System1, System2 etc.) and some
auxiliary systems to support the main systems (Figure 2). As the
items advance through the storage line, each item undergoes a
process of manipulation and transformation until it is
temporary stored in the System3 (red lines).

• Operation state
• Maintenance
• Breakdown
In the regular operation state, the machine acquires a
working resource and processes a given task. In the scheduled
maintenance state, the machine switches to service mode and
the processing of a task is interrupted. After a fixed service
time, the machine resumes regular operation. The machine
can also break down sporadically following an exponential
probability law and enter a breakdown state. The time to repair
faults is defined through a mean time to repair and the
machine resumes regular operation once the repair is
completed.
The main structure of the flow model in the SimEvents
interface is shown in Figure 3. As can be seen, the model
contains several distinct blocks. The blocks are built
according to the principle of Russian dolls which has the
advantage of being able to look at and analyze the model at
different scales. It also allows building a progressive
validation.

Figure 3. Main structure of the model in the SimEvents interface.

Figure 2. Illustration of the main elements of the storage facility.

Each of the system is composed of several subsystems
(workstations). At the design phase, the composition of the
subsystems is not yet defined, and the performance allocations
are made at the subsystems and system levels (level 0 and
level 1 of a traditional Product Breakdown Structure, PBS).
The items to be stored arrive to System1 by a convoy at a
predefined rate and are processed through the installation line.
Inversely, the stored items can be also evacuated as the new
ones arrive. The requirements impose a certain number of
items to be stored over a given period. As can be seen, no
detailed input data are provided and in fact there are not
needed at this stage to model the system and its capabilities as
is described next.

As the entity representing the treated object advance in the
process, different events occur and trigger another subsystems
and elements like resources.
B.

Model Validation
The good performance of the model was systematically
and incrementally validated. In addition, non-regression
checks were carried out each time the model was upgraded
(implementation of a new block, a control function, etc.): an
immediate check in the simulation data inspector was
performed in order to check if the behavior of the model was
correct.
To demonstrate that the flow inside the installation is
correct, the case of a convoy transporting three objects
arriving at the installation was considered. The Gantt chart
representing the progress of the transformation of the arriving
items into its stored location is shown on the Figure 4.

A.

Model Description
In the model, each of the subsystem is represented by the
improved block Machine which can transition between three
predefined states that are defined in the operational phase of
the considered system lifecycle
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would delay the flow. The model as it stands assumes that
resources are available when needed.

Figure 4. Gantt diagram of the flow of three items.

Figure 4 shows that the flow of the objects inside the
installation is continuous and in order. This shows that the
flow is controlled meaning that the entity (object) cannot
advance if the next position is occupied by treating another
object.
In principle such a simple case can be modelled manually
if some average values were considered reinforcing the model
validation. However, if the random failures are considered, the
situation changes dramatically. Figure 5 gives an example of the
delay necessary to treat one convoy. As can be seen, that the
delays are now becoming irregular as some subsystems break
down and processing is delayed due to the time required for
repair.

Figure 5. Example of the delays necessary to treat the content of one
convoy. Red line represents the mean delay.

In addition to possibility to model the random breakdown
of the various subsystems, the model allows to manage and to
size the need of the resources. With regard to the resources
involved in the operation of the installation, their rate of use is
shown in Figure 6. Information on the rate of use of the
resources allows to optimize the pace of work. For example,
it does not appear necessary for the teams to be always present
at the installation. In addition, their presence must be carefully
planned, because some subsystems may break down, which
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Figure 6. Resources use rate for various subsystems.

VI. SUMMARY
The model presented here was developed to simulate the
storage process of a future installation. Model validity was
performed systematically and incrementally. Non-regression
checks were carried out at each evolution of the model in order
to check whether the behavior of the model was correct. The
model is based on decision parameters and model version for
a given configuration state of the design with its associated
definition artefacts (functional architecture, physical
architecture, etc.)
The line process is not difficult to imagine for simple
cases, but the model becomes very useful when the
introduction of workstations availability is applied. The model
clearly shows that it can be considered as a reliable source for
predictions of various scenarios.
The results obtained with the model show that the
installation is able to meet the requirement of receiving a
given number of objects even if considering the availability of
workstations. Failure modeling is completely random, which
makes each simulation unique from the standpoint of
workstation availability. The impact of the reliability of
workstations on the flow can be visible over longer periods
(mitigated by regular maintenance).
The paper presents only certain scenario, but due to the
wide variety of model parameters, the model allows the study
of other scenarios as well. The modeling strategy adopted
(starting from the most general or more specific) will allow to
refine the model and gradually allocate performances
/objectives to lower-level subsystems / components in the
physical breakdown structure as the progress of the design
advances and thus be able to simulate more precisely and
progressively what is happening inside each subsystem up to
the desired level of detail.
VII. CONCLUSION
Although models are not a perfect representation of a
system, MBSE can provide insight and feedback earlier and at
lower cost than implementation alone. This approach tested in
this case study has clearly shown that the use of the simulation
method is suitable for managing the development of the
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system by showing the weak points of the system and
therefore the points for its improvement and adaptation. It has
been shown that there is not always a need to go into deep
detail when modeling a system. Parameters describing
performance could be sufficient and subsystems could be
treated as black boxes. In addition, when such a model is
deployed early in the design phase, it can always be updated
as the design studies progressively refine the physical
breakdown structure and can finally serve as a validation /
verification tool in the ascending phase of the V-cycle.
Regarding the perspectives, it would be interesting to find
out how accurately SimEvents can manage the management
of human resources, especially if the pace of work is not
continuous. Currently, the “Resource Pool” block does not
offer the option to specify whether resources will only be
available for a fraction of the time. On the other hand, it allows
the use of a fraction of a resource. However, further
investigation would be required to answer this question.
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Abstract - As systems grow in complexity, the interdisciplinary
nature of systems engineering makes the visualization and
comprehension of the underlying system models challenging for
the various stakeholders. This, in turn, can affect validation and
realization correctness. Furthermore, stakeholder collaboration
is often hindered due to the lack of a common medium to access
and convey these models, which are often partitioned across
multiple 2D diagrams. This paper contributes VR-SysML, a
solution concept for visualizing and interacting with SysML
models in Virtual Reality (VR). Our prototype realization shows
its feasibility, and our evaluation results based on a case study
shows its support for the various SysML diagram types in VR,
cross-diagram element recognition via our backplane followers
concept, and depicting further related (SysML and non-SysML)
models side-by-side in VR.
Keywords - Systems Modeling Language (SysML); virtual
reality; systems modeling; systems engineering.

I. INTRODUCTION
Systems engineering (SysE) is an interdisciplinary
collaborative engineering field dealing with the design,
integration, and management of complex system solutions
over their lifecycle. The field faces a continuous challenge of
growing system complexity, an increasing share of
functionality shifted to software, system resource constraints,
while coping with compressed development timeframes and
project budget and resource constraints. Furthermore, the
interdisciplinary nature of SysE means that diverse
stakeholder types and groups with their specialty
competencies and concerns are involved and who may not be
readily acquainted with the model types and modeling
languages involved. Any models may be digitally isolated or
practically inaccessible to all stakeholder types, "hidden"
within "cryptic" modeling tools that certain modeling
specialists may understand. Due to the interdisciplinary nature
of SysE, the inaccessibility and lack of model comprehension
can hamper collaboration and affect overall system validity
and correctness with regard to requirements.
While SysE can involve various models including
physical, mechanical, electrical, thermodynamic, and
electronic, the focus of this paper is on the Systems Modeling
Language (SysML®) [1]. SysML is a dialect of the Unified
Modeling Language (UML®) and defined as a UML 2
Profile. Views and their associated diagrams can help reduce
cognitive overload, yet their divided nature also risks
overlooking a relation or element and comprehending the
overall model. Ideally, a model should be whole and complete
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to the appropriate degree for the reality it is depicting and
simplifying. Yet the modeling languages and associated
tooling typically assumes a 2D display and portrays portions
of models sliced onto 2D diagrams. Although 3D models can
be portrayed on 2D displays, they lack an immersion quality.
VR is a mediated visual environment which is created and
then experienced as telepresence by the perceiver. VR
provides an unlimited immersive space for visualizing and
analyzing a growing and complex set of system models and
their interrelationships simultaneously in a 3D spatial
structure viewable from different perspectives. Lacking a
proper 3D system modeling notation, in the interim we
propose retaining the well-known SysML notation and
interconnecting 2D SysML diagrams in VR, which can suffice
for depicting the relations between elements across diagrams
and assist with navigating and validating complex models. As
system models grow in complexity and reflect the deeper
integration and portrayal of their system reality and
environment, an immersive digital environment provides an
additional visualization capability to comprehend the “big
picture” model for structurally and hierarchically complex
system models via interconnected diagrams and associated
digital elements.
As to our prior work, VR-UML [2] provides VR-based
visualization of UML diagrams. VR-BPMN [3] visualizes
BPMN-based business process models in VR, while VR-EA
[4] visualizes Enterprise Architecture (EA) ArchiMate®
models in VR. This paper contributes VR-SysML, a solution
concept for visualizing and interacting with SysML results in
VR. Our prototype realization shows its feasibility, and a casebased evaluation provides insights into its capabilities.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 discusses related work. In Section 3, the solution
concept is described. Section 4 provides details about the
realization. The evaluation is described in Section 5 and is
followed by a conclusion.
II. RELATED WORK
As to visualization approaches with SysML, Nigischer and
Gerhard [5] proposed a lightweight 3D visualization for
SysML models in Product Data Management. They describe
an approach and concept, but no prototype is shown.
Sanvordenker [6] describes a 3D SysML digital-twin-in-loop
virtual simulation environment of a distribution center for
truck driving test scenarios integrating IBM Rhapsody with
Unity3D; VR and immersion are not considered. Mahboob et
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al. [7] describe a model-based approach to generate VR object
collision simulation scenes from SysML behavior models.
Besides our own VR-UML [2], VR features are not yet
commonplace in UML tools: Ozkaya [19] analyzed 58
different UML tools without any mention of VR, and Ozkaya
and Erata [20] surveyed 109 practitioners to determine their
UML preferences without any mention of VR. Non-VR 3Dbased UML visualization includes X3D-UML [6], VisAr3D
[8], and the case study by Krolovitsch and Nilsson [7].
In contrast, VR-SysML provides a VR-centric
visualization and immersive experience with SysML models,
providing automatic layout of views as stacked 3D
hyperplanes, visualizing the reality of inter-view relations and
recurrence of elements, and enabling interactive modeling in
VR. Hypermodeling enables SysML, UML, and other models
to be simultaneously visualized in the same virtual space,
supporting cross-model analysis across various diagram types
and stakeholder concerns.
III. SOLUTION CONCEPT
Our solution concept is based on VR. In support of our
view that an immersive VR experience can be beneficial for
model analysis, Müller et al. [10] compared VR vs. 2D for a
software analysis task, finding that VR does not significantly
decrease comprehension and analysis time nor significantly
improve correctness (although fewer errors were made).
While interaction time was less efficient, VR improved the
user experience, was more motivating, less demanding, more
inventive/innovative, and more clearly structured.

Figure 1. Conceptual map of our various VR solution concepts.

SysML is a general-purpose architecture modeling
language for systems and systems-of-systems, supporting
their specification, analysis, design, verification, and
validation. Out of UML 2’s diagrams, it reuses seven
(modifying four of these) while adding two additional ones.
Thus, for VR-SysML (Figure 1) we chose to extend our VRUML [2] solution concept, which is based on our generalized
VR Modeling Framework (VR-MF) (detailed in [4]). VR-MF
provides a VR-based domain-independent hypermodeling
framework addressing four aspects requiring special attention
when modeling in VR: visualization, navigation, interaction,
and data retrieval. Our other VR modeling solutions include
VR-BPMN [3], VR-EA [4], and VR-EAT, which integrates
the EA tool Atlas to provide dynamically-generated EA
diagrams in VR. VR-EA+TCK adds additional capabilities,
integrating enterprise Tool, Content, and Knowledge such as
a Knowledge Management Systems (KMS) and/or Enterprise
Content Management Systems (ECMS). While SysML is
popular for embedded and model-based systems, it is also
applicable to domains such as EA.
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A. Visualization in VR
Our concept attempts to leverage the best of 2D and VR:
to support diagram comprehension, we chose not to diverge
significantly from the SysML notation. Yet placing 2D
SysML images like flat screens in front of users would provide
little added value in the 3D VR space. A plane is used to
intuitively represent a diagram. Stacked hyperplanes are used
to support viewing multiple diagrams at once, while
permitting a user to readily have an overview of the number
and types of diagrams. Furthermore, hyperplanes serve a
grouping function and allow us to utilize the concept of a
common transparent or invisible backplane to indicate
common elements across diagrams via multi-colored interdiagram followers. Versus side-by-side, stacked diagrams are
a scalable approach for larger projects since the distance to the
VR camera is shorter. Multiple stacks can be used to group
diagrams or delineate heterogeneous models. Diagrams of
interest can still be viewed side-by-side by moving them from
the stack via an anchor sphere affordance on a diagram corner,
which is also used to hide or collapse diagrams to reduce
visual clutter. To distinguish SysML elements types, 2D icon
images can be placed on generic (e.g., block) model elements,
in order to reduce the effort of modeling each SysML element
type as a separate 3D form for VR.
B. Navigation in VR
One navigation challenge arising from the immersion VR
offers is supporting intuitive spatial navigation while reducing
potential VR sickness symptoms. Thus, we incorporate two
navigation modes in our solution concept: the default uses
gliding controls for fly-through VR, while teleporting
instantly places the camera at a selected position. Although
potentially disconcerting, it may reduce the likelihood of VR
sickness induced by fly-through for those prone to it.
C. Interaction in VR
As VR interaction has not yet become standardized, in our
concept user-element interaction is supported primarily
through VR controllers and a Virtual Tablet. The Virtual
Tablet provides detailed element information with contextspecific Create, Retrieve, Update, Delete (CRUD) capabilities
including a virtual keyboard for text entry via laser pointer key
selection. The aforementioned corner anchor sphere
affordance supports moving / hiding / displaying diagrams.
Inter-diagram element followers can be displayed, hidden, or
selected (emphasized).
IV. REALIZATION
The logical architecture for our VR-SysML prototype
realization is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. VR-SysML logical architecture.
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SysML models are imported in XMI format to our Data
Hub that is implemented in Python. Xmitodict is used to
convert the XMI to a key-value dictionary and the built-in json
package is used for JSON conversion. Pymongo is used to
store the JSON (as BSON) in the NoSQL document database
MongoDB. The scripts in the Unity environment utilize
json.NET. SysML XMI files produced from SparxSystems
Enterprise Architect were used. Our prototype currently does
not consider the Allocation Table (relationship matrices).
V. EVALUATION
We base the evaluation of our solution concept on design
science method and principles [1], in particular, a viable
artifact, problem relevance, and design evaluation (utility,
quality, efficacy). A case study is used with an emphasis on
SysML diagram type support, how these are visualized in VR,
and additional capabilities in VR. A sample SysML project
with all 9 SysML diagram types is used to compare the
visualization in Enterprise Architect to that in VR-SysML,
grouped as requirement, behavior, or structure diagram types.
As shown in Figure 3, the various diagrams of the SysML
model are mapped to stacked hyperplanes that provide an
anchor affordance (black sphere) with which to expand,
collapse, or move a diagram. Planes and elements have a
shallow 3D depth with labeled edges to support recognition
from different viewing angles. The colors of the planes can be
configured to help with differentiation or grouping.
Furthermore, our backplane concept creates followers that
allow one to quickly find the same element across different
diagrams in the same model, to readily see in which diagrams
that element participates, or to determine that the element is
only shown on one diagram (it not having a follower). The
colored followers can be selected (made bold) and the other
followers can be hidden if desired to reduce visual clutter for
larger models.

A. SysML Requirement Diagram
SysML extends UML with an additional diagram type, the
Requirement diagram. It can be used to specify functional and
non-functional requirements for the model. An example
viewed in EA and in VR is shown in Figure 4. In VR, elements
are labeled on edges to support reading from different angles.
The VR Tablet can provide more details or interaction
capabilities for a selected element, and while support for
modeling capabilities is shown on the interface, these are
currently placeholders and have not yet been fully
implemented in the prototype (create, modify, delete, export).

Figure 4. Requirement Diagram in EA (top) and in VR (bottom).

B. SysML Use Case Diagram
As a behavior diagram, SysML includes the Use Case
Diagram from UML as shown in Figure 5. In order to more
readily recognize and differentiate the diagram type, an oval
shape was used for the use cases. However, the actors utilize
our generic cube concept with notation symbols placed on the
various sides. This provides a flexible mechanism for quickly
supporting various notation element types and tailoring or
extending model element types using any icons or images.
C. SysML Activity Diagram
Another dynamic behavior diagram type that can be used
to specify dynamic system behaviors, such as control flow and
object flows, is the Activity diagram in SysML (see Figure 6).
It is slightly modified from that in UML, adding additional
semantics for Continuous Flow and Probability.
Figure 3. Backplane with inter-diagram followers.
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D. SysML Sequence Diagram
Sequence diagrams (unmodified from UML) provide a
further dynamic behavior diagram, showing interactions via
message sequences (see Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Sequence Diagram in EA (top) and in VR (bottom).

Figure 5. Use Case Diagram in EA (top) and in VR (bottom).
/ŶŝƟĂů

E. SysML State Machine Diagram
State machine diagrams (unmodified from UML) are a
dynamic behavior diagram showing states transitions that
occur in response to events (see Figure 8).
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Figure 8. State Machine Diagram in EA (top) and in VR (bottom).

Figure 6. Activity Diagram in EA (top) and in VR (bottom).
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F. SysML Block Definition Diagram (BDD)
A BDD (see Figure 9) is a static structural diagram,
analogous to the UML Class diagram type with certain
modifications, and shows system components, their contents
(as properties, behaviors, constraints), interfaces, and
relationships. It can be used for describing the system
structure as a hierarchy of relations between systems and
subsystems typically consisting of “black-box” blocks. As a
possible specialization, it can be useful to explicitly model
constraints separately, referred to as Constraint Block
diagrams (see Figure 10), which can be referenced by
Parametric diagrams.
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Figure 11. IBD in EA (top) and in VR (bottom).

H. SysML Parametric Diagram
A static structural diagram type, Parametric diagrams (see
Figure 12) are a specialization of IBD to model equations with







parameters
and
can be
used to enforce mathematical rules or
constraints defined via Constraint Blocks.
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Figure 10. Constraint Block Diagram in EA (top) and in VR (bottom).

G. SysML Internal Block Diagram (IBD)
An IBD is a static structural diagram that depicts the
internal (encapsulated) composition (structural contents) of a
Block in a BDD, i.e., a “white-box” view. This includes
properties, parts, interfaces, connectors, and ports, and can be
used to depict the flow of inputs and outputs between them.
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Figure 12. Constraint Parametric Diagram in EA (top) and in VR (bottom).
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I. SysML Package Diagram
A SysML Package diagram (see Figure 13) is further static
structural diagram based on the equivalent UML type (with
minor modifications). Packages provide a general-purpose
mechanism for grouping model elements and diagrams, and
the diagram can be used to show their contents and the
relationship between them.
WĂĐŬĂŐĞ

WĂĐŬĂŐĞ͘ϭ

WĂĐŬĂŐĞ͘Ϯ

WĂĐŬĂŐĞ͘ϯ

automatically-generated inter-diagram element followers
based on our back-plane concept. Interaction is supported via
a virtual tablet and keyboard. The unlimited space in VR
facilitates the depiction and visual navigation of large models,
while relations within and between elements, diagrams, and
models can be analyzed. Furthermore, in VR additional
related (SysML or non-SysML) models can be visualized and
analyzed simultaneously and benefit complex systems-ofsystems architectures or collaboration. The sensory
immersion of VR can support task focus during model
comprehension and increase modeling enjoyment, while
limiting the visual distractions that typical 2D display
surroundings incur. Future work includes support for
modeling directly in VR, integrating further SysML tooling
and simulation capabilities, supporting model verification and
validation, and conducting a comprehensive empirical study.
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Abstract—This paper will analyze the challenges, profits,
and risks that the gas transportation systems could face. As
valuable economic and industrial systems, gas transportation
systems are complicated, comprehensive, and elastic. However,
gas transportation systems connect different levels of customers,
and gas transportation systems rely heavily on the relationship
loop between gas customers and gas producers, these factors
make the gas transportation systems have to face comprehensive
engineering and human-related challenges. In this paper, we will
analyze the natural gas transportation system together with four
parts of its interaction systems. First, we will list general gas
transportation challenges. Second, we will analyze the risks and
interactions between each part of the system. Finally, we will
bring our conclusions about the system’s construction risks.
Index Terms—system engineering; natural gas transportation
systems; system risks analysis; decision making; stakeholders.

options, ideas, and methods on building transnational natural
gas transportation systems.
II. NATURAL GAS PRODUCTION AND TRANSPORTATION
OVERVIEW

First, we need to take an example to explain how normal
gas transportation systems work as a whole part.
The figure below shows the example of Malaysia Peninsula
Gas production and transportation systems.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The Gas Transportation Systems can transport gas and
energy across the border, support thousands of residents,
families, commercial agents, product institutes, as well as
different industries. A natural gas transportation system is
made up of compressor stations, pipelines, city gate stations,
and storage facilities [9]. However, since this system has so
many stakeholders and bring benefits to so many people, it
is inevitable that the systems could face many transportation
risks. How to target those risks and avoid these effects could
be a important part to expand and maintain the system.
Current research put the concentrations on economic analysis for the transnational natural gas transportation system
[12][13][15], technology assessment [2][3], and policy analysis of managing transnational natural gas transportation system
[6][8][17]. One of the basic consideration is the risks and
reliance of this high-level systems.
In this paper, we will list challenges and risks of transnational natural gas transportation systems’ construction in section 2, 3, 4, 5, analyze the reasons that cause these challenges
and potential consequences in section 6, 7, and bring the suggestions about how to maintain target sub-systems 8. Finally,
in section 9, we explain our conclusions from the research. The
research of this paper is expected to bring more risk analysis
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Fig. 1. Malaysia Peninsula Gas Utilisation Natural Gas Natural-gas Processing Pipeline Transportation [16]

As the figure shows here, there exits different commercial
gas using, thus, there are many forms of the gas generated
energy, this could cause the transportation systems to become
complicated. The production, processing, transportation and
selling processes make the whole systems full of uncertainty.
Those uncertainty things in each step leading significant
construction risks. In order to make the whole system works
normally and resiliently, we have to be aware of the factors
that cause those risks, how these factors work in the whole
system and what decisions need to be made at the same time.
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Since the whole systems is complicated and technique
comprehensive, at the beginning, we should put the list of
factors in the natural gas transportation system, in this project,
we focus on these main factors: Pipelines constructions, gas
distribution limitations, gas distribution system’s stakeholders,
and the system shaping forces.
Besides those key factors, there are other defining characteristics in constructing the system:
Local environment and residents’ energy-using safety and
health. Commercial monopoly. The system maintains’ problems. Realigned infrastructures Challenges of constructions
Local benefits of the gas supplement.
III. NATURAL GAS TRANSPORTATION AND PIPELINES
CONSTRUCTION

The natural gas transportation is a crucial activity performed
by the gas industry in which the gas and other energy has
to be moved from one location to another. Several types
of transportation means might be applied to transport the
gas, yet it is well known that pipelines represent the most
economical means to transport large quantities of natural gas.
In addition, the advent of metallurgical improvements and
welding techniques, coupled with the exponential increase
of pipeline networks during the last decades all over the
world, have made the gas transportation via pipelines more
economically attractive.
Currently, pipelines are used in constructions on both
offshore and onshore energy transportation systems, with a
remarkable difference in terms of security and construction
prices. Building pipeline systems under the sea is highly
costly and technically demanding, a lot more than onshore.
For example, the Nord Stream2 pipeline project is expected to
as long as 1,222km corresponds to the 965.7 km long onshore
pipeline system on Russian and German territories, whereas
the remaining is destined to the 259.4 km long offshore section
of the project. However, as the consequence of Russia’s recognition of the Donetsk and Luhansk republics, Nord Stream 2
AG, a consortium for construction and operation of the Nord
Stream, filed for bankruptcy on 1 March 2022 and laid off all
106 employees from its headquarters in Zug, Switzerland [8].
Hence, when financial, political or environmental issues arise,
gas transportation operators need to look for different alternatives to perform this task inevitably. Especially for onshore
gas transportation, from which natural gas can be transported
as liquefied natural gas (LNG), medium conditioned liquefied
gas(MLG), or compressed natural gas(CNG), by using the tank
of specially constructed seagoing vessels.
The scale of a gas network system be greatly different from
one country to another. In the US, for example, a large gas
network system may encompass several hundreds of pipelines
(adding up to several hundreds of thousands of miles) and
tens of compressors stations strategically distributed along the
transmission lines. The US natural gas pipeline network has
about three million miles of mainline and other pipelines that
link natural gas production areas and storage facilities with
consumers. This natural gas transportation network delivered

more than 25 trillion cubic feet of natural gas in 2016 to about
74 million customers” (Natural Gas Pipelines, 2017). On the
contrary, the natural gas transmission network in Belgium is
composed of a relatively smaller number of pipelines (20–40)
and compressor stations (4–8) when compared to those found
in the US and Russia [10].
While the size of a gas pipeline system definitely plays
an important role when solving natural gas network flow
problems, it is the network topology that really defines the
complexity of the model, e.g., cyclic networks are extremely
more difficult to solve than its (gun-barrel and tree-shaped)
network counterparts [2]. The current state of the art on
natural gas transmission network problems in steady-state
can efficiently handle large gas systems by applying network
reduction and decomposition techniques, or hybrid-heuristic
algorithms, most of them, however, with no guarantee of
optimality, which enforces the scientific community to enhance
the existing methods [2].
IV. S TAKEHOLDERS
We list the main stakeholders that rely on the natural gas
transportation systems.
1. Technical engineering institutes 2. Local residents 3.
Natural gas customers’ communities 4. Natural gas company
and government
• 1. Technical engineering institutes
1.1 Pipeline constructions 1.2 Pipeline operations
• 2. Safety and environment impact for residents
2.1 Health
2.2 Living environment
• 3. Impact on the natural gas customers’ community 3.1
Stability 3.2 reliability
• 4. Economic benefits for natural gas company and government 4.1 Revenues to the government 4.2 Employment
4.3 Flexibility of transport increases industry profit margins; minimizes price instability
After listing the main stakeholders, We draw a relationship
impact map and a interest map of stakeholders to discuss those
stakeholders.

Fig. 2. Stakeholder Relationship

According to Figures 2 and 3, each of those stakeholders
rely on the benefit of natural gas transportation systems. At the
same time, they have interactions with each other. The negative
impact between different stakeholders hurt the resilience of the
whole natural gas transportation system.
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transportation systems, even have inner reliance across sub
systems. We have to be aware of the risks during these systems’ interactions with gas transportation system, and strength
the reliance in building gas transportation system.
We would first try to analyze and summarize short and long
term risks exit on the natural transportation systems.
A. Short-term risks

Fig. 3. Interest Map of Stakeholders

One of the general and significant case is the natural
environment. The impact between natural gas providers and
natural environment, as well as the impact different levels
of natural gas customers and natural environment, both of
those two groups have to face environment challenges and
the value transformations brought by gas supply constitution.
The government, as the potential stakeholder controller, have
to consider some trade-off solutions and implement them as
policy. This case of natural environment decides the reliability
of the whole system. On the other hand, system’s controllers
have to face several specific and inevitable risks when they
make construction decisions on different parts of gas providing
facilities and gas consuming facilities.

Fig. 4. Value adding process

After those construction decision settle down, as different
parts of the natural gas transportation systems, those stakeholders wish to keep the values that brought by the system
to be consistent, and expect to expand these values based on
their needs.
V. R ISKS ANALYSIS
The specific attributes of transportation and the complexity
of gas pipeline networks both bring operation challenges.
Natural gas producers and different levels of consumers are
dominant stakeholders of the whole gas transportation system.
Those parts could be the sub systems that rely on the gas

The construction of gas transportation system require large
investment. Investment costs in the natural gas transportation
system would be higher due to the frequent need to invest
not only in the pipelines itself, but also in the insulation of
houses and additional supplementary infrastructure. Therefore,
a change would often have negative financial consequences
and hence potentially negative social consequences as well
[5].
Natural gas transportation brings health risks aligned with
natural gas producing system. Producing natural gas can
contaminate air and drinking water, creating negative health
impacts for citizens close to production sites. The gas-related
accidents and the threat of earthquakes also named as additional threats. Studies also identified an increased human
mortality rate due to shale gas (compared to conventional gas,
nuclear, or renewables) [5].
B. Long-term risks
Long term risks of gas transportation systems always bring
concerns about energy security. For the example from Russia, concerns from two main aspects: -The need for longterm shortage-free supply of consumers with the required
energy resources, provided the energy sector operates under
nominal conditions. -The creation of conditions for providing
consumers with energy resources under emergency conditions
[3]. For the example from Germany, the country is widely
recognised as a climate leader with impressive progress in its
energy transition and ambitious plans while at the same time
offering strong state support to three new LNG terminals.
Consideration of the energy security calls for identification
of critical facilities, i.e. energy transportation systems which,
in case of partial or complete failure to operate, can cause
severe damage to the country through the energy sector [3].
Some health risks, especially invisible ones (such as risks
that occur underground such as the contamination of aquifers
or seismic activity), are beyond the direct perception of lay
people. Moreover, those risks are spatially diffuse, uncertainty
exists about which region will be affected to what extent, and
the effects are often temporally delayed [6].
VI. S HAPING FORCES
Compared with other systems that high related with natural
transportation systems. Gas export system could be sensitive
and sometimes vulnerable when facing shaping forces. In this
project, it is the diplomatic situation.
In most cases, gas, oil, electricity, and other energy systems
have huge transportation costs. The values that exist in these
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huge transportation systems could be a vital remedy and,
probably benefits for these transportation systems.
But in general, those transportation systems cover huge
areas, even across countries. When gas transportation work
across the border, the export system could be the subcomponent of this system. The export system of gas transportation systems could bring interests from political, commercial,
and economic values to gas transportation systems. Sometimes, those benefits could be affected and even dominated
by political forces.
In EU, many countries are small and failed to accomplish
energy producing-consuming balance. They rely heavily on
energy import from Russia. As the chart shows, some countries
rely on almost totally energy import from Russia. Actually,
until 2022, Russia supplies about 40% of the natural gas
European Union overall [18].

Fig. 6. Shaping Forces

deficits consequence, again, decrease the fund that used for
transportation facilities and security remediations.
VII. R ELIANCE A NALYSIS
Many energy consumers rely on gas transportation systems.
Figure 9 shows the reliance among gas transportation systems
and other 4 main gas-using systems.

Fig. 5. Europe gas import percentage chart (Sources: Bruegel/European
Network of Transmission System Operators for Gas/Eurostat/UK Government/Government of Ukraine)

The diplomatic relationship between many countries could
shape and determine the export systems, transnational system
constructions, international energy transportation, and different
levels of stakeholders, as Figure 8 shows, all of these essential
components can’t work and add other values without stable
diplomatic agreement. Considering current Ukraine War, the
shaping force are definitely reshaping the energy map of the
EU.
Besides, the diplomatic activities could force the gas providing and transportation in a economic way, the price fluctuations of energy market. This cause the stakeholders, such as
energy company and the government may face deficits. This

Fig. 7. Reliability between systems

Figure 10 shows the whole map of risks, reliance from
stakeholders, related gas using subsystems to the gas transportation system, in most of cases, those different circle
parts in this graph shows bi-direction relationship. Those
relationship put risks, and the reliability of gas transportation
could decrease and avoid these risks.

4
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Fig. 9. Casual Loop analysis for gas providers
Fig. 8. Risk and reliance relationship graph of gas transportation system

Those reliance above need a operational gas transportation
system. They revealed how a stable gas transportation can link
those consuming systems together tightly.
Consider the complex of gas transportation, such as Nord
Stream1 and Nord Stream2 built though comprehensive geographic situations, offshore gas transportation and onshore
gas transportation bring more options for gas transportation.
For example, the onshore transportation can finish by using
either vessel with tanks or undersea pipelines. The latter
always face huge costs and uncertain risks, financial crisis,
diplomatic shaping forces, geographic limitations and benefits
for stakeholders could could the decision to be complicated.
In order to minimize the technical uncertainty and stabilize
the benefits, the gas transportation systems should be built to
be reliable at the early time.
Transporting energy by pipeline is safe and environmentally friendly. Furthermore, pipeline transportation is safer
than transportation by road, rail, or vessel, as measured by
incidents, injuries, and fatalities even though more road and
rail incidents go unreported [17]. This means the pipelines
based gas transportation are more reliable compared to other
transportation methods.

B. Price fluctuation and Monopoly
Figure 12 shows the natural gas price’ fluctuation in these
years. To avoid huge fluctuations, the whole gas transportation
system have to be built in a control organization, this organization generally consists of several gas producers, they aim to
stabilize the gas supply, to avoid the gas supply shortage when
one of the gas producers halt its gas providing, and protect the
reliable gas supply system.

A. Cost saving and safety improvement for energy providers
In Figure 11, the causal loop of the natural gas providers
shows the factors’ relationship with reinforcement (R in Figure
11) and balance forces’ explanations (B in Figure 11), positive
(+) and negative consequent effects (-) among these factors. In
this graph, one factor is among the causes of another factor.
According to this graph, the reliable gas provider could
inform a positive feedback loop, the factors in this loop
all receive potential benefits: The reliable gas transportation
system decrease the perceived need to adding new investment.
The gas company could use saved money to invest in the
improvement of natural gas pipelines’ modernization technology, this motivate would accelerate the new technology’s
innovation. All of these could reinhence the gas transportation
reliability, strengthen the positive loop and keep benefits, and
save cost for gas providers.

Fig. 10. Gas price fluctuation chart in U.S

After the year of 2021, in 2022, with the influence of
Russia-Ukraine War, the U.S banned Russia energy, cause the
significant price increase over past 25 years.
If one country’s gas transportation systems not working for
providing gas, especially for the main gas export country like
Russia, this could cause chaois for the whole gas transportation
network, even cause the transportation halting. To avoid this
situation, the related stakeholders need a third party organization to guarantee the price of the gas. The organization, such as
OPEC, could aim to stabilize the international energy supply
and price could make decisions to avoid energy price’s huge
fluctuations. During Iraq War time, this measure could even
flat the price fluctuations [5].
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VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
The transnational natural gas transportation systems brings
benefits for thousands of consumers. Stakeholders of natural
gas transportation systems rely heavily not on each other, but
also the natural gas transportation systems.
At same time, the complicated benefits groups may face
more specific risks from engineering challenges, making the
trade-off between system construction and environment, customers living experience and gas benefits. Those considerations bring more implementation uncertainty and risks.
Concerns from those challenges and issues need the natural
gas transportation system to be built reliability and durable.
In the end, try to identify risks and avoid related severe
consequences in early system-building stage, these measures
would lead the whole system become more stable and robust,
and the system could benefit more stakeholders in a very long
term. The controllers and decision makers of the system could
make the improvement of current system to be reality and with
low economic and environment cost.
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Abstract— Industry 4.0 has emerged as a potential strategy to
providing extensive connectivity in the production
environment, which is rapidly evolving combined with rising
commercial demand, mass personalized manufacturing. Mass
customization and complicated products necessitate more data
and
more
adaptable
Machine-to-Machine
(M2M)
communication that facilitates smooth data interchange and
interaction between industrial components in smart
manufacturing. Integrating industrial Internet of Things (IoT)
devices to benefit different industry sectors simultaneously
requires extensive network connectivity, interoperable
communication, and collaboration among the networked
machines. While critical technical issues with network
connectivity have been properly addressed, the technology is
not ready for flexible and seamless communication between
disparate machines. One of the challenges that arises because
of this development is the growing need for interoperable
standards and protocols at various levels of the manufacturing
ecosystem. Considering the interoperable infrastructure
required for Industry 4.0, the paper provides a secure and
cost-effective interoperable solution for multi-protocol
translators. The key contribution of the paper is a method for
mapping IoT multi-protocols into a low-cost gateway, as well
as providing effective full-duplex interoperable M2M
communication and cloud integration for compatible
platforms.

manufacturing ecosystem [6]. Successful system integration
requires good strategies to manage middleware connectivity.
However, integrating new devices to benefit different
industry sectors simultaneously requires significant
challenges as part of what is being called the Industrial
Internet of Things (IIoT) [7]. IIoT devices have unique
features, such as low processing and memory, low
bandwidth for data download and upload, and limited battery
life [8]. Given the ubiquity of these devices and facing such
limitations, it is necessary to develop new types of
communication protocols designed to deal with these
limitations.
Generally, the used protocols are based on
communication through cloud and between machines [9].
Semantic interoperability should be achieved in an
interworking solution in order to provide a common meaning
of the data exchanged by heterogeneous devices, even if they
belong to different domains [10]. Different communication
protocols are employed in IoT, e.g., Hyper Text Transfer
Protocol (HTTP), Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP),
MQ Telemetry Transport (MQTT), Modbus Transmission
Control Protocol and Internet Protocol (TCP/IP), Web
Sockets, Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP).
The main driving force for the design of such protocols is the
hardware limitations of embedded devices, which impede the
use of traditional network protocols. The integration of
communication protocols would cause interoperability
among several devices and services, and a possible solution
is the conception of a multiprotocol strategy [11]. Though
existing standards, e.g., MTConnect, OPC Unified
Architecture (OPC-UA) and AutomationML, allow for
specifications of industrial objects and information-rich
machine-to-machine
(M2M)
communications,
the
information models generated from these standards are not
semantically defined, making the semantic understanding
and intelligent decision-making a challenge [12]. In this
regard, an IoT system interchanging between access
protocols may overcome the said challenges in
interconnected heterogenous systems.
The primary contributions of this research can be
summarized as follows:

Keywords- IioT; Gateway; Interoperability; Protocols; M2M;
Raspberry Pi.

I. INTRODUCTION
Industry 4.0, fourth industrial revolution brought about
by introduction of Internet of Things(IoT) and Cyber
Physical Systems (CPSs) [1], has emerged as a promising
approach to provide extensive connectivity in manufacturing
environment [2]. The development of smart manufacturing
technologies is fast changing, and when it is coupled with
increasing commercial demand, additive manufacturing
shows numerous advantages in providing customized and
specifically designed products [3]. Mass customized and
complex products leads to a greater needs of information and
more flexible automation solutions [4]. This flexibility and
more advanced information handling requires more
intelligence in the system [5]. One of the resulting challenges
of this flexible information management is the increased
need for interoperability at different levels of the
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based on the capabilities and requirements of the
device and sensor data transmission.
Design and Implement model of interoperable
interpreter for effective M2M information exchange
and action plan at a faster pace towards sustainable
Industry 4.0 manufacturing

data with different machines and cloud platform. Fig. 1
illustrates the architecture of the proposed research
framework. We defined the architecture of the gateway with
four modules which are the key functions of the embedded
communication.
A.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in
Section II, related work and interoperability standards are
discussed; the strategy proposed, and its characteristics are
defined in Section III; Section IV focuses on development
model and strategy of proposed architecture; validation of
the proposed system through case study is demonstrated in
Section V; finally, in Section VI, we discussed conclusions
and future work.

Protocol Selection Framework
To facilitate safe and high-speed data transfer among
end IoT devices, users set protocols among MQTT, CoAP,
HTTP, WebSocket and Modbus TCP for the nodes and/or
sensors to send data to the gateway. Each of these protocols
have distinct features and capabilities, which add
complexity to the identification of a protocol suitable for
specific use cases.

II. RELATED WORK
The popularity of the internet has led to the emergence
of internet protocol-based communication standards,
creating a unified infrastructure for the integration of
disparate systems and devices. There are several solutions
proposed or implemented with the aim of increasing IoT
interoperability.
H. Derhamy et al. [13] developed a multi-protocol
solution for IoT interoperability issue. The solution includes
protocol implementation translators based on Service
Oriented Architecture (SOA), intermediate format to reduce
the number of translations necessary. The system also
detects protocol incompatibilities and performs the
translation.
Barros et al. [14] introduced Internet of Things
Multiprotocol Message Broker (IoTM2B) strategy to
integrate various communication protocols such as HTTP,
MQTT and CoAP and their performance evaluation based
on two scenarios, machine-to-machine (M2M) protocols
Communication and cloud-based environment. This strategy
extends IoT DSM to provide integration with embedded
devices Via various protocols.
Derhamy et al. [15] proposed interoperability solution
consists of a multi-protocol translator that is injected into
the service exchange on demand. The main contribution of
this research is to suggest ways to map OPC UAs to
intermediate formats. Intermediate formats can be mapped
to other standard IoT protocols such as CoAP, HTTP, and
MQTT.
The main issue with current interoperable solutions is
that there isn't a method that fits well with integration of IoT
multi protocols in a gateway and effective full duplex
interoperable communication to interconnect the sensors,
IIoT devices, and machines and cloud integration for
compatible platforms.

Figure 1. Architecture of the proposed research framework

For instance, MQTT is recommended in network
scenarios where bandwidth consumption must be reduced
and the devices involved in communication have low
processing and memory capacity [16]. WebSocket
protocol’s standard connectivity helps simplify many of the
complexities and difficulties involved in the operation of bidirection communication.

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION
To address this integration and interoperability
challenges, we proposed a platform to develop an
interoperable system which can connect heterogenous
devices with different protocol, process and exchange the
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However, a difficulty is that the sensors in industries and
shop floors are mainly connected to Programmable Logic
Controllers (PLCs) to collect large amount of sensor data
and to transfer it to a communication system [17]. To enable
IoT connectivity for these sensors connected to PLCs, the
controller needs to configure with Modbus TCP protocol.
Fig. 2 demonstrates protocol selection framework based on
the capabilities and requirements of the sensor data
transmission to gateway. In addition to the protocol
selection for the nodes, it is necessary for the processor unit
to have the ability to run and execute a Web Server, on
which services will be deployed.
Connectivity with Heterogenous Nodes
The First module of the IoT gateway system is to receive
data from heterogenous nodes and/or sensor with multiprotocol communication. The gateway uses wireless
communication protocol (e.g., Zigbee, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi)
and Local Area Network (LAN) to acquire the packet from
the heterogenous sensor nodes, and use the 3G/4G and,
other network interfaces to read and parse the data and then
send it to data format module for standardizing.

profile. The advantages of data transfer MQTT is good,
reliable, easy to build and it uses less network resources
even in conditions of unstable network [19]. In the gateway,
WebSocket communication technology also is adopted in
MQTT broker as WebSocket provides full-duplex
communication channels over a single TCP/IP connection.
Another most familiar protocol is HTTP which user can set
for communication between nodes and gateway server. The
data sent to the server with POST is stored in the request
body of the HTTP request. Another high interoperability
protocol for embedded devices with an increased level of
security is CoAP.

B.

C.

Data Formatting
Since heterogeneous nodes and sensors send data over
different protocols, they send data with different data
format. The gateway uses JavaScript Object Notation
(JSON) format to systematize the representation of data
coming from the nodes and sensors. An example of the
representation of the data recorded by the temperature and
humidity sensor, in JSON format, is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 4. Interoperable communication among the nodes and gateways

The node which acts as CoAP Client could send data to
the server on a particular port 5683 with the help of browser
add-on Copper (Cu) CoAP user-agent. A relevant
characteristic of Modbus TCP is that it is supported by both
proprietary and open-source hardware/software, so different
equipment can seamlessly share information enabled by this
protocol [20].

IV. RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT
Key components and flows are described at a high level
below.
A.

Figure 3. Example of systematized data format

This format has important advantages such as simplicity
and low resource consumption [16].
D.

Protocol Bridging
The proposed IoT gateway acts as a bridge between
different protocols, mainly among HTTP, MQTT, CoAP,
WebSocket and Modbus TCP. The gateway is continuously
being ready for listening for these multiprotocol connection
requests and message payload with the standardized format.
An example is given in Fig. 4 to illustrate the interoperable
protocol communication among the nodes and gateways in
the proposed architecture.
The broker Mosquitto is a message broker that
implements several versions of the MQTT protocol and it is
relatively a lightweight software [18] and it has low power
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Proposed System Architecture
The solution proposed in this research aims at enabling
interoperable connectivity from heterogenous devices and
data acquired from different communication protocols and
extending these networks towards the IoT universe. To this
purpose, we implemented 5 modules within the application:
(i)Multi-protocol gateway development (ii)Multi-protocol
server integration (iii)Node MCUs and Sensors Integration
(iv)Nodes and gateway interoperable communication
(v)Data storage to multiple databases. Fig. 5 illustrates the
implementation phases of the architecture.
B.

Multi-Protocol Gateway Development
For the development of the gateway, Raspberry Pi 4B
was used which is illustrated in Fig. 5(f). At first, multiple
single board computers were compared to find the cost
efficient and complex task management compatible
gateway. Table 1 is provided to show the comparison
among the development boards.
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TABLE I. COMPARISON OF SINGLE BOARDS

Processo
r
Frequen

Raspberry Pi

Raspberry

4

Pi 3

Quad core 64bit
ARMCortex A72
1.5GHz, 4GB

Broadcom
BCM2837
Quad Core
1.2GHz,
1GB

ARM
Cortex-A8

Raspbian,
Debian,
Fedora,
ARCH Linux
ARM,
Ubuntu etc.

Android,
Debian,
Angstrom,
Yocto,
Fedora,
Ubuntu etc.

Arduino,
Linux
distribution
for Galileo,
Rocket etc.

15W

15W

70 CAD

100 CAD

cy&

Beagle Bone

Galileo

1GHz,
512MB

RAM

Power

15.3W

Raspbian,
Debian,
Fedora,
ARCH
Linux,
ARM
etc.
10W

Cost

70 CAD

45 CAD

Operati
ng
System

Intel

Quark
SoC X1000,
32-bit Intel
400MH, 512
KB SRAM
256Mb
DRAM

Raspberry Pi is proposed as gateway because of its
lower cost, high processing capability, random-access
memory (RAM), 40 general purpose input/output (GPIO)
pins, RJ45 port and Wi-Fi connectivity. The Pi 4 is
continuously being ready for listening for these
multiprotocol connection requests and message payload
with the standardized format through 802.11 b/g/n/ac
Wireless LAN network.

Figure 6. Mosquitto MQTT Broker Running on Terminal

2)
HTTP Server: The Apache web server (HTTP
server) is installed on the Raspberry Pi 4 IoT gateway.
Apache can communicate between nodes and the server
over the HTTP. The Apache profile opens the port 80. Fig. 7
demonstrates apache2 Raspbian version running on the
gateway.

Figure 7. Apache3 Raspbian Version Webserver Installed

3)
CoAP Server Implementation: In this work, the
aiocoap Python CoAP library was used to implement the
CoAP protocol [21]. Two access methods are initiated here
one is PUT which allows the node connected with the
sensors transfer data to the gateway and, the other is GET
which allows the nodes with actuators to register with the
resource so that nodes can be notified when gateway
initiates any feedback command and transfer data.
4)
Modbus TCP Server: For Modbus TCP/IP
communication, an open-source and full modbus protocol
called “pyModbus” is used. It works as fully implemented
modbus server and supports read/write on discrete and
register. 30 registers are written initially for receiving
read/write requests from the clients. More registers can be
added for further development.
5)
WebSocket Server Deployment: As WebSocket
enables bidirectional communication in real time over the
web, WebSocket server is deployed in the gateway for
horizontal interoperable communication. After enabling
Node.js html server, http does the handling requests and
serving content and Uniform Resource Identifier (URL)
helps to parse requested URLs.
D.

Figure 5. Proposed Architecture Implementation Framework, [a]HTTP,
[b]MQTT, [c]CoAP, [d]WebSocket, [e]ModbusTCP, [f]Raspberry Pi 4 as
Gateway, [g]Azure IoT Hub Database, [h]KepwareServer Data Logging,
[i]Local/Cloud Database

C.

Multiple Server Configuration on the Gateway
MQTT, HTTP, CoAP, Modbus TCP and WebSocket
server are integrated in the gateway. Raspbian OS has been
installed in the system to configure all the servers and install
the required software and libraries.
1)
MQTT Broker Configuration: The software that is
being used here is Mosquitto. After installation series of
packages, the gateway broker was ready to publish or
subscribe the topic. Fig. 6 illustrates the start-up Mosquitto
MQTT broker on the terminal.
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Communication between Node MCUs and Sensors
For the development of the proposed design, sensors are
connected through the GPIO pins and input/output (I/O)
interface of the node MCUs. Three sensors DHT22 sensor,
BME280 sensor, MQ-135 are connected to three node
MCUs Raspberry Pi 3, Arduino Uno Rev2 and ESP32.
These sensors collect the data from surroundings like
temperature, humidity, pressure, altitude, and air quality.
E.

Communication between Node MCUs and Gateway
In this development, node2 Arduino Uno with bme280
pressure sensor send data over WebSocket Protocol. Node3
ESP32 send data over MQTT protocol. Node1 is configured
to communicate with HTTP, CoAP and Modbus TCP
protocol.
In Fig. 5(d) node2 creates client socket and tries to
establish a communication link to the gateway server using
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its IP address and port number 80. When the communication
established between node2 and gateway, it received pressure
and altitude from node2 Arduino Uno Wi-Fi and showed the
data to the interface. Here, the gateway is also devising as
MQTT broker which facilitates the communication from
node3 transferring messages from publisher to subscriber
and subscriber to publisher in Fig. 5[b]. Node3 ESP32 with
environmental sensor provides air quality data in ppm unit.
In regards, reading data from sensor and sending data to the
gateway broker, PubSubClient MQTT library is used on the
node3 end. Node1 will use the Adafruit DHT library to
retrieve the DHT22 sensor's current temperature and
humidity readings. After the gateway is configured to
receive data from node1 over CoAP protocol shown in Fig.
5(c), CoAPthon Python library the script is activated to
create a CoAP endpoint. Fig. 8 shows sensor data receiving
in the gateway from node1, node2 and node3.

Figure 8. Node1, node2, node3 data collected from gateway

To demonstrate Modbus TCP communication between
the client and gateway, in Fig. 5 (e) node1 was configured
as Modbus client that transfers temperature and humidity
data to gateway which works as Modbus TCP server. As the
gateway had register map for all data types with desired
size, these registers received read/write requests from the
node. For the demonstration of http protocol
communication, node1 was also configured as HTTP client.
Data Collection and Storage
Three databases are presented to visualize and process
for server and device communications. We divided the
databases into (i) local and cloud database (ii)
KEPServerEX data logging and communication and (iii)
Azure IoT hub databases.
After processing data received from the nodes, the
gateway sends data to MariaDB which is shown in Fig. 5(i).
In the experiment, the gateway receives data from the
different nodes and edge devices and provides it to
KEPServerEX OPC server MQTT client by Kepware. From
the Fig. 5(h), we demonstrated Air Quality data with the
corresponding timestamp that received from the MQTT
client through the KepServerex and stored into Microsoft
Access Databases. Azure IoT hub environment is deployed
to connect the gateway with nodes to the cloud. After
obtaining primary connection string, gateway establishes
communication with the IoT hub and sends data over
MQTT protocol to the hub. In Fig. 5(g) data ingestion is
shown in Azure Data Explorer Database.

V. VALIDATION
This section contains a case study to analyze a workflow
involving data collection from nodes with sensors, gateway
integration to cloud with the goal of validating the
interoperability concept of integrating any platforms with
the developed multi-protocol gateway.
A.

Case Study: Implementation on ThingsBoard
The case study refers to implementation communication
between gateway and ThingsBoard IoT platform.
ThingsBoard is an open-source IoT platform built on the
Java 8 platform that functions as an IoT gateway between
registered devices communicating via HTTP, CoAP, and
MQTT protocols to collect, analyse, visualize, and manage
data [22].
1)
Configuration: ThingsBoard is configured to
monitor and visualize data by creating IoT Dashboards and
updating in real-time. The multi protocol gateway receives
sensor data from three different nodes with different
protocols Modbus TCP, WebSocket and MQTT and,
process the data as JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)
format before sending to ThingsBoard Platform. Fig. 9
illustrates the integration details between the gateway and
the ThingsBoard platform.

F.
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Figure 9: ThingsBoard platform integration with muti-protocol gateway

The gateway uses an access token to access the web
interface of the ThingsBoard cloud server. Telemetry sent
by the gateway for logging in the platform is inserted into
the SQLite database table before being transferred to the
ThingsBoard. To publish telemetry data to ThingsBoard,
gateway publish message to the following topic:
“v1/devices/me/telemetry”. Finally, the telemetry data get
uploaded to the ThingsBoard using the MQTT publishing
feature.
2)
Real-time
Visualization
on
ThingsBoard:
ThingsBoard's integration APIs allow custom applications
to be built, and they use their own data visualisation tools.
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Abstract—Intelligent systems sense and react to their
environment. They are amenable to change, heterogeneous,
sustainable and secure. By their nature, cities develop due to
various preconditions affirmative to local sustenance of their
inhabitants. They are complex systems that encounter
ranging pressures stemming from urbanization to
uncontrolled socio-technical effects. To control and manage
these pressures, various suggestions, frameworks and
concepts have been proposed including but not limited to
transitioning into Smart Cities. It is relatively accurate that
most cities will aspire to be Smart merely for the perceived
benefits of such a state. Nonetheless, the research on
attainability and progress measurement is varied and
deferring in this regard. In this paper, cities are presented as
complex sociotechnical systems such that their optimization is
a function of people, social systems and networktechnological systems. Five incremental levels of the city’s
intelligence journey are proposed: Insulation, MicroFunctional, Macro-Functional, Spatial Dominance, SelfOrchestration and Astute.
Keywords-intelligent cities; systems thinking; smat cities.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Cities happen to be problems in organized complexity,
like the life sciences. They present "situations in which a
half-dozen or even several dozen quantities are all varying
simultaneously and in subtly interconnected ways.'' Like
the life sciences, cities do not exhibit one problem in
organized complexity, which, if understood explains all.
They can be analyzed into many such problems or
segments which, as in the case of the life sciences, are also
related with one another. The variables are many, but they
are not helter-skelter; they are "interrelated into an organic
whole" [1].
The city is manifestly a complicated system and only
partial control can be exercised over its growth and form.
It is a product of growth rather than of instantaneous
creation. [2] compared the city to a biological entity. That
is, a single organism covering the entire landscape surface
and showing signs of a vast intelligence [3]. Cities typically
evolve spontaneously and subsequently governed into
desired states. Thus, more often cities are self-organizing
and evolve from local-actions. This spontaneity contains
elements of spatial consciousness and random unique
forms commonly called fractals. Understanding these
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interacting elements have taken precedence on research on
city systems since the nascent stages of the 20th Century.
As systems, cities have existed no less than over 5000
years ago and changes in their form follows a randomized
process that manifest simultaneously at different spatial
levels. The need for a formal control mechanism to close
the gap between fur-flung anarchy and sporadic orderliness
inspired the development of disciplines such as City
Planning, Urban Studies et al. These specialized disciplines
engaged in atomistic and mechanistic approaches to plan
communities. Urban studies and related, have exerted a
great deal of effort in theoretical and practical techniques
following this pursuit.
Cities generally are taken as a composition of discrete
spatial nodes that perform separate functions at different
points in time. This view has been prominent and promotes
a vertical hierarchical-node structure where everything is
controlled from a [city’s] central core. A theoretical idea
extended from 19th century German economist, von
Thünen whose 1826 iconoclastic treatise, The Isolated
State, a century later led to – the mono-centric city models
– one of the fundamental insights in Urban Planning. The
idea of location theory, as Thünen’s views are known, has
since the mid-19th century inspired a revolution of
economists’ and geographers who have extended location
theory into mainstream economic models. The latter
mainly were interested in economic consideration and
physical analogies as a means to explain emerging city
patterns.
The vertical elaboration of the city system has been
dominant therein with notable applications in research on
scaling patterns and in land use planning. However, this
structure is changing into a horizontal one and spatial
processes are no longer mainly controlled from a central
core. Thus, relational linkages tend to be horizontal rather
than hierarchical/vertical. At the same time, there is the shift
from competitive cities to cooperative cities. The rest of this
paper is organized as follows. Section II elaborates more on
the traditional view. Section III describes the core problem.
Section IV discusses what an intelligent city is and Section
V introduces and proposes the five stages. Section VI
connects the dots.
II.

THE TRADITIONAL VIEW

In Figure 1, foundational view about the city is
dominated by well-defined familiar structures, a central
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market place or core, distinct route structures that enable
people to travel rapidly to the center from outlying places,
suburban locations or neighborhoods or district centers that
exist within a clearly structured hierarchy of places and
segregated areas where industrial activities take place [4].
This view implicitly assumes that everything in space is
homogenous and works as expected.

such cities. In Figure 2, we demonstrate the representation
of the city as a mesh.

Figure. 2 The city as a mesh with many-to-many relationships

III.
Figure. 1. Traditional view of Cities and spatial processes;
akin to star networks exhibiting a one-to-one relationship

On the contrary, cities are open complex systems and
exchange both mass and energy with their surroundings,
and is a product many builders: Planners, Technologists,
Architects, Scientists, Engineers and Policy Makers. They,
[the] builders, constantly modify the structures of cities for
reasons of their own. Regardless of the city exhibiting
fundamental characteristics of open systems including the
property of multiple builders, many theoretical
propositions developed to explain and predict urban spatial
structures typically describe the city as closed static
system. That is, a system permitting the export of mass but
not energy. Forrester [5] attempted to introduce the concept
of the closed dynamic system in his well-received but
controversial book: Urban Dynamics. By a closed dynamic
system, Forrester, does not outright describe the city as a
conventional open system. Instead, as a system that
generates its own problems and should be capable of
reinventing itself to meet internal demands given
institutional, economic, governance and infrastructural
structures – a common property of all-natural systems. And
as an emergent property, the boundaries do not exist in
isolation - in order words, cities only have imaginary
boundaries. Forrester strengthened his supposition and
stated that: “it does mean cause and effect loops do not
reach outside the boundary and return. For example,
migration to the area [cities] has its effect by filling and
thereby altering the area not by emptying the outside
world”.
This position was fundamental in pioneering a
complementing focus on the dynamics of urban systems as
against only analyzing the current state and function of
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THE CORE PROBLEM

The governance of urban systems poses an enormous
challenge to stakeholders and their community of decision
makers; a challenge heighted by the increasing need for
resilience, sophistication, durability and intelligence in
urban instrumentation defined, embedded and utilized in
cities. The city problem is getting more profound and
complex. Since 2008 and for the first time in human
history, the world became more urbanized than rural, with
more than 50% of the human population residing in cities.
Estimations predict this percentage to surpass 70% by
2050.
Attainment of this milestone ushered in a new era for
which cities were opened to mega challenges and mega
opportunities encapsulated in the complexities of
sociotechnical systems – the fundamental goal for cities
shifted. Cities seek to minimize problems and to maximize
opportunities across systems and processes. Some cities by
virtue of structures, processes and available infrastructure
are better positioned to explore these opportunities,
however, none is immune and many especially, most in the
developing world are highly susceptible to the negative
repercussions of urbanization. As cities continue to search
for solutions in what is theoretically an infinite solution
space, it is indispensable to implement and monitor
systems, programs and policies that inform and enforce a
set of key performance parameters. Making-A-City-Think;
in order words, architecting an intelligent urban space has
emerged as the indispensable strategy to cope with the
problems generated by the changing dynamics – and there
are many of such challenges. However, the success of such
transformation depends on how it is done [6]
Smart or intelligent cities by definition and application
imply an extended integration of new technologies,
solutions, policies and decision making in the ontology of
city existence comprising of mobility, living, governance,
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economy, environment, civic/people support [7]. It is
primarily enabled by new computational power, open data
availability and advanced problem synthesis and analysis.
The city system has become an experimental plot to test
propositions and suppositions emanating from different
academic disciplines. A new generation of city scientists
and researchers employing multidisciplinary approaches to
address many challenging city problems is relatively new
[although actually old] and has doubled over the last
decade due to rapid urbanization. Unlike any period in
history, we observe an active desire of more and more
people wanting to the move towards the cityscape in search
of city resurgence – and not necessarily wanting to vacant
the bucolic peripheries of the country side. We make this
distinction, and to borrow from Forrester, such a movement
is not intended to empty the country side [which will never
happen] but rather to fill the cities.
It is intuitive and conceptually appropriate to describe
the shift to cities – migration on bases of ‘interpreted’
transaction cost theory. That is, we relate how people move
as a set of transactions with the cost of the transaction split
between: perceived individual benefit(s) and perceived
collective benefit(s) of migrants [as agents]. That is, the
decision maker(s) probabilistic outcomes of ‘success’ at
their [intended] destination is/are larger than their origin.
Assuming Occam Razor all individuals and groups – all
things being equal –are greedy and rational and that
tentatively, gain a cognitive [learning] ability to infer,
approximate, distribute and map as a function of time their
egoistic and collective goals relative to their current state.
Where perceived state is greater than generated state, they
seek a movement towards nearest (Basic mobility ability,
that is: distance travelled depends on distance to be
travelled to reach the destination of choice) destination for
improvement, that is: (Ps > Pg). For instance, in developing
countries, the decline of subsistence farming [favoring the
masses] – the rise of mechanized large scale [favoring the
few] coupled with the growing knowledge-based
information centric technological age has generated a shift
of form and a change in occupational dependents. When
speaking with a ‘Lagotian’ (Somebody that has lived or
preferably lives in Lagos, Nigeria – Africa’s biggest
megacity) recently, he remarked: “In Lagos, you can sell
anything and make money out of anything”. In order words,
whereas their economic choices in the bucolic regions are
limited; opportunities are assumed to be abundant in cities
– literally. Glaeser [8] sums this up: in reality, there is no
such thing as a poor urbanized city or a rich rural region.
Succinctly, cities generate more interactions with more
people than rural areas because they are central places of
trade that benefit those who live there and so people moved
to cities because they intuitively perceived the advantages
of urban life [3]. While technically possible, the
assumptions above are not intended for quantitative
translations. In making the above logical constructs, we are
only re-emphasizing a trait of Homo sapiens such that are
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learning creatures - we learn both voluntarily and
involuntarily. And that in fact, our most valuable
knowledge may be one acquired involuntarily – just like
the seasoned power plant engineer who through acquired
intelligent cognition can think-ahead of machine warnings
and shut down generators before an inevitable power surge.
As a pioneer, Skinner [9] was the first persuader in this
direction when through a counter theory to [10] he stressed
on the need to focus more on the productive behavior [of a
system] itself rather than using it to make hypotheses about
mental states. In Figure 3, we provide an implicit example
of a pseudocode of a human agent program that may be
used to explain the growth of the core problem.
The choices of many especially in the developing
countries to move to urban areas underscore the high-level
of attraction the city offers. In essence, people have
elevated their expected value of city returns – partly
economic, others technological and some cultural, others
security, etc. Stereotypically, intelligence permeates our
cities because we now live in a world where objects are
capable of gathering, processing, displaying, transmitting
or taking physical action on information all at the same
time. The roles of cities are being gradually transformed
into managers of these containers of intelligence egocentric centers of innovation and cognition embedded
in socio-technical complexities.
IV.

WHAT IS AN INTELLIGENT CITY?

The city’s problems are relatively similar everywhere,
they just vary by the degree of sophistication, intensity and
impact. Climate change affects all cities and megacities are
not necessarily generating new kinds of problems but
rather intensifying and exposing the inability of existing
structures to cope with and or minimize negativities.
Due to its definitional impreciseness, numerous
unspoken assumptions and a rather self-congratulatory
tendency [11], a smart city can mean different things to
different entities – there exist an inherent stakeholder bias
that practitioners, civic leaders, technocrats and related
must strive to. In most cases, where cities are using
networked infrastructure. [sometimes mainly, ‘plug and
play’] solutions to gain a centralized view of information
across certain city departments and agencies, they are
sometimes referred as smart cities.
To the citizen, a smart city can mean automatically
finding the fastest way to get to work; where smart meters
control power usage and even to some [especially in
developing countries], where drinking water that can be
counted on, or perhaps, where they are safer streets due to
increased closed circuit monitoring.
To the city
administrator, a smart city can mean optimization of
process through the installation of city management
systems, etc. To the environmentalist on the other hand, a
smart city may mean a city that produces few carbon
emissions or one whose citizens have a smaller ecological
footprint.
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Figure 4 is a Systemigram. Systemigrams are used to
bring context to the meaning of togetherness that is, to
unravel ambiguity in methodical system descriptions, parts
and relationships. Through this approach Systemigrams are
able to gather and clearly present the structure and behavior
of systems diagrammatically as an emergent whole.
The mainstay [the diagonal, from left to right] is the
principal stakeholder bias; this can also be termed as the
dependent variable given that it acts as a centralized
governance structure that depends on the perspectives of
other interests/ agents in the urban system. Such a governed
interplay is for purposes of good service delivery in urban
systems. For instance, in the smart growth node, consider
“walkable neighborhood” a citizen may not necessarily
consider himself safe [his community walkable] on the
street because business and convenient-shops are within
his reach of < 10 minutes of walking but because the city
has installed real-time communications technologies to
monitor streets.
From above and by extension, an intelligent city is
therefore a smart connected community capable of
reinventing itself through appropriate and optimal
communications between local nodes enabled by the
network and in addition, it engages in interconnectedness
with foreign entities relevant to local sustenance and/or
evolution. Getting to this point is not guaranteed by the
upgrade of a sub-system – it helps- but to achieve or work
towards achieving intelligence, a city must navigate a
systematic and holistic course comprising of Insulation,
Micro-Functional, Macro-Functional, Spatial Dominance,
Self-Orchestration and Astute. Therefore, where
intelligence shall be a function of:
C (intelligence) = f (Cw1, Aw2, Aw3, Sw4…)
Function parameters: weighted rate of the 5 stages
V.

THE STAGES

Below are the proposed incremental stages considering a
city’s intelligence journey.
A. Insulation
The main purpose of insulation is to limit the transfer
of energy between the inside and outside of a system [12].
Cities [as we know] have been complex open systems since
the evolution of the first of its kind. They have acted as
centers of knowledge incubation, dissemination and
transfer. They are the drivers of political, structural and
economic growth of the national dynamic boundaries
within which they are situated.
Cities need to articulate a complex insulation
mechanism in the form of predictive models on people
movement in and out of cities and to control the attraction
and retention of talent, local education institutions and
related. The above does not call for restrictive policies to
constrain the mobility of people seeking social
opportunities, as misguided interventions often divert
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resources to locations that are not profitable for local level
growth [13]. One cannot design a system without
understanding the boundaries of such a system.
B. Micro-Functional
Effective approximation of the simple functions of a
city measured against a verification and validation
mechanism contributed by the actors of each individual
sub-system. This approach is intended to assess the optimal
operation or lack there-off of the assets in a neighborhood.
This approach is akin to a focus group intended to collect
perceptions of a product performance, and/or to improve
features. In theory, it is possible to account for all
properties of any particular urban system; for instance, the
Health care delivery system or the Energy system and so
on if available data allowed for a comprehensive
knowledge of all the characteristics of such and the
relationships existing between them. Practically however,
this is infeasible because, we will never be able to know or
even approximate all the properties of these systems. Few
reasons are because urban systems defer from city to city
with multiple socio-technical interacting relationships that
are varying, unpredictable and subject to multiple
subjective interpretations.
C. Macro-Functional
This is the extrapolation and extension of a holistic
representation of the state of a city. It is the assessment how
micro-functional agents are working collectively and
optimally. Given the whole is greater than the sum of the
parts, Macro-functional states are distinct and poses a
different set of challenges in complexity. From a far, there
may not be direct link between mobility and education but
the nuances in-between are the containers to the solution.
As a satisficing [14] solution to this complexity, the
properties of the complex wholes – independent systems
embedded in the city’s system of system ecology – remain
irreducible to the characteristics of their parts. Hence, they
are grouped as like terms and each group of like terms is
assigned a different singular or multi-objective function
identified with that particular group. Any of these groups
will possess a spatial view of the urban form which stems
to be a representation of an urban system from their
common concerns.
D. Spatial Dominance
There is almost never the best system, but there is an
optimal system at any given point in space. While in many
real-world situations, optimal strategies are unknown or
unknowable [15], the city is not one of those. Enabling
urban intelligence fueled by urban technological
innovations begins as a pragmatic, engineering-based
attempt to improve the operation of individual urban
infrastructure and services; it can also be seen as
perturbing unconsciously the interactions of the many
systems within a city. Urban networks consist of
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infrastructure systems, interconnected service delivery
mechanisms and social networks.
In the context of the city, spatial dominance represents
the estimation of interconnectedness of cities. Regardless
of how minuscule it might be, it is important for a city to
achieve a preferred status, in-other-words, be known as the
go-to in an area relative to another city with which is shares
relation. It’s possible for multiple cities to be equally
preferred in enumerated areas or metrics.
E. Self-Orchestration
While making a city think may be a new research
domain, the study of cities as systems dates back to at least
the mid-1950s. Cities were first treated formally as systems
when General System Theory and Cybernetics came to be
applied to the softer social sciences in the 1950s. It is worth
mentioning that the structure of a digital urban space is not
static, that is, with the continuous improvement of theory
and practice related to urban management and operations,
urban components and their systems can be dynamically
optimized and adjusted so that they can better cover all
areas of the city [16].
With self-orchestration, there is an end-to-end function
of cities as systems within systems of cities, such that
multiple areas of the city function autonomously and at the
same time controlled. Example, the automatic detection of
a pothole and the prevention of a pothole. It is a trusted,
integrated state.
F. Astute
This is the final stage and a culmination of insulation,
micro-functional, macro-functional, spatial dominance and
self-orchestration. Thinking in systems or systems thinking
can be said to hold the city in its dichotomy: it helps to
show how local processes and interactions give rise to
global structures considering a plethora of local views and
constraints and how these global structures feedback into
local interactions.
VI.

CONNECTING THE DOTS

Studies on cities as socio-technical systems are recent
and not well developed. Either there have been undue
emphases on creating diminutive artificial societies – a
technology lead approach or a 180 degree turn to
emphasize the value of social welfare. The study of cities
as socio-technical systems recognizes an eminent social
part and an important technological dependency. The
COVID-19 crisis made it clear that cities suffer if their
citizens do, and that without the well-being of the latter,
they are merely empty structures [17]. This approach
reduces the evidence of social and technical polarization
cited in earlier works such as [18], [19].
The ability to deal with commonsense knowledge about
the world is fundamental for any intelligent system that
acts in the real world and it has been early recognized as
one of the central topics of Artificial Intelligence to
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represent and reason about commonsense knowledge.
Space has always been considered to be an important part
of commonsense reasoning given the physical world has a
spatial dimension and all objects which are dealt with are
located in space relative to other objects. Early approaches
involving commonsense knowledge about the physical
world were trying to solve text book physics and math
problems, e.g., [19, 17]. but it soon turned out that
mathematical equations were not sufficient for solving
most problems.
VII. CONCLUSION
Strong linkage between the state of cities and
information technology is a function of time and obligate
symbiosis. In order words, technological innovation,
regardless of the geography within which it occurs: be it in
a basement in India, Bangladesh, Nairobi, or in wellorganized centers in Silicon Valley, mostly occur in cities.
Technology evolves when actors nurture and develop ideas
directly impacting existing spatial dynamics of their living
squatters’. Because money begets money, actors are
attracted to disproportionally work towards where such
technology will be needed. The law of disproportionality
does not deny but delay diffusion into other areas.
By employing systems thinking and systems
engineering, we think about how a set of “city events” are
governed and function as a function of nested complexities.
We acknowledge learning in city spaces require abilities to
decrypt, analyze, synthesize, apply, predict [actions] and
re-configure an integral knowledge base.
Such
information, where gathered can be molded into patterns of
behavior, develop predictive models of likely outcomes
allowing better decisions and informed actions [20].,
learning in space require Networked Infrastructure,
Information Systems and City Citizens as principal agents.
Cities are complex spatial systems with social and
technical rules, structures and networks. In the most
general terms, there is a network of cities or a network in
cities. Of more interest is network in cities where the city
becomes less obtrusive and reinforce a network
dependency of a system among systems, rightly called a
system of systems. By extension, it is important to realize
these relationships because they serve a building blocks to
understand how logical and physical networks work in
cities. When we say a city is connected, more ‘smartly’
connected we mean it is capable of reinventing itself
through appropriate and optimal communications between
local nodes enabled by the network and in addition, it
engages in interconnectedness with foreign entities
relevant to local sustenance and/or evolution.
In this paper, we have presented the background of the
problem and introduced five stages of assessment and
measurement. Further research will expand on guidance
and evaluation of the proposed stages.
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function IMPROVE_QUALITY_OF_ LIFE(target)
cognition: localPercept,

returns an action

access local conditions, initially set to null [0, 1]

foreignPercept

, excepted opportunities for goal attainment [0, 1]

Goal , access short term and long term
localState [‘current local State’ based on performance measure]

DEFINE:

futureState

[‘perceived future State’ based on performance measure]

if {
localPercept
Goal

approaches

1 && foreignPercept

approaches

0 , then

← foreignPercept

VERIFY
Problem ((futureState – currentState) < (currentState – futureState))
execute

← MIGRATIONDIRECTION

( foreignPercept)

ELSE if
localPercept

approaches

0 then

break thought;
return action
if
SOLUTION

is null [0] after ‘x LOOPS ’

AGENT is content ← SET localPercept (

approaches

0)

}
END IF
return state

Figure. 3 The core problem fueled by migration
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Figure. 4. The Systemigram of a Smart City
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